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I. Introduction 
With the increasing application to the solution of 
Schroedinger's equation of large scale, high speed electronic 
computers, knowledge of the electronic structure of molecules has 
increased tremendously in the past decade. These electronic 
computer calculations are important because they serve to verify 
the accuracy of the general theory of quantum mechanic s and also 
because they provide insight into the general chemical structure 
of molecules. 
The calculations performed on an electronic digital 
computer are numerical in character, rather than analytic, so that 
the results obtained from the calculation are always approximate, 
to a greater or lesser degree. Besides the approximate character 
inherent in the calculations because they are performed by an 
electronic computer, it is usual to make some further approxima-
tion in the form of the wave function, for all but the simplest atom. 
One procedure which is widely used for making this approximation 
is the Roothaan procedure 1 (described in Chapter ill). Briefly, 
this involves writing the wave function as a Slater determinant of 
molecular orbitals, each of which consists of a linear combination 
of atomic (like) orbitals. The atomic (like) orbitals are often 
taken to be Slater orbitals, of the form of an exponential function 
multiplied by some power of the distance and by a spherical 
harmonic, each referred to a specific (atomic) center. The more 
different atomic orbitals that are used in constituting each 
molecular orbital, the more accurately the resulting wave function 
will be approximated. In order to ensure that the resulting wave 
function represents the best approximation possible, with a given 
number of atomic orbitals, it is necessary to perform calculations 
in which parameters contained in the atomic orbitals are varied. 
The criterion usually used to determine the goodness of a 
calculation- -that is, the accuracy of the calculated wave function--
is based on the observation that the calculation is essentially a 
variational calculation in which the energy is to be minimized. 
The present thesis will always be concerned with calculation of 
the electronic wave function when the molecule is in the ground 
state. In practice this means that the best calculation must be 
determined on the basis of the lowest total electronic ener gy of 
the molecule. Now it is well known that the criterion for good-
ness, that of minimizing the energy, while leading to a calculated 
value of the total electronic energy of the molecule which agrees 
well with experiment, can yet result in calculated values of other 
quantities of interest associated with the molecular structure 
which are, in fact, not at all accurate. For example, if the energy 
is stationary to second order in a small quantity, the wave function 
varies as the first power in this small quantity. 
In the case of molecular calculations performed on an 
electronic digital computer, this fact has the implication that the 
calculated energy may agree fairly well with experiment, but that 
any other quantity, calculated as the mean value of an operator by 
use of the computed wave function, may differ appreciably and 
importantly from its correct value. 
This situation has been particularly perplexing with regard 
to the calculation of the electric field gradient at the nucleus, q 2, 
in the Li 2 molecule
3
• This quantity, q, which depends only on the 
geometric distribution of charge in the molecule, enters into the 
determination of the quadrupole moment of a particular nucleus 
residing in the molecule, in this case the Li 7 nucleus. For Li 2, 
the quantity q has been calculated several times previously 4 with 
varying results. These results are such that the sign of the 
quadrupole moment of Li 7, let alone its numerical value have been 
in doubt. The reason for this uncertainty in the calculation is that 
q is the sum of two terms, the electronic contribution and the 
contribution from the other nucleus. The former of these is nega-
tive while the latter is positive and their magnitudes are nearly 
equal for Li 2• Thus the quadrupole moment for Li 
7 in Li 2 depends 
very sensitively on the calculated wave function for the Li 2 mole-
cule, since the contribution which is due to the other nucleus is 
known quite accurately. 
Recently, experimental results have become available for 
Li 7 in the LiH molecule S, 6• In LiH, the calculation of q does not 
involve the cancellation of two almost equal terms, so that the 
determination of q in LiH should be unambiguous. 
From the calculations on LiH and Li 2, the sign of the 
quadrupole moment of Li 7 is determined unambiguously to be 
. h . d . b 4 Io- 26 2 . "fi negative; t e magmtu e 1s a out x em , more s1gm cant 
figures being given in Chapters V and VI. This value is about a 
7 factor of three less than the usually quoted value for the quadrupole 
moment of Li 7• 
The introduction is concluded with a brief description of 
the topics discussed in each chapter: Chapter II reviews previous 
work on LiH and Li 2 calculations and the electric field gra~ent 
calculations in Li2• Chapter III discusses the Hartree-Fock 
equations and their adaptation to efficient use on an electronic 
computer. Chapter IV deals with the development of a formula 
which may be used to compute the electric field gradient and thus 
the quadrupole moment, for the case of a diatomic molecule. 
Chapter IV also presents a discussion of the Sternheimer effect. 
Chapter V reports the results for the LiH and Li 2 molecules and 
for atomic Li, all of which do not include corrections resulting 
from configuration interaction. Chapter VI discusses the theory of 
configuration interaction and presents the results including it. In 
Chapter VII a swnmary of the important results and the conclusions 
is presented. 
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II. Review of Previous Work 
This chapter is devoted to a summary of previous work. 
A review of the calculations that have been carried out has been 
given by Allen and Karo1• As discussed below, the present 
calculations are SCF-LCAO-MO-CI type calculations. For purposes 
of comparison, only the work done previously by this method will be 
reviewed, although a good deal of work has been done by other 
methods. An exception will be made in discussing the electric 
field gradient calculations carried out in Li z• Many of these calcu-
lations were performed with wave functions found by other methods 
and will be discussed below. The discussion will be divided into 
three parts: (1) Molecular properties (wave function, energy, etc.) 
of LiH; (Z) Molecular properties of Liz; (3) Electric field gradient 
in Liz• A discussion of electric field gradient calculations in LiH 
is not included because, to the knowledge of the author, none have 
been made previously. 
There have been two LCAO-MO-SCF calculations of LiH 
made previously. In the calculation of Karo z, numerical Hartree-
Fock Li orbitals and the Is exponential hydrogen orbital were chosen 
as the atomic orbitals. To evaluate two center integrals, the 
hydrogen wave function was expanded about the Li center3• Karo 
uses four atomic orbitals : Li Is, Lias, Li 01. p, and H Is. Thus 
there are two molecular orbitals available for configuration inter-
action calculations. The calculations were carried out for nine 
internuclear distances ranging from 2. 0 to 9. 0 a. u. (3. OZ a. u. is 
the equilibrium internuclear distance). Karo did not consider 
promotions from the I cr shell in the configuration interaction 
calculations. Karo calculated the dissociation energy to be 1. 62 ev 
compared with the experimental value of z . 52 ev. This value 
includes the contribution of five configurations besides the ground 
state. These include relatively small contributions from two 
single substitution configurations, which contributions should 
vanish according to Brillouints theorem 4• The total molecular 
energy calculated by Karo with the single determinant is 98. 83o/o of 
the experimental value; with configuration interaction this is rais.ed 
to 99. 03o/o. Karo also calculated the dipole moment as a function 
of internuclear distance. He found a value of -6.05 Debyes at the 
equilibrium internuclear distance with configuration interaction and 
a larger value without it. 
Ransil5 has made a SCF-MO-LCAO calculation for LiH. He 
also uses Li Is, Li ls, Li alp, and H ts atomic orbitals. However, 
these atomic orbitals are Slater type orbitals. There are several 
ways in which the screening constants can be found. Ransil has used 
screening constants found by several different methods. Ransil's 
best calculation gives a dissociation energy of I. 41 ev; his total 
molecular energy is 98. 75o/o of the experimental value. His calcu-
lation was carried out at the experimental internuclear distance. 
For the dipole moment, his best calculation is 5. 92 Debyes. 
For Li 2, there have been three MO-LCAO-SCF calculations 
made previously. Extensive calculations were carried out by · 
Ishiguro, Kayama, Kotani, and Mizuro 6• These authors use as 
basic functions Is, «s, and ap atomic orbitals of the Slater type. 
Calculations were performed at internuclear distances 4. 5, 5. 0, 
and 5. 5 a. u. (experimental value: 5. 05 a. u. ). One result which 
they find is that in configuration interaction a configuration involving 
1T orbitals appears with an unexpectedly large coefficient. The results 
of the present work support this conclusion. These authors calcu-
late a dissociation energy of O. 124 ev, compared to the exp e r imental 
value of 1. 05 ev. 
Faulkner 7 has carried out a calculation on Li 2 with Slater 
type atomic orbitals. Faulkner determines his screening constants 
from the tables of Morse, Young, and Haurwitz as extended and 
corrected by Tubis 8• A dissociation energy · of 0. 33 ev i s calculated. 
Several other quantities are also calculated including the quadrupole 
moment of the Liz. molecule which is found to be Q(Li2 ) = -0. 17 a. u. 
Ishiguro et al have also calculated this quantity and 4nd a value of 
about + 20 a. u. The total molecular energy calculated is 99. 02o/o 
of the experimental value. 
Ransil has also performed a MO- LCAO-SCF calculation 
for Li 2• Ransil uses Slater-type orbitals with screening constants 
found by several different methods. Three atomic orbitals (Li, Is, 
as, a...p) were used, at the experimental internuclear distance. 
Ransil's best dissociation energy is 0. 15 ev and the total molecular 
energy is 98. 98o/o of the experimental value. 
There is one general comment to be made with regard to all 
of these calculations. The SCF-M O -LCAO approach is particularly 
attractive in lending itself to adaptation to high speed electronic 
computers. It would, therefore, be hoped that molecular calcula-
ti·ons by this method would yield good re s ults. In general, the 
calculations above show rather poor agreement between the computed 
and experimental values of dissociation energy. Therefore, such 
wave functions can hardly be trusted in the prediction of hyperfine 
effects such as the calculation of the electric field gradient in mole-
cules. This is true even considering wave functions calculated 
including configuration interaction. Thus it is desirable to have 
more accurate wave functions. This discouraging state of affairs is 
underscored by the relative success of other methods which may be 
simpler to use although, perhaps, not to interpret1 0• 
One encouraging point is that all of the calculations reviewed 
above use a rather small set of atomic orbitals as basis functions. 
Quantum-mechanically it may be shown that a better approximation 
to the true wave function is got by going to a larger basis set. Thus, 
for example, the Li 2 calculation of Ransil employs three atomic 
orbitals. In contrast to this, the present calculation uses a basis 
set of nine Slater-type orbitals (on each center). 
The use of a large set of basis functions improves the wave 
function in two different ways : (1) It allows each molecular orbital 
to assume a form more nearly in agreement with its true form (i.e., 
the form it would have if the Hartree-Fock equations could be 
solved a.nalp:ically, without approximation); this means essentially 
that it allows the am,le deter~inantal wave function to be a better 
approximation to the ground state than could be got with a smaller 
basis set. ( Z) It allow a more molecular orbitals to be available 
for configuration interaction calculations • 
• 
It ia the aim of the present work to employ a large enough 
basis set of atomic orbitals that reasonably good agreement with 
experimental quantities is found. For this purpose we shall use 
a relatively large set of basis functions and perform a complete 
configuration interaction calculation. 
The history of the calculation of the electric field gradient 
in Li. z and the determination of the quadrupole moment of Li. 7 
begins with the note by P. Kusch11 • In thia note, using an experi-
mental value of the quadrupole coupling constant (defined after 
(4. 16), Chapter IV) and a value for the electric field gradient at 
the nucleus calculated by Logan12, Kusch concludes that the sign 
of the Li. 7 quadrupole moment Q(Li 7) is positive. This is in 
disagreeme~t with the theoretically predicted value according to 
13 plausible models of the nucleus • In 1952, Logan, Cote, and 
Kusch published a value of + 0. 060 Me/sec for the quadrupole 
li t · Li 14 H thi 1 . fi coup ng cons tan 1n 2 • ow ever, s va ue us not a rm one, 
with regard to its magnitude. The reason for the uncertainty in 
. 
this value is the following: experimentally the quadrupole inter-
action introduces into the spectrwn additional structure which 
would be seen as wings attached to the main spectrwn of Li z• 
However, in the spectrum given by Logan, Cote, and Kuach, theae 
awdliary maxhna cam10t be reaolved. For this reason 
- . 
Logan, Cote, and Kusch make the assumption that the half 
width of the observed pattern occurs at the maximum of the auxiliary 
maxima, and evaluate the Liz quadrupole coupling constant with the 
aid of this aaswnption. The note by Kusch stimulated Present15 and 
Avery and Blanchard 16 to reconsider ~e nuclear models upon which 
~~. 
the p rediction of negative Q had been made. In both papers it was 
concluded that it would be possible to predict a positive value of 
Q, but not according to any simple theory. Also the disagreement 
of positive Q with respect to the general classification could not be 
ignored. The calculation of the electric field gradient was under-
taken again by Harris and Melkano££17 who confirmed Foley's 
earlier result that the electric field gradient is positive when cal-
culated with a Bartlett-Furry18 wave function. However, Harris 
and Melkanoff also carried out a calculation with the James 19 wave 
function and found a negative value for the electric field gradient. 
Harris and Melkanof£ conclude that the sign of the electric field 
gradient at the Li nucleus is quite sensitive to the precise variation 
of the molecular wave function. Sternheimer and Foley 20 pointed 
out the importance of including a correction caused by the quadru-
pole moment induced by Q in the inner electron shells. These 
authors show that inclusion of a correction for this effect leads to 
a negative value of the electric field gradient for the James wave 
function. However, because the electric field gradient is so sensitive 
, to the behavior of the wave function, Sternbeimer and Foley conclude 
that their calculations are not conclusive. One previous calculation 
of this quantity with a SCF-MO-LCAO wave function was made by 
Ishiguro et al. 21 They find a value of Q approximately equal to 
+ 10 x 10-::-zt)cm 2• A calculation of the electric field gradient was 
performed by Mannari and Arai 2~. they use the wave function of 
Arai and Sakamoto 23 which is based on the method of deformed 
-26 2 
atoms in molecules. A value is found of Q = - 3. 8 x 10 em or 
- 26 2 
- 2. 5 x 10 em • The electronic contribution was evaluated at 
R = 4. 93 a. u. (internuclear distance). The first value results if the 
nuclear term is evaluated at R = 4. 93 a. u., the second if R = 5. 05 a. u. 
(experimental value). These values are in agreement with the 
nuclear model predictions. The Sternheimer correction factors were 
not included. Using the MO-LCAO-SCF function of Ransi124, a cal-
culation of the electric field gradient bas been made by Richardson 25 
g 
who finds a value of - 12 x 10- 26 em 2 without the Sternheimer 
correction. 
In summary, previous calculations have given both signs 
for Q(Li 7 ), depending upon the calculation. The best c alculation, 
based on dissociation energy as a criterion, is that of Mannari 
and Arai which agrees with the prediction of plausible nuclear 
models. The two previous SCF-MO-LCAO calculations of Ishiguro 
et al. and Richardson give about the same magnitude but differing 
signs. Since both of these calculations use a very small basis set 
of atomic orbitals, there is hope that a more elaborate calculation 
will yield a result in agreement with that predicted by the nuclear 
models. 
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III D e scription of C ale ulations 
1. Hartree-Fock Equations 
The usual Hamiltonian for a molecular system relies on the Born-
Oppenheimer separation1 which allows the motion of the electrons to be 
treated separately from the motion of the nuclei; that is, the electronic 
wave function may be calculated separately from the nuclear wave function, 
although the positions of the nuclei enter into the e~ectronic w ave function 
parametr~cally. A second approximation occurs in that relativistic ef-
fects are ignored and, in particular, the spin-orbit coupling is left out of 
the Hamiltonian which may be written , for an N electron system, 
~(l,d.) . . . JN) = z K(i) + L ~CA-/~) 
(i .i<'i 
( 3 . 1) 
where i, j ~ N. The K (i) and Q (i, j) operators are Hermitian, the former 
being a one-electron operator and the latter a two-electron operator. In 
an atomic or molecular problem K (i) includes the kinetic energy of an 
electron and the potential energy of an electron in the Coulomb field of the 
nuclei, and Q (i, j) represents the Coulomb interaction between the i th and 
j th electrons. The wave function in the Hartree-Fock approximation is 
assumed to be a single Slater determinant , 2 
I (N !)"i \ ~,(1) <P.(?.) . . . <PN(N) I (3. 2) 
which is formed from the set of occupied orthonormal orbitalst<Ji}. This 
ground state Hartree-Fock wave function is antisymmetric and norm alized. 
Since both Li H and Li2 correspond to closed shell cases, for w hich all 
variants of the Hartree-Fock theory are the same, i t is sufficient to dis -
cuss the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method. 3 In this case the mean value 
of the energy is made stationary with respect to a variation of the wave 
function which preserves its n ormaliz ation. Thus o ( X I H \ ~ )= 0 :l:o o 
subject to o ( ~ \ ~ ) = 0. As is well known, the variational principle 
0 0 
/ 0 
in this form leads to the Hartree-Fock equations: 4 
.J.. ~N) 
where ~0 is the effective one-particle Hamiltonian defined by 
and 
1\J 
t< +2-{=1 
is defined in terms of 
( 3. 3) 
(3. 4) 
( 3. 5) 
The El. are numbers and represent the negative of the ionization po-
tential for the i th electron. 5 
The Hartree-Fock equation for the closed shell case, which is 
given by (3. 3), is usually solved by a self-consistent method. Since 
'J::f0 is defined in terms of the set { <11} , it is necessary to solve 
(3 . 3) by an iteration scheme in which 
(3. 6) 
where the superscript denotes the stage of iteration. The one-particle 
Hamiltonian, which is used to determine the orbitals and one-electron 
energies at the (n + l)th stage, has been determined from then th stage 
0\..t (~+1) orbitals. Once the (n + l)th stage orbitals have been found, a new .Ito 
is determined and a new calculation according to (3. 6) is performed. 
This itera~on process is continued until satisfactory agreement between 
two successive iterations is reached, that is, until two successive itera-
tions are self-consistent. 
These self-consistent calculations have been carried out in the 
past. However, this method suffers from the disadvantage of being quite 
II 
q_,_
10
( m-H) 
laborious because it i s necessary, when calculating /1", , to 
perform the integrations shown in (3 . 5). According to the method pre-
sented, a new set of integrations must be performed at each stage. A 
method for circumventing this difficulty was proposed by Roothaan. 6 
The Roothaan procedure replaces the space-dependent part of the or -
bital by a linear combination of atomic orbitals. 7 The orbital <j> . consists 
1 
of the product of a space function · and a spin function ( tz or (3, where a is 
the spin function with mt5 -= + 1 /a.. and (3 that with rm5 = -I/~ ) . In 
the notation used here q,. will also be used to denote the space-dependent 
1 
part of the orbital alone. Thus with 11a (_E) denoting an atomic orbital, 
M 
¢. c~) -= z_ x. 11 c '~'a.) 
.A.- ..<.It (q_ -
a= 1 
) M>N 
--
(3. 7) 
are coefficients and .E is a radius vector in the coordinate sys-
tern defined for the molecular problem. In the present calculations, the 
specific form taken for the ~· is the Slater-type orbital, 
m - ~a ( 
,~ Q e (3. 8) y (-e-, <P) ; 
.fa. rY'n.o.. 
where 'f, B- 1 f are spherical coordinates measured from a given nucleus, 
Nl'l\ is a normalization constant, ~a.. is a constant called the screening 
0... 
constant, and y, ( €TJ f) are the normalized spherical harmonics as 
..XQ.M'\a.. 8 
defined by Condon and Shortley. 
The more (different) 11a used to approximate the molecular orbital 
<j>i, the closer CJ?o will approximate the true ground state wave function. 
Since M ~ N, it is possible to form more orthogonal molecular orbitals 
than a re occupied. These unoccupied molecular orbitals will be denoted 
by indices 9 a, b, c, ... ; they are available for configurati on interaction cal-
culations which are discussed in Chapter VI. 
When (3 . 7) is substituted into (3. 3) and the resulting equation i s 
multiplied by ~'t b and integrated, the matrix form of the Hartree-Fock 
equation results : 
M 
I_ x~Clr(~a.l~<tol ~b)- ~1 (1~11b)] 
a.. -=.I 
0 ( 3. 9) 
I~ 
As mentioned above, all integrals may be done at once and do not change 
in the iteration process which is used to determine X..l d. and E; 
Equation (3. 9) is to be solved subject to the orthogonality condition 
M M 
(cf>J ~)"' ~~ 1:~ X >• Y ~J'l.Jh) ~ ~~& , (3.10) 
where ~.i.~ is the Kronecker delta. 
In the language common to workers in the field, the method of 
calculation outlined above is intimately related to the SCF-MO-LCAO-STO 
method (self consistent field-molecular orbital-linear combination of 
atomic orbitals -Slater type orbital). However, the method outlined above 
differs in two important respects from the latter. First, it is not e x actly 
an LCAO calculation because a larger basis set is used here, than would 
be used for an LCAO calculation. Second, although the atomic orbitals are 
of the form of the Slater-type orbital, they are not exactly the s ame. Slater-
type orbitals have exponents chosen according to certain rules which are 
not adopted in the present work. 
The solution of (3. 9) and (3.10) on an electronic computer will b e 
discussed in the next section. Before doing this, a discussion of the Har-
tree-Fock equation for the Lithium atom will be given. 
As mentioned above, both the LiH and Liz molecules are closed shell 
situations and may be treated by the method outlined above. The Lithium 
atom, however, has a single electron outside of the closed 1 s shell, and 
must be given special consideration. 
Nesbet and Watson10 have discussed some of the choic e s th at can be 
made in performing the Li calculation. They compare several restricted 
and unrestricted calculations. A restricted calculation is one in which the 
Is atomic orbitals of both spins are constrained to have identical spatial 
parts. It was found that the restricted and unrestricted calculations do not 
lead to energy values which differ appreciably. For the present application 
in which a comparison between the Li atom and molecular energies will be 
made, in order to calculate the dissociation energy, it is concluded that a 
restricted Hartree-Fock calculation yields a sufficiently accurate result. 
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Since the restricted Hartree-Fock formalism is considerably easier to 
work with, it will be used for the Lithium atom calculation described in 
Chapter V. 
2. Solution of Hartree-Fock Equations 
The matrix Hartree-Fock equations have been programmed for the 
IBM 704 computer using the Roothaan procedure as modified by Nesbet to 
include the symmetry and equivalence restrictions. 11 In (3.9), the first 
term in brackets can be written 
N M M 
(11! I '}to/ ~h) = (?a. II<! ~ b) + L L L Y;c"X~~/'la 'lc I R I ~b ~d). 
.L-= r c =t J:;t 
( 3 .ll) 
By taking advantage of certain sy:tnmetries which arise in the closed shell 
case or when the method of sy:tnmetry and equivalence restrictions is 
applied, it is possible to reduce the sum in (3.11) to a form more suitable 
for programming on an electronic computer. 12 It is sufficient here to 
note that all of the integrals in (3.10) and (3.11) need be done only once, 
and the problem has been reduced to solving (3. 9) and (..3.10) for the 
X i Q coefficients. Because these coefficients enter (3. 9) and (3.10) 
both explicitly and implicitly through ( 3 .11), the solution, once again, 
must be self-consistent. 
Taking advantage of the above-mentioned symmetries, (3.11) can 
be written in matrix form12 
Jto A 
('V 
+ p 
('.I 
K ( 3 .12) 
The dot represents a matrix multiplication between the two index p 
matrix and the four index A matrix. The A matrix is a fixed sum over 
the direct and exchange integrals, and is the quantity which need be com-
puted only once, while the f matrix is a sum over the product X . X .d . 
( 
.4(. .J. 
The computer program computes the quantities (74..1 '{b)> ~a. II< I ~&)> 
and the A matrix. Also the program requires that an initial estimate 
) 
of the f matrix be made. The program uses these to construct~ and 
solves the eigenvalue problem, (3. 9) and (3.10), in terms of an orthonormal 
set of functions constructed previously from the "7 ) s by a Schmidt process. 
The resultant eigenvectors are used to form a new f matrix. The process 
is r epeated three times after which the three values of !:_ are used to 
extrapolate the next value of f by means of the Nesbet 
olation. 12 With Af defined to be the difference in the 
fV 
f matrix extrap-
/: matrix el-
ement on two successive iterations, the convergence criterion is set by 
requiring that A f • 1::. f be less than some fixed value. For all the cal-
"' ,..., 
culations reported herein, the convergence criterion was fixed as 
/.ox lo 8~ Af' ~ t . The p rint out consists of the Y..io.. , the f matrix, 
and the transformed quantities ( <P~ I K I 4>~) > (¢.,; \ '}4-0 ( ~i) l ( <P.d q>~) 
and the two electron integrals, direct and exchange, (¢.i.¢~ I Q \ q~ 4Q) 
These quantities, except for f which contains a sum over occupied 
orbitals only, are also given for the unoccupied orbitals of which there are 
M-N in number. 
IS" 
IV Development of Quadrupole Moment Formula 
1. Introduction 
When a nucleus has a nuclear moment, the electrostatic interaction 
with its environment cannot be described simply in terms of a point charge 
interaction. Rather, because the nuclear charge is distributed throughout 
a finite, although small, volume in space, the interaction of this charge 
with an electric field will be different at different points in space. This 
electrostatic effect acts as a perturbation to the large Coulomb interaction 
and is observable as a splitting of the spectral lines into closely spaced 
components which are called the electrostatic hyperfine structure. In 
the case of a nucleus present in a molecule, the electric field at the nucleus 
under consideration is caused by the electrons and the Coulomb fields of 
the other nuclei. Thus a knowledge of the electronic distribution of charge 
in the molecule is necessary in order to compute the entire electrostatic 
interaction of the nucleus. 
As an introduction to the method, by which the electric quadrupole 
interaction in a diatomic molecule may be evaluated, the classical theory 
of electrostatic multipoles is briefly reviewed. Let the charge distribution 
of the nucleus in question be denoted by + e frrt. and that of the molecular 
environment (i.e., electrons plus remaining nuclei) by- e fe , where e 
is the charge of t.le proton. The difference between the total electrostatic 
interaction energy and the interaction energy if the nucleus were a point 
i 
charge is 
/J W = -e~ J f,.,J'1) fe (~) d!!_ d'Cz. 
1'0. - '(~ I + ( 4.1) 
where t:£ is the atomic number of the nucleus under consideration. In a 
coordinate system centered on the nucleus under consideration, 21.. and 
~ are radius vectors to the charge elements e/"" ( ~) d~ and - e tlQ.(')_)J~ 
respectively, whereas d!j_ and dr2. are the corresponding volume elements. 
The charge distribution of the nucleus under consideration is non-zero 
only inside a spherical volume of radius R surrounding the nucleus. 
0 
'"' 
Thus, in (4.1), 0 <.. '<' 1 < R 0 and (4.1) may be written 
where 
S d~ i d~ fmC!l) f/~1 
"f,< Ro 'f'~ <Ro \""S.-'<'~ I 
and 
-;l llW - -e a-
~(~ ) ~(~) 
l y; -"',1 
( 4. 2) 
(4. 3) 
( 4. 4) 
In the classical development ~ W 1 is ignored by imposing the requirement 
that the charge distribution-efb lie outside the spherical volume of radius 
R0 surrounding the nucleus. In reality, it is possible for part of the 
electronic charge distribution to be found inside that volume. However, a 
discussion of the consequences of this fact will be deferred until later, and 
the ~ W 1 contribution will be ignored for the present. 
~.'Yv~ can be investigated with the aid of the following equation:(Z) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
- I 411 ~y.~+' L Y (~,)'¥,) Y (eJ, cpd-) . (4 . 5) 
I'}_ -~I .Q =. 0 J,Q+ I ~ O'n = -.Q .Q (YT\ .Q fYt'. 
~J cpl are the polar and azimuthal angles of a spherical coordinate system 
made by f, in a fixed coordinate system with origin on the nucleus 
under investigation, and~. <fa correspond similarly to 'fa.. in the same 
coordinate system. The "( (~,o.j!) are normalized spherical harmonics defined 
by( 3) ~1\"1\ 
D l '/J. Dtm . cp "( (.e->~) ::(- t)~ (.R- ~)\ dQ+I ~(~-e) e-l.""' ~ em (.Q-+ /Y'f\) .1 LJ"IT > { 4. 6) 
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being the unnormalized associated Leg endre function defined 
4 '"' ( a)""'f<l-J J-+~Y"r< ( a ) ..Q 
by Pn (X) = ~ -
11 
X - I • Substituting (4. 5) into (4. 4) yie lds 
,)( d J1 ~ c:lx ""~rm 
flW a ~ 1/-IT ~ ~ ( p s -.R-t t 
a.= - e 2_ _l L S d'l 'f, \~~">-e, ,<P,)l""(~) d~ 'fa. y (e tf_ )p ( r' (4. 7) .Q:: o ii2~ +-l M't ~ -12 '~' <R -r.-:.R ell'l"a ' <~ le i:J 
, 0 S pQc~) d-r Ol Q ~ea -- a.. 
.j. ~ ~a'>Ro -ra. - . 
The first term on the right hand side of (3 . 7) may b e r ewritten so as 
to yield 
A. Wa.= -ea ~ ~ Q E + ~e,aS Pe C~) d-r~ 
i=otm::. - .Q:.Qfm. :2(\'Y\. ~"> R0 i~ -
(4. 8 ) 
Va. ~ ~ GTr \ s d~ '(\Q \ (-e,)cp,) PI\.Jt',) 
rrn a.Q+l-) Yi< Ro 1\1'\ l ' -
- Q-1 *-
E :: (j!!_y!d.S d~ "'a \~(~~><PdJ ~(~) -
where 
and (4. 9) 
J(fYY' ~ d.Q-+ ' y-d. "> Ro .Q 
The term Mn:: L ~.Q"" E is called the 2 th multipole ene r g y a n d the 
...... f'M-: -Jl -;RIYY\ 
entire term, summed over .Q , is called the multi pole expansion. For 
1 = o (monopole), M = Q E :: f ..J. -s f~~.J'3.) S' d~ fe(~) 
r 0 oo 00 V\<.Ro fa? Ro -'(-
Since u d~ ~J~.) = 1. , the monopole term can~ els the coulomb 
T, < Ro 
term in (4. 8 ). For..Q = 1, the dipole term results. Howeve r, atomic 
nuclei do not possess permanent dipole moments 5, so that the dipole 
term need not be further considered. For.R. = 2, the quadrupole t e rm 
occurs . Written out in full, the quadrupole term is 
Ma.:: Q;;J ~ Ea.J. -t Qa., E;;t , + Qa.c t.d.o + Q« -1 EJ _, + ~J)-J.. fa,- J. 
J I 
( 4. 10 ) 
where 
(4. 11) 
and 
( 4 . 12 ) 
In a diatomic molecule which has cylindrical symmetry about an 
axis passing through the two nuclei, it follow s that the total charge dis-
tribution external to the nucleus unde r c onside ration must b e independent 
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of the azimuthal angle ~ if the ~axis of the coordinate system is 
directed along this axis of symm etry. Then, in (4. 12 ), since only 
~o is independent of azimuthal angle, only Ea 0 is non-zero in 
(4. 10 ). Thus the quadrupole interaction b e comes 
D.W =-e~Q E =- eas d'J. ~~(3~a&.-•)fr,.<-s.) S d~ (lcot~e- •) re(~~) (4. 13) 
cl «o a.o 4- '(,<Ro 1"a."'~o '(',l . 
Equation (4. 13) contains two integrals, in both of which the angular 
factors contain angles which are measured from the symmetry axis of 
the molecule . Whereas this is most advantageous in the second inte-
gral which has reference to strictly molecular properties, in the first 
integral it is mor e convenient to r efer angles to a coordinate system 
with 1: axis along the a x is of nuclear spin. If @ is the angl e between 
can be 
s d'<', 
1\< R
0
-
then it 
(4.14) 
where B is the polar angle made by the radiv6' vector r with the nuclear 
spin a x is. a 
The quantity e S R d~ Y, ( 3 LOQ.a&-•) ~ (!! h s called the quadrupole 
Y,< a 
moment and given the symbol eQ . Usually EQ (measured in cmd. ) is re-
ferred to as the quadrupole moment. It can easily be shown that 
~ d,..a. (3~a.ec -d P(-r ) . 1 d•v th 1 d ' d t ' 
- e _.. 0 - a /e 2. 1s equa to d~ at e nuc eus un er cons1 era 1on, •a."> ~' o V"3 ~... 
-where V is the potential caused by the charge distribution external to the 
nucleus and C. is the coordinate whose axis lies along the molecular axis 
d.tV 
of symmetry. In the literature di:et is often d enoted by q . Thus 
b: diiY = _Q s d'f~ (3~·~ ... - •) ~( ~) - (4.15) 
d~~ ~~Ro Y: 
Equation (Jf . 13) may be written 
~w -= e~ ( 3 ~~@-1 J (4. 16) 
d.. 4- d. 
The quanti ty e ~CX/-R , where h is PlancK's constant, is called the quadrupole 
coupling constant . The quadrupole coupling constant is measured experi-
mentally so that, when q is known, it is possible to iind the quadrupole 
moment Q. 
If the electrostatic interaction is treated quantum-mechanically, 
the r esults are similar to the classical case. The main differences 
are that the charge densities must be described in terms of quantum 
mechanical wave functions and that angular orientations must be 
s pecified in terms of expectation values of angular momentum 
operators. 
The results , using quantum mechanics , show that AW 1 is small 
unless the electronic charge distribution in the vicinity of the nucleus 
is appreciable. This situation occurs only for s and p11d. electrons. The 
evaluation of (4. 3} depends both on the assumed form of the electronic 
wave function and on the model assumed for the nuclear charge distri-
bution. The main result is that l1W1 does not depend on quantum num-
bers and so produces no further splitting of the fine structure spectrum 7 
bW1 does, however, depend upon the nuclear radius which is different 
for different isotopes and thus results in the isotope shift8 Since L1 W, 
does not enter the discussion of quadrupole moment interactions, it will 
not be discussed further . 
The quantum-mechanical derivation of !3.Wd- employs methods from 
the theory of angular momentum operators and will not be presented here. 
Derivations have been given by Casimir, Edmonds , and Ramsey9. It is 
sufficient to note that, as in the classical case, the quadrupole coupling 
constant enters into the expression for the exp ectation value of the quadu-
I ,T, I J.. , pole inter action. However, fe must be interpreted in terms of ::t: 
the square of the absolute value of the molecular wave function '±i , fo r 
the electronic distribution. 
2. Method of Development 
It was shown by Casimir 10 that, in the expression for q, (4. 15} it is 
possible to allow the integration to extend to r a = 0. However, the inte-
gration must be performed in a certain way, namely, the integration over 
angles -9-a, tPa must be carried out before r~ is a llowed to go to zero. The 
.:lo 
reason for this procedure is that the wave functions which do not 
vanish clos e to the nucleus (r a. = 0) are those which have spherical 
symmetry. Thus if these wave functions are multiplied by ?a c~e.il):: 
~ ( 3 , ,...a,....:.. - 1) d. 
o. v ... ""'";.. an 1ntegrated over angle, the result is zero. It 
is these same spherically symmetric wave functions which, as men-
tioned above, give the non- zero contribution to ~ W 1 
This procedure, which assures the convergence of q, presents 
no problems in the case of an atom whe re there is but one nuclear cen-
ter. In this case, the natural coordinate system is a spherical one 
centered on the nucleus. However, in the case of a diatomic molecule, 
the wave function is best described in a coordinate system which de-
fines two centers, such as the prolate spheroidal coordinate system 
(which will be defined below). The fact that the description of the 
molecular wave function requires a coordinate system which is incom-
patible with that required to define the convergence procedure for q was 
recognized by Nordsieck in his calculation to determine the quadrupole 
moment of the deuteron 11 . 
There are two ways to overcome this difficulty. The first method, 
used by Nordsieck, is to adapt the molecular wave function to a one-
center spherical coordinate system. This was done by performing 
interpolations on the numerical values of the wave function. The second 
method, which was initiated by Stephen and Auff ray12 in connection with 
their work on the hydrogen molecule ion, is to adapt the calculation of q 
and especially the limiting process to a two center system. This second 
approach will be used and extended in the present work. 
Figure 4. 1 shows the coordinate system which is used. A set of 
coordinates, which r equire for their definition the intro duction of two 
centers (a and bin Fig. 4. 1 ), is variously called prolate spheroidal, 
elliptic, or confocal elliptic coordinates. In terms of the x, y , z syste m 
with origin equidistant from a and b, the prolate spheroidal coordinates 
~, ?( > cp are defined by13 
d. t 
f i ~. Y.. 1 
( 4. 17) 
(4.18) 
and 
( 4. 19) 
(4. 20) 
show the relation of the prolate spheroidal coordinates to the two centers. 
The volwne element in these coordinates is ( ~ R) 3(~~ ~a) d ~d. '1. d f . From 
(4. 15 ), in the new coordinate system 
( 4. 21 ) 
In (4. 21 ), the proper limiting proces s, as defined above, must still be carried 
out. 
Stephen and Auffray have shown that the limiting process (i. e. , exclude 
a small spherical vo1wne surrounding the nucleus, perform the angular inte-
grations, then allow the spherical volwne to shrink to zero) may be written in 
Soo I the following way. The integral cl ~ J d 'h , ignoring the integral 
' -I . ( 
over c:f , is an integration over all space. The integral in these coordinates of 
a small spherical volwne centered around the b center of radius fJ. R /a is 14 
lc+J n A-~ ~,. J d~ J d>t. This may be seen as follows. For '('b-=- o s = -1_ Since 
' _, ~ :::. 1 must be the lower limit of integration for ~ > 1 =-I is the lower limit 
for ~ For Y'b = -*.R./J. , ~+ 1 == ~ , and the upper limit of integration for 
'1. is 'l,=fl- $. Finally, since '? cannotbelessthan-1, from§=~- >[ 
it follows that the upper limit of .g. is ~ = ~ 1" I Then the integration over all 
. th h . 1 1 . 15 space excepting e sp enca vo wne 1s 
(4. 22) 
In the latter form, the integration region for the first integral is outside of 
the ellipse ~ = fe+ I ; the integration region for the second integral includes 
the region inside this ellipse but excluding the sphere of radius ~centered 
at b. Referring to (4. 21 ), the integrals that are of interest as k approaches 
zero are: 
-kH I d..1l 
I 1 =aS cl~J d~ d d'f p_ (~ 77 ciJ) 
' it-~ o IQ ) <) r,; (4. 23) 
and 
oO I ;Hi 
I.,= a {~ S ~~ J~ ~ d'f' ('. (!;,~, '!') (4. 24) 
Quantum-mechanically, in the case of a single electron, fe ( :;, '7.J 'f) 
is replaced by / ~(~J ~,cf)/ ;z where lf is the Schroedinger wave func-
tion. For a many electron system, the one-electron q operator is defined as 
(4. 25) 
q is then the expectation value of q for the molecular system with r espect 
op 
to the molecular wave function !f. ( r, -('1 ••• ~"'w) describing N electrons: 
-)-} -
(4. 26) 
For a system with a determinantal wave function (3. 2 ), this leads to 
(4. 27 ) 
where 1;. are the molecular orbitals composing f . E ach term in the sum 
(4. 21) is r e placed by 1 + I , (4. 23) plus (4. 24), if 
~ , 1 a 
/.· cf: . 
is replaced by 
..c. .. 2:: 
Since ~- -=- ~ ~a( ~~ with '?'"' the atomic orbitals centered on either the 
a orb centers, the problem of evaluating q is r e duc ed to that of evaluating 
(4. 23) and (4. 24) with ~ replaced by 1: ~ The atomic orbitals being 
Slater-type orbitals, are of the form 
(4. 28 ) 
where No{ is a constant {equal to (2 ~ (<><+v [(a ht <>< + .;?) _I J //z ) and the 
space coordinates are measured from either center (a or b) . This form of 
";0( leads to the result that 1: >;A is proportional to ~A{+B~ ~ · C,:!€.:.~ ~. 
I .Ld 
where A , B, and C . . 
.A.~ 
are constants, and either atomic orbital may be placed 
on either nuclear center. Thus, if K is a constant of proportionality, 
{4.29) 
J- _,: ( 'ht.~ - /)1(<( ) yJ 
This may b e shown as follows: ? c< 1;6 contains the factor e · ' 
so that the cf integration will yield zero unless fMtX..::: rm 8 . Now 14 I 
• I - J 1 ) ) ~ ) XJ. { 4. 30 ) 
where F is the hypergeometric function. ee 1\.o\ ( X) is here expressed as a 
d escending power series in x, because F is a power series in X- a. with first 
term equal to one. Thus, assuming that )0( is centered on the b center, 
1~('}.):: Co( (~)ttt"'(~+"?('oc exp[- ~acR(~ +'?)/~J (- t)M<o(\!Rac-"""')!~1~+1)/(ioc~~)l.f~ if; 
· fc2 2."') J/ /~~~ ..R 1 r; -(Y'o<) 1] r, _ (' + ~>~)a. 7 :_« (, t j; >z).R0(- 1)0< · 1>"\ .n e <(.~ · oc Of . L' v J \i-- « .A.oeT {4.31) 
• F [ Ml«-~"' ) M<« - i,.+ r • -'- _.£« (\ ... Jt \~] ~ +>< e . 
a ~ J ~ J ~} • 
Now, according to the definition of the Slater-type orbital, M > o Thus 
«,..-"'oc ig~rinT!Mthe constants, ~« (v}.) o( ex~ [- ~0( R(~+">t) !~] [(~ n( )';~ _ (t + 's!?F]~.,.I(;+ t"l/"' fl<oc 
(~4~) Fe «<f', where p = Me<.-~ o< is a positive integer or zero. Now~~+>z)~(t+~1)2]~ 
:: u~~t)(t-'lf.1)] ':0( which is independent of whether the orbital was o riginally 
placed on the a or b center since the expression is invariant to a change in 
sign of '? . Since, as shown above, regardless of the centers on which the 
atomic orbitals are placed, 1m o.:::: l'fYI !> for a non-zero contribution, the 
factor u~2- 1) (1-? 2)]/)tl"' will appear . in '/C( :1' ~;S The other dependencies on 
'}'«) (1+{?).R'Y~+1) 1 F , are already in the form of a power series, ex-
cept for exf [- ~"' R ( ~+1)/<1 J , so that {4. 29 > follows. 
Equation (4. 23} may be evaluated with the aid of (4. 29} and the fol-
l owing r esult, which is a generalization of that given by Stephen and Auffrai5 
~ J 1~ ~ s' G (,t) f\I ('J) P.( I z:; ) c~·-1~ d h ~ Cc•J NC -J ) J (4. 32) 
f<~ o 1 ~-~ (~+ 7) 3 ( 3 
where C:( ~) and N ( ~) are arbitrary, but continuous functions. This 
equation is derived in Appendix A . Thus 
I -
I 
Jl rr K 
3 
Using this equation, it is possible to evaluate Tl. 
(4. 33} 
Equation (4. 24} may be evaluated with the aid of the following equation 
~ 
which is derived in Appendix B. 
tC+ l;~) 
C). ~+>) ( 4. 34} 
(~+?)'?. 16 
It follows that 
c:\1 I ;;.7T 
1 ==~£(-r/'(~tn+l)(fll+ei)l Jd$QrJ{)J d? ~(1)(~2__1_'-)jdffe(~'!Jf)_; 
;;} '2l "'I-=~ (.m-J.)! I - J 0 
(4 . 35} 
where the limit as k approaches zero has been taken, since the integral 
contains an integrable singularity. 
Equations (4. 33) and (4. 35) have been programmed by Professor 
R. K. Nesbet. 
3. Sternheimer Effect 
Sternheimer has claimed that the presence in an atom or molecule 
of a nucleus with a quadrupole moment causes a corresponding quadrupole 
moment to be induced in the inner electron shells. This induced quadru-
pole moment, interacting with the outer electron shells, produces an addi-
tional contribution to the quadrupole- elect ric field .gradient interaction in 
16 lowest order . However, the foundations of Sternheimer' s theory are not 
entirely clear, and the use of the correction in calculations of q has not 
been universally accepted. 
The present calculations of the electric quadrupole moment will not 
incorporate Sternheimer' s correction. Indeed, it can be shown that this 
correction does not exist when the Hartree-Fock wave function is used to 
compute the quadrupole interaction energy. A simple derivation of this 
fact will be presented in the present section. A more complicated proof, 
based upon a detailed investigation of the form of the perturbed Hartree-
Fock equations, has been given by Allen17 
Let the electrostatic quadrupole interaction be denoted by V where 
N 
V ~ - Q.~~ ~ (3~~~ ... ') / /f'f~3 . The Hamiltonian in the absence of V is de-
.... :., 
noted by H and the total Hamiltonian H = H + V. Let the Hartree-Fock 
0 0 
wave function in the absence of V be ~0 • The change in the wave function 
caused by Vis CO ~ and the total wave function is ii' "'~o-r ~ ~ . Similarly 
E is the ground-state energy in the Hartree-Fock approximation, while b" E 
0 
is the change in energy due to the quadrupole interaction, and the total 
energy is E = E
0 
+ ~E. 
The Schroedinger equation is 1-1 '£ '"' E ~ which reduces to 
(4. 36) 
, the zero order equation. Since (~0 lb~) =-a 
in order to preserve normalization, when (4. 36) is multiplied by 
and integrated , there results 
( 4. 3 7 ) 
The first term on the right hand side, (<Po I \1 I ~o) represents the contribu-
tion to the quadrupole interaction which has been discussed previously. The 
second term,{i0 [!i\ ~~) , must, therefore, represent the Sternheimer correc-
tion. Now ~0 is a determinantal wave function which must differ from 
by substituting ¢~, ¢6 > • · • , for ¢}_) ~- , · · · , where cfa., ~b, · · · , r epres ent unoc-
cupied orbitals and ~·, ¢i1 · · · are occupied orbitals. In this case the 
unoccupied orbitals represent a distortion of the occupied orbitals. Sinc e 
the distortion in each o rbital is proportional to the nuclear quadrupole 
moment inducing the distortion, the only change in the wave function which 
is proportional to the first power in the quadrupole moment is the single 
a a. 
substitution determinental wave function, i.t . cf · is the d eterminant con-
J J. 
structed from ~0 by replacing cpi by an orbital ¢a. orthonormal to the 
18 
occupied set. Now by Brillouin's theorem 
) (4. 3 8 ) 
so that the Sternheimer correction in lowest order vanishes. This is true 
only when the ground-state wave function has been computed in the Hartree-
Fock approximation. 
P hysically this result is explicable because the Hartree-Fock wave 
function has been computed by minimizing the energy so that any variations 
in the wave function, caused by a nuclear quadrupole interaction (or any other 
cause), will not occur in the energy until second order. 
V. RESULTS 
The LiH molecule contains four electrons. The ground state is 
described as a (lcr-)z (Zcr-)2 , 1~+ state. Similarly, the Liz molecule, with 
six electrons, is described as a (lcr- )z (la- )z, 1E+ state. As mentioned g u g 
before, these are both closed shell cases. The Lithium atom contains 
three electrons. Its ground state is described as a (1 s)2 (2s), zs state, 
so that it has an open shell. 
In this chapter the results of the Hartree-Fock calculation s 
carried out on the IBM 704 will be presented. In all cases, ~ config-
uration interaction corrections have been m ade. Configuration inter-
action corrections for the major (production) runs, which include the 
largest basis sets of a tomic orbitals, will be discussed in Chapter VI. 
1. Results for LiH 
For LiH, four sets of runs were made. The first run was per-
formed using a set of parameters which had been used previously for 
LiH by Fischer: The purpose of this run was to check the computer 
program and to ensure that it was functioning properly for calculations 
on the LiH molecule. A second series of runs was carried out for the 
purpose of determining the best value of the exponent for a PlT orbital. 
The atomic orbitals centered on the Lithium nucleus were assumed to 
be described by parameters which were extrapolated from the set of 
parameters suggested by Nesbet2 , whereas for the hydrogen atomic 
orbital, the standard value (i.e., I; equal to the reciprocal of the first 
Bohr orbit) was used. The first two runs of this series were made in 
order to decide whether to place two p1r orbitals on the Lithium nucleus 
or one p1r orbital on each nuclear center. Energy estimates, which in-
cluded configuration interaction, indicated that the set of basis func-
tions should include a 1r orbital centered on the hydrogen nucleus. The 
last three runs in this second series were concerned with determining 
the best value of I; to be used for the p1r orbital centered on the hydro-
gen nucleus. The third series of runs consisted of production runs at 
three internuclear distances. The extended series of parameters 
suggested by Nesbet2 for the atomic orbitals centered on the Lithium 
atom were used together with hydrogen-like atomic orbitals centered at 
the hydrogen nucleus. There are three 1T orbitals, two of them centered 
on the Lithium center and one on the hydrogen center. The last series 
of calculations was ini tiated to ascertain the effect (upon the energy and 
other operators) of inclusion of d atomic orbitals in the basis set. These 
calculations were restricted so that only do- functions appear in the mole-
cular orbital set. 
Results of the first run show that there is good agreement be-
tween Fischer's calculation and that obtained with the present program. 
Table 5.1. 1 shows the parameters used. In Table 5.1. 1, as well as 
other tables giving parameters for LiH calculations, the last column 
shows the coordinate center from which spatial coordinates of the atomic 
orbital were measured. Table 5. 1..2 give s the coefficients of Tla for the 
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a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 5. 1. 1 
0 
0 
1 
I 
Parameters for the Atomic Orbitals 
a 
I. 00 
2. 69 
0. 658 
0 . 545 
1a 
0 
0 
0 
1 
rna 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Coordinate center 
H 
Li 
Li 
Li 
3/ 
(1 s<r) 
(1 scr) 
( 2 sa) 
. (2 po-) 
Table 5. l. 2 Molecular Orbital Coefficients 
Mo 
1d xu 0.00418786 
x12 0.99678058 
xl3 0 .01561996 
x14 - 0.00327161 
2cr x21 0 . 69997307 
x22 - 0. 13437376 
x23 0 . 329~3259 
x24 0 . 20994025 
36 x31 - 0.11618419 
x32 -0. 13123364 
x33 0 . 7 5852946 
x34 - 0.65566669 
4<l x41 -1.21 94111 
x42 - 0.03969314 
x43 0 . 89121325 
x44 l. 0313765 
various molecular orbitals (<j>i). This calculation was performed at the 
internuclear distance of R = 3. 02 au, which is the equilibrium value. 
The total nuclear energy was calculated to be -7. 9629404 au compared 
to Fischer's best value of -7.9898 au. The difference in these two re-
sults stems from the fact that F ischer defines an "effective charge'' 
which multiplies the s coefficients in the exponentials and which is varied 
to produce a minimum in the energy. In the present calculation, there 
is no process corresponding to a further variation of the s 's, once they 
have been fixed at the beginning of the computation. 
The second series of (five) runs were carried out with para-
meters shown in Tables 5.1. 3- 5.1. 7. The s's centered on the Li-
thium nucleus are a simple extrapolation from a set suggested by 
Ne sbet2 • Ainong the five runs the only variation in these parameters 
enters the 2pTr molecular orbitals. By performing configuration inter-
action estimates, it was found that: (l) a better energy could be achiev-
ed by placing a PTr atomic orbital on e ach atomic center than by placing 
two pTr orbitals on the Lithium center, and (2) the value of s 2 centered PTr 
on the hydrogen nucleus which minimizes the ener gy is s 2 = l. 23. PTr 
Neglecting configuration interaction, the total molecular energy is the 
same for all five runs and is equal to -7. 9690164. Likewise the value 
of q/2e, neglecting configuration interaction, is the same and equal to 
q/2e = -0.018600 ~3 at R = 3. 02 au. aH is equal to the Bohr radius. 
The dipole moment f.L' neglecting configuration interaction, was calcu-
lated to be f.L = -5.932 Debyes and e q Q/h for LiD was found to be 
+36 kc/ sec using Q(D) = +0. 2 7 X l 0 -z6 cm2• 
The third series of runs (production runs) were carried out 
using an extended set of parameters which are shown in Table 5. l. 8. 
The parameters for atomic orbitals centered on the Lithium nucleus 
2 
were suggested by Nesbet on the basis of his work on atomic Lithium. 
With these parameters the energy of atomic Lithium was calculated to 
be -7.432651 au. This m a y be compared to Nesbet and Watson's best 
value 3 of -7. 432764 au which was obtained using a symmetrized wave 
function containing orbitals in the same shell ( l s) with different radial 
parts. Tables 5. 1. 9 - 5. l . ll show the coefficients of 'Tla for various 
Table5 .1. 3 P a rameters :!:or the Atomic Orbitals 
4. I'll. a_ L.JQ.. 2.a.. 1'1""Mo. ca~ .. 4 i"'~T <:!. 
cq "*"",... 
1 0 2o694 0 0 Li (tscr) 
2 0 1.0 0 0 H (1 so-) 
3 1 0.767 0 0 Li (;;tso-) 
4 1 0 . 767 1 0 Li (a..~(J) 
5 1 1. 29 1 1 Li (-;. ~~~) 
' 
6 1 0 .7 0 1 1 Li (<lp-rr) 
r 
Table 5 . 1. 4 Parameters for the Atomic Orbita:.s 
a.. 1'1\q_ 
.;-.:>. -< .:t rr1.4. Coov<.,\-.,~l.:::.. C*Q'"'~"'""' 
1 0 2.694 0 0 Li 
2 0 1.0 0 0 H 
3 1 0 . 767 0 0 Li 
4 1 0.767 1 0 Li 
5 1 0.767 1 1 L i 
6 1 1.0 1 1 H 
36 
Table 5 .1. 5 Parameters for the Atomic Orbitals 
Q "'c:t All ;-..,. .:._ Coe,r,,: / ~~TO.. '::>:t,. C-.l.n-T~'f' 
1 0 2.694 0 0 Li 
2 0 1. 0 0 0 H 
3 1 0 . 767 0 0 Li 
4 1 o .. 767 1 0 Li 
5 1 0.767 1 1 Li 
6 1 1.4 1 1 H 
37 
Table 5 . 1. 6 Parame t er s for the Atomic Orbi tals 
~ 
""4.. s-... A. ,.. ... c.o ..... ,u ..., &.'tc. C:A -..+on• 
1 0 2.694 0 0 Li 
2 0 1. 0 0 0 H 
3 1 0 . 767 0 0 Li 
4 1 0.767 1 0 Li 
5 1 0.767 1 1 Li 
6 1 o. 8 1 1 H 
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Table 5.1. 7 Parameters for the Atomic Orbitals 
a.. /\'\~ <;0.. Jla. /'I')'> <I. Coo ...-d\"' ~ta ce ..... +<4..-
1 0 2.694 0 0 Li 
2 0 1.0 0 0 H 
3 1 0.7 67 0 0 Li 
4 1 0 .767 1 0 Li 
5 1 0. 767 1 1 Li 
6 1 1.2 1 1 H 
--
Table 5.1. 8 Parameters for the Atomic Orbitals - Production Run 
Q. ii"Q. ¢ct. Jl(J.. -?MQ. Coor-dihA"tq. C~·dc.,. 
1 0 2.947 0 0 Li J ~(T 
2 0 2.398 0 0 Li I S<r 
3 .0 1. 00 I 0 0 H ' s<r 
4 1 3.86 .0 0 Li -.sO" 
5 1 0.99 0 0 Li ;!.Sa" 
6 1 0.66 0 0 Li .1i<1" 
7 1 1. 00 0 0 H ').SO' 
8 1 
I 
0.94 1 0 Li ~,a-
9 1 0.66 1 0 Li ·~0" 
10 1 1. 00 1 0 H ~pO' 
11 1 0.94 1 1 Li ~ pTC' 
12 1 o.66 1 1 Li a.r 1t 
13 1 1. 23 1 1 H ~,lt' 
I 
Table 5 . 1. 9 Molecular Orbital Coefficients, R = 2. 82 a. u. 
xu o. 39363217 x 21 o. 09631241 x 31 o. 24052332 
x12 o. 70881357 x 22 o. 29547058 x 32 o. 24917167 
x13 0.00938973 x 23 o. 68830502 x 33 o.U887 801 
xl4 0.10257718 x 24 o . 02941291 x 34 o. 04617576 
x 15 -o. 00948991 x 25 o . 953oo2o x 35-o. 68681271 
x16 0.00075973 x 26 o. 20646524 x 36 1. 2786517 
xl7 0.00603522 x 27 o. 03541611 x 37 o.l0808158 
x 18 -o. 02599098 x 28 0.137 90591 x 38 o. 33023050 
. x 19 o."o1404127 x 29 o. o6836059 x 39-o. 97519336 
x 1, 10 o. oo751279 x 2, 10o. 02633842 x 3, 10o. 04100395 
x 41 -0. 63312268 x 51 -1.4260399 x 61 o. 28153015 
x 42 o. 99827945 x 52 2. 2434151 x 62 -o. 46514 799 
x 43-o. 44236481 x 53 o. 28413754 x 63-o. 09746049 
x 44 -0.13691059 x 54-o. 34319413 x 64 o. 07376630 
x 45 -1. 2537727 x 55-3. 0651477 x 65 o. 44822305 
x 46 2. 2262617 x 56 1. 8453585 x 66 o. 30469918 
x 47-o. 99110564 x 57 o. 58790964 x 67 -1. 0426045 
x 48-1. 0753759 x 58 1.1959491 x 68 1. 2975445 
x 49 2.1935501 x 59 -1. 5270229 x 69-o. 36124033 
x 4, 10-o.o4675228 x5, 100.08907452 x 6, 10o. 40170937 
Table 5.1. 9 (c ont.) Molecular Orbital Coefficients, R=2. 82a. u. 
x71 1. 0426151 
x 72-1; 4152.230 
x 73 -1. 6408671 
x 74 o. 24157318 
x 75 2. 8064247 
x 76-1._6583091 
x 77 o. 67331623 
x 78 2. 5857157 
. x 79-1. 8465997 
x 7 , 10-1. 3201439 
x 10, 1 3. 0963102 
x 10, 2-9.6947583 
x 10, 3-0 .0223805 
x10, 4 6. 4856286 
x 10, 5 1. 40756o6 
x 10, 6-o.79 647669 
x 10, 7-o. 092U715 
x10, 8~o.oos36867 
x 10, 9 o. 07226974 
x 10, 10o.ooos5o72 
x 81 -0.75918677 
x 82 o. 82717130 
x 83 -1. 3692539 
x84 -0.19640583 
x 85 -3. 4016277 
x 86 -0. 30731452 
x 87 5. 0369978 
x 88-1. 2295669 
. x89..o. 84070948 
x 8, 101. 9624659 
xu, u -0.70719346 
xu, 121. 6295110 
~1 130.02815367 
' 
~3• 11-o. 50684959 
~3• 12-o. 04414313 
x 13 13-1. U55672 
' 
x 91 -s. 9134219 
x92u. 52.5948 
x 93 o. 08507501 
x 94-2. 2167444 
x 95-z.. 2392477 
x96 1. 3423953 
x 97 o. 03215362 
x 98 o. 04483584 
x 99-0 . ll358387 
x 9, 10-o.os554845 
x12, 11 -2. 4941242 
~2,12 2.0973492 
x13, 13-o.l3486344 
.if/ 
Table 5. 1.10 Mole cular Orbita l Coeffi cients, R=3. 02 a. u. 
xu o. 39481085 x21 0.08879655 x31 -0.22672024 
x12 0.70779486 x22 -0. 27190182 x32 0.22654834 
x13 0.00686793 x23 0.67637488 x33 -0.12577809 
xl4 - 0 . 10234554 x24 o. 02739411 x34 -0.04 286175 
·xl5 - b. 00644261 x25 0.09265852 x35 -0.64095694 
xl6 0.00008751 ' X26 o. 21561456 x36 1. 2584130 
x11 o. 00484130 .. x21 o. 05068091 x37 0.03682295 
xl8 -0 . 02425755 x28 0. 17749258 x38 0.33879092 
xl9 o. 01361179 x29 0. 08349360 x39 -0.97006007 
x 1, 10 o. oo641248 x 2, 10 o. 02621804 x3 10 o. 03871568 
• 
x41 -o. 63004214 x51 -1. 4189526 x61 o. 20622113 
x42 0.98387342 x52 2. 2450538 x62 -0.35693739 
x43 -0.44459116 x53 o. 2634 4716 x63 -o. o6618368 
x44 -0.13597091 x54 -0. 34136222 x64 0.05454806 
x45 ..;1. 3115634 x55 -2. 9893094 x65 o. 28413390 
x46 2. 2517124 x56 1. 8390519 x66 0.27694056 
x47 - 0.98907008 x57 0 . 54809673 x67 -0.85510848 
x48 - 1.0752565 x58 1. 1827548 x68 1. 3601355 
x49 2.2003590 x59 - 1.5064547 x69 -o. 53716791 
x 4 , 10 -o . 06715749 x 5 .. 10 o. 06439867 x6, 1o 0.40294552 
--- ---------
----
-'13 
Table 5.1.10 (cont.) Molecular Orbital Coefficients, R=3. 02a. u. 
x71 0.93944429 x81 -069428544 x91 -8.9732576 
X7z -1. 31503~1 :x8Z 0.80506085 x92 o. 0011602.4 
x73 -1.4861079 x83 -1.5192185 .. x93 0.11609899 
x74 o. 21512579 x84 -0.17872847 x94 -2.2301713 
x75 2. 5037317 x85 -2.6409503 x95 -2.4237648 
x76 -1. 5468463 x86 -0.45163885 x96 1.4055704 
x77 0.77074902 x87 4. 5321146 x97 0.11015752 
x78 2. 4189647 x88 -0.95962946 x98 -0.06975808 
x79 -1. 7717404 · x89 -0.87679844 x99 -0.06576532 
X? I 10-1. 2518498 x 8, 10 1. 7231121 x9,10 o. 06109269 
x 10, 1 3.1222275 xu, 11-o. 70272058 x 12 11 -o. 38587947 . . 
x 10, 2-9.7298188 xu, 121. 6243206 x 12,12 -0.1116927-9 
' 
x 10, 3-o. 03954140 xu, 130.02587125 ~2,13 1.0959438 
x 10, 4 6. 4925373 
x 10, 5 1.4628162 x 13• 1i 2. 51157 85 ; :·· 
' . 
x 10, 6- o . 82319297 x 13• 122.1069035 
x 10, 7 o. 09802184 x 13, 13o.12261220 
x 10, 8 o. 03249191 
x 10, 9 o . osoo7045 
x 10, 10o. 03976611 
1'¥ 
Table 5 .1. 11 Molecular Orbital Coefficients, R=3. 22 a. u. 
xu o. 39601037 x21 o. 08249097 x31 -0.21174183 
x12 o. 70659132 x22 -o. 25182435 x32 o. 20211980 
xl3 0.00505743 x23 o. 66579191 - x33 -0.13212696 
x14 -0.10208908 x24 o. 02571708 x34 -0.03924526 
x15 -o. 00414943 x25 0.08835972 x35 -0.59903023 
x16 -0.00032708 x26 0.22706831 x36 1. 2395311 
x17 0.00373872 x27 0.06384640 x37 o. 06821276 
x18 -0.02258145 x28 0.09856853 x38 0.34389032 
x19 o. 01314223 x29 0.09883242 x39 -o. 96185436 
x 1, 10 o. 00544025 x 2, 10 o. 02563118 x3 10 o. 03668910 
' 
x41 -0.62534713 x51 -1. 4097823 x61 0.13721070 
x42 o. 96645190 x52 2.2422557 x62 -0.25347870 
x43 -0. 44634067 x53 o. 24461360 x63 -0.03956709 
x44 -0.13459022 x54 -0.33882878 x64 0.03677344 
x45 -1.3568517 x55 -2.9355204 x65 0.15343702 
x46 2.2633758 x56 1. 8515383 x66 o . 24151893 
x47 -0.98405369 · x57 0 . 50780998 x67 -o. 68572105 
x48 -1.0757031 x58 1.1445603 x68 1. 4515167 
x49 2.2053428 x59 -1.459397 B x69 -o . 73302175 
x 4 , 10-o. 082!0 6342 x 5, 10·o. 0 3924901 x6, 10 0.4025 2386 
J.f5" 
Table 5.1.11 (cont.) Molecular Orbital Coefficients, R::3. 22 a. u. 
xn o. 84228561 x81 -o. 60667991 x91 -9.0214154 
x72 -1. 2110123 x82 0.73447596 x92 11. 666670 
x73 -1.3503076 x83 -1. 6305069 " x93 0.12092528 
x74 0.19088915 x84 -0.15683587 x94 -2.2401939 
x75 2. 2520841 x85 -2.0394398 x95 -2.5161590 
x76 -1.4397215 x86 -0 . 56609445 x96 1. 4409336 
x77 0.82684357 x87 4.1382107 x97 0.14529574 
x78 2.2673769 · x88 -0.72920458 x98 -0.13065267 
x79 '-1. 6918168 x89 -0.91089475 x99 -0.03869740 
x 7, 10- 1.1929655 x 8, 10 1. 5211556 x9,10 0.13629209 
x 10 1 3.1523181 ~1,11-0. 69642348 x12, 11 -2. 5265915 , . 
x 10, 2 o. 7727512 xu, 121.6176349 x12.12 2.1147440 
x 10, 3-o. 04645757 x 11, 13 o. 0233464 ~2,13 -0.10831457 
x 10, 4 6. 5020943 
x 10, 5 1.4933768 x 13, 1io. 27275489 
; .. 
. ·. 
x 10, 6- o. 84128910 x 13, 12o.l7565092 
x 10, 7-o. 09534283 ~3, lf· 0806939 
x 10, 8 o. 05359387 
.~10, 9 o. 0~577455 
x 10, 10o. o6"'69129o 
molecular orbitals (q,i). Calculations were performed at three inter-
nuclear distances R = 2. 82, 3. 02, 3. 22 au. Tabl e 5. 1. 12 shows the 
energy and q/2e for these internuclear distances. The dipole moment 
is -5.831 Debyes at the equilibrium internuclear distance; e q Q/h for 
D in LiD is 39. 24 kc/ sec at the equilibrium internuclear distance, with 
-Z1 z Q(D) assumed to be +2. 738 X 10 em • 
The last series of runs were performed with the parameters 
shown in Table 5.1. 13. The equilibrium internuclear distances (3. 02 au) 
was used. Four runs were performed with the !;, value for the 3do- atomic 
orbital equal to 0.5, 1.0, 2 . 0, and 3.0. These parameters are the 
same (except for the 3do-) as those used in the second series of runs 
(except for the 2p1T). Therefore, the effect of adding a 3d0" atomic or-
bital to the basis set may be assessed directly by comparing these cal-
culations with those of the second ser ies, neglecting configuration in-
teraction. For !;, = 1. 0, because of machine malfunction, we have an 
energy value, but no q/2e or dipole moment value. Table 5. 1. 14 shows 
total molecular energy and q/2e VS !;,. For comparison, the results 
with the same parameters, but with no 3do- atomic orbital, are also 
shown in the last column. By fitting a parabola to the energy values 
at !;, = 0. 5, 1. 0, and 2. 0 , one finds that the energy minimum occurs at 
!;, = 1. 2232. By fitting a parabola to the three q/2e values, one finds 
that q/ 2e evaluated at !;, = 1. 2232 is equal to -0. 017241 a;.; which is about 
7o/o less than the value calculated with no 3do- atomic orbital. This may 
be compared with the percentage change in the minimum energy with 
and without a 3do- orbital which is about 1/100%. Thus the 3do- does not 
influence the energy to any large extent but changes q/ 2e by an appre-
ciable amount. The dipole moment a t !;, = 1. 2232, found by fitting a 
parabola to the dipole moment values, is -6. 003 Debyes. This is a 
1% increase from the v alue calculated with no 3do- atomic orbital. 
2. Results for Liz 
For Liz, several series of runs were made. The first run was 
made using a set of parameters which had been used previously for Liz 
by Mannari and Arai4 • These authors had calculated (q/2e) as well as 
i7 
.:; . ' ~ ' .., 
f\ ~ . '6 ~ 
~. ~.J. 
K - 4. 795·1575 - 4 . 7724640 - 4 .7523043 lcr 
K 2cr -1.5102668 
-1. 4.61507 9 - 1.4154012 
)!~ 
~:cr -2. 4361318 
- 2. 4449162 - 2.45-.:2865 
~lcr - 0.3055119 -. 02998558 - 0 . 2940047 
Total Electronic Energy - 9 . 0473680 - 8 . 9787439 - 8. 9159967 
Nuclear Repulsion Ene rgy 1. 0638298 +0 . 9933775 +0 . 9316770 
Total Mol ecular Energy -7.98353 82 - 7 . 9853664 -7. 9843197 
- (Li + H atomic energy) +7 . 9326510 +7 . 9326510 +7 . 9326510 
Dissociation Energy a -0. 0508872 - 0 . 0527154 - 0 . 0516687 
{b/ 2e)el - 0 . 06549583 - 0 . 05632334 1-0.04954970 
(~/ 2e)nuclear +0 . 04459156 I +0 . 03630614 +0 . 02995245 
- o. 02090427 1- o . 02001720 (p/2e)total - 0 . 019597 2 5 
a EA.'Perimental value of dissociation ener gy is - 0 . 09247 au . 
This includes a correction for the zero point vibrational energy. 
Table 5 .1. 12 
One Electron Integrals, Dissociation Energy, and qj2e of Li in LiH 
vs. Internuclear Distance, without configuration !tier action corrections. 
All Energies in Hartreet s Atomic Units (a . u.) 
Table 5 .1. 13 Parameter s for the Atomic Orbitals, ~ =0. 5, 1. 0, 2. 0, 3. 0 
a. MQ. l;a.. .J.d. lh-l.a. C•·~~r~.t~ c~~~'~ 
1 0 2.694 0 0 Li (ISO') 
2 0 1. 00 0 0 H (' scr) 
3 1 0.767 0 0 Li (;tSO') 
4 1 0.767 1 0 Li (.1p0') 
5 2 ~ 2 0 Li (;~a-) 
I l 
------- -· --
'19 
Table 5.1.14 Molec~L: .. r P:rO""\ !":·t~ ..... s VS. ..... .. · 3d 
- r-- -~ .!!.xpor:.er:.~ o. a- Atomic O:rb· .. c:.l 
~ o.s /.0 .... . r 3.0 l~o 5Jc-oYbi+al 
Total M olecular - 7 . 9695532 - 7 . 9700221 - 7. 9694 736 - 7 . 969157 6 - 7 . 9690164 
J;:_ner gy (a. u .} 
<~/2e)total -0.01868635 - 0 . 01674420 - 0 . 017 68998 - 0 . 018600 
{a . u.} 
p. {Debyes} 
- 6. 103 - 5 . 941 - 5 . 932 - 5 . 932 
the electronic energy of Liz, so that the results obtained by the present 
computer program could be compared with their result for (q/ 2e). Ow-
ing to differences in the details of the computation, perfect agreement 
between Mannari and Arai's result for (q/2e) and ours was not expected. 
In fact, the present computation did not give exactly the same result, 
but was close enough to (q/ 2e) of Mannari and Arai to indicate that the 
program was working properly. With a set of parameters suggested by 
2 Nesbet , a second (production) run was carried out. This run is of 
academic interest only because it was found that a slightly different set 
of parameters gave a better result. In the third set of runs these para-
meters were used for the final determination of the energy and q/2e 
for Liz. 
To begin with, the results using Mannari and Arai 1 s parameters 
are presented. Table 5. 2. 1 shows the parameters used. Table 5. 2. 2 
shows the coefficients of 'lla for various molecular orbitals (cpi)5 . The 
calculation was performed for the internuclear distance of R = 4. 93 au 
which is one of the values used by Mannari and Arai. The total elec-
tronic ener gy, that is (il? /H/il? ), where His the total non-relativistic 
0 0 
Hamiltonian neglecting nuclear motion [given by (3.1)] and il? is the 
normalized determinantal wave function formed from doubly occupied 
q,
1
<r 
1 
q,
2
<r 1 and 4>Ia- molecular orbitals is equal to -16. 665 391. au. 
g g u 
Furthermore, the electronic contribution (q/2e)el. has been calculated 
to be -0 .0249 which may be compared to the value of (q/2e)el. = -0.0284 
obtained by Mannari and Arai. Considering that our method is a strict 
LCAO-MO-SCF calculation and that the latter authors take their wave 
function as calculated by the method of deformed atoms in molecules, 
there is reasonable agreement between their results and ours. 
A second series of runs were carried out involving a much 
larger set of parameters. These parameters were suggested by R. K. 
2 T bl 5 z 3 shows the parameters used. Table 5. 2. 4 shows 
Nesbet • a e • • 
ff
. · t f for the various molecular orbitals (q,. ). The cal-
the coe 1c1en s o 'lla 1 
. formed for the internuclear distance of R = 5 . 05 au 
culatlon was per 
· th observed value) The total electronic energy is cal-{5.053aulS e • . 
16 65 33392 au. The nuclear repulsion energy 1s +1. 782 au. culated to be - • 
5<1 
!>I 
Table 5. 2. 1 P arameters for the Atomic Orbitals 
a n r,a 1 m a a a 
1 0 2. 68 75 0 0 (1so-) 
2 1 o. 6592 0 0 ( 2s o-) 
3 1 o. 6592 1 0 ( 2po-) 
Table 5. 2. 2 Molecular Orbital Coefficients 
MO 
xg1l 0 . 99629050 
1o- xg12 0.01393589 g 
xg13 o. 00101138 
(Y 
xo21 -0.21729185 
2o- a 0. 74409866 xb22 g 
xg23 0.16733608 
x g 31 - o. 00648489 
3o- xg32 
- o. 43373497 g 
xg33 0.95683216 
u 
X · 11 o. 99721678 
1o-
u 
u 
X 12 0.04378319 
u 
X 13 0.01476776 
u 
X 21 - o. 1 7106900 
2o- u 1.0567594 X 22 u 
u 
X 23 -0. 41137516 
u 
X 31 - 0.04998429 
3o- u 3. 2056294 
u X 32 
u 
X 33 2. 3993452 
Table 5. 2. 3 Parameters for the Atomic Orbitals 
a n sa l m a a a 
1 0 z. 947 0 0 (lscr) 
2 0 2. 398 0 0 {ls cr ) 
3 1 3.86 0 0 ( 2s cr) 
4 1 0.94 0 0 ( 2s cr) 
5 1 o. 70 0 0 ( 2s cr) 
6 1 0. 94 1 0 ( 2p cr} 
7 1 o. 70 1 0 ( 2p cr) 
8 1 0.94 1 1 (2p1T) 
9 1 o. 70 1 1 (2p1T ) 
Table 5. 2. 4 Molecular Orbital Coefficients 
xg11 0. 40184640 x g 21 o. 07181363 x g 31 0 . 2841 6312 
x g 12 o. 698 73331 xg22 -0.31262214 xg32 - 0 . 44233761 
x g 13 -0.10029476 g X 23 o. 03035296 xg33 0.06073698 
xg14 o. 00397111 xg - o. 15780768 g 0.68956783 24 X 34 
x g15 -0.00251951 g X 25 o. 9169 7884 xg35 - 1. 0256343 
xg16 -0.00950069 x g26 0 . 05168 211 
a 
xo36 - o. 68155 25 
xg17 0.00818734 x g27 0.10589781 xg37 1. 5 61 0075 
x g 4 1 - l. 632920 7 
a 
x o51 o. 07963518 x g 61 - 8. 9136367 
xg42 2. 5350701 xgs2 - o. 17126331 xg62 ll. 524637 
x g43 -0. 38402191 xg53 o. 0156811 0 xg63 - 2. 2117568 
xg44 - 3. 8603628 xgs4 o. 08803.697 g X 64 - 2. 4 750729 
xg4s 3. 0253461 x g55 -o. 2 7490643 x g 65 1.5681928 
xg 46 - o. 49653 760 x g 56 - 3. 34328 71 xg66 0.01498387 
x g47 0. 8 5139958 g X 57 3. 2085 250 
a 
xo67 o. 06817290 
xg71 3.130911 8 u x11 0.3954 3045 
u 
X 21 - o. 23119995 
x g 72 - 9. 7490 6 77 u X 12 o. 7085 2664 
u 
X 22 0.19301613 
xg73 6.5014330 u X 13 - 0.10191356 
u 
X 23 - o. 038 78454 
xg 1.5107459 u - o. 00635056 xu - o. 82893538 74 X 14 24 
x g 75 - o. 93952452 
u 
X 15 o. 013645 20 
u 
X 25 1.7761482 
x g 76 0.00549829 
u 
X 16 - 0.01 622498 
u 
X 26 o. 34669159 
xg77 - 0.05252984 
u 
X 17 0.01683483 
u 
X 27 - o. 7462699 2 
ss 
IL ~ .... 
x3, - 0 . 41229162 x'f, - 2.0317292 xs, - l. 5087026 
u. ... u. 
x3a 0 . 52217993 X 'Ia 3. 1505217 Xs-~ 2.3886421 
u. .... 
x3'3 - 0 . 03005377 x,,3 IL - 0.43668593 Xsl - 0 . 28 033068 
.... 
1. 7324262 
.... IL 
x3Y. - x't.,. - 5 . 2147222 X'>'~ - 4.7622415 
l..l u. u. 
x 3s 6 . 1961656 x.,.s- 6.7567630 X SS" 7 .5210062 
1.1. .... u. 
xa~. - 3.2049227 X 'f6 - 0. 21007 285 Xs, - 5.06 86356 
IL l.t .... 
x ~~ 6.0584796 x"r 1.6648467 XS"f 6. 1562155 
IL \.1. 
x6, -10.151834 X 71 4 . 1747 889 
X~~ 13.251334 Xv.. H - 11.27 2197 
.... 
x£3 2.4404101 \.1.. x73 6.8232839 
u. 
x6Lf - 4 . 6650179 
..... 
x1'1 2. 8 241442 
.... x~s 4 . 8ll7641 
..... 
XH - 2 . 8060304 
X~c. \.(. - 1. 3632520 x7, 0 . 71364203 
Xv.. I. 8248671 v. - 0.97434076 x11 C.1 
I( lA.. 
X~~ - 0 . 6 7 26 16 0 1 x 9~ - 2. 8052747 
1.( ~ 
X £q 1 . 42839 07 x ?7 2 . 2848780 
~ l. 2941986 ~ - 3 . 5885259 XM - X ys 
X ~ 2.5765115 ~ 3.4484565 ~~ X 99 
Thus the total molecular energy is -14. 871 au. The energy of the Li 
atom has been calculated with the set of parameters corresponding to 
the third set of runs, but these parameters are the same as those em-
ployed in the pre sent Liz calculation except for a slight change in the 
sa value of the outermost 2s<r, 2p<r, and 2plT atomic orbitals. We shall, 
therefore, adopt this value in the present calculation with the expecta-
tion that the energy of atomic Li calculated with parameters of the 
present calculation would differ little from the energy assumed. The 
energy of atomic Li has been calculated to be -7. 4326510 au so that 
the atomic energy of two Li = -14. 865 au. Thus the dissociation energy 
is calculated to be -0.006 au. The experimental value is -0.0387 au6 • 
This value for the dissociation energy includes a correction for the 
zero point vibrational energy. 
The quadrupole factor was calculated to be (q/2e) 1 = 0. 02655110 e • 
for the electronic contribution and (q/2e) = Z/R3 = +0. 02329416 for 
nuc 
the nuclear contribution. This leads to (q/2e)total = -0. 00325694 a;;. 
Z is the nuclear charge (in units of the charge on a proton) and aH is 
the first Bohr radius in hydrogen. Taken together with the experimen-
7 
tal value of e q Q = +0. 060 Me/ sec, this value of q leads to a quadrupole 
moment of -3. 92 X lO-z6 cmz. 
A third series of runs were carried out using a slightly modified 
version of the parameters used in the second run. Table 5. 2. 5 shows 
the parameters used. Tables 5. 2. 6, 5. 2. 7, and 5. 2. 8 show the co-
efficients of 'Tla for various molecular orbitals (q,i). Calculations were 
performed for three internuclear distances R = 4.85, 5.05, 5.25 au. 
Table 5. 2. 9 shows the energy and quadrupole moment for these inter-
nuclear distances. It should be pointed out that these calculated values 
have not included as yet configuration interaction. 
3. Results for Li 
A 51nt,le Li calculation was p erformed witt.. the para~eters 
rr \...l c. 3 1 The parameters suggested by Nesbet , which oh.<l~t\ \ll ~ ame :J. • • 
Li H and Liz production runs, were also used here. 
rc: u::sed In tlle 
..... an open shell case, the method of symmetry and equivalence Since Li is 
S6 
57 
T a b le 5. 2. 5 P aramete r s f o r Atomic O rbitals 
a na a 1a ma 
1 0 2. 947 0 0 {ls cr) 
2 0 2 . 398 0 0 (1srr ) 
3 1 3 . 86 0 0 (2so-) 
4 1 0.94 0 0 {2. scr ) 
5 I 0 . 66 0 0 (2 scr ) 
6 I 0 . 94 1 0 (2 p <> ) 
7 I 0 . 66 1 0 (2 p G" ) 
8 1 0 . 94 1 I (2 p1t") 
9 I 0 . 66 1 1 ( 2 p i{) 
T abl e 5.2 . 6 Molecular Orb it a l C oe ffic ien t s - R = 4 . 85 a. u. 
xg11 0.40140279 x g 21 0. 1132689 2 
';} 0 . 28172269 X ?, 
xg 0.69919751 xg2 2 - 0. 37642948 ~ - 0. 44982812 12 X n. 
xgi3 - 0. 10039160 x g 23 0.03931292 ~ 0 . 06122655 X :n 
xgi4 0. 0037498 1 xg24 0 . 01376202 '} 0.55398349 x3't 
xg15 - 0.00220889 xg25 0.75153995 %' - 0.90719577 X, .; 
xgr6 - 0. 007 30825 
Cl 0. 07015075 ~ -0.50282746 xo26 x3" 
xgi7 0. 00626024 xg27 0.09645561 'a' I . 4288899 x31 
't 
-I. 4832646 't 0. 17870103 'r - 8 . 7714329 x.,., Xs-1 X ~I 
~ 2.31329 95 't - 0.31766485 lt 11. 325384 X 'fa X 5".1 X o. 
'1 
x.,3 - 0.35304824 ~ X 53 0.04028662 x\3 -2.1 84097 9 
~ 
x,.." - 3. 2274568 
1-
X S'f 0.21589016 x\~ - 2. 0834769 
'[ 
XII,- 2. 419 1136 ~ Xss - 0. 36301578 X \ .,- 1. 2152656 
a-
X"'" - 0.52737247 
'1 
X >6 - 2.7 944113 
'r 
X '(, 0. 005927 22 
} 
x'l7 0. 9537 227 2 
r 
X S7 2. 6982524 t X L1 0.08133453 
~ ... ~ X..,, 2.9964056 X 11 0. 39476670 X ;~ , - 0.19789883 
t lAo 0. 70951226 
.... 
X,~ - 9 . 5546526 X 1/- X ij.J 0.15120948 
"" X o 13 6. 4573562 
u.. 
X 
v.. 
13 - 0. 10206776 XH - 0~03302418 
%' 
"' 
.... 
- 0.57638357 X,"~ l. 267 4022 X 'If - 0.00548388 X ~'f 
X 't?S 
u. .... 
0. 7 2387911 X IS 0.01400535 X .tS 1.5090781 
X ~1<> 0. 00729286 .... X'" 
..... 
- 0. 01 381831 X a1.- 0. 27179357 
'a ... ...... 
- 0.70476641 X 11 -0. 05684392 X 11 0. 01477709 X ~, 
... l.l lA. X ;,, - 0 . 407 31764 X 41 - 2.0015636 X 'il 1. 5453393 
!.<. 0.53555816 
l.l 
X 3:t X 'tl 
L4. 
3. 1170446 X S'.l. - 2.4658044 
... \L ... 
X 33 - 0 . 020695478 X .,.; - 0 . 42497909 X $.3 0.28694278 
1L 
X ~ '~- - 1.0572241 X 
\A 
lfl 
..... 
- 4.3989933 X Sif 4 . 0609065 
... 
X :.s-
. 
6.6046009 X 
...... 
'fS 6 . 9234340 X ..... .;~ - 7. 4359 185 
\(. u. 
X ~~.. - 2.77 41333 X '~' - 0.358 158 15 X 
... 
s' 4.3681841 
... 5. 9538165 1.(. 2.2317 596 .... X ?.1 X It-t X n - 5.5723611 
u 
X 61 - 10.046594 
u 
X 62 13. 119489 
u 
X 63 - 2. 4216888 
u 
X 64 - 4.0488787 
u 
X 65 4 . 5698486 
u 
X 66 - I. 2847199 
u 
X 67 1. 8363249 
u X 88 - 0 . 48290345 
u X 89 1 . 2332927 
xg88 - 1.0541241 
xg89 2 . 4095532 
u 
X 71 4 . 0364876 
u 
X 72 -11. 074825 
u 
X 73 6.7752123 
u 
X 74 2. 4224223 
u 
X 75 - 2. 6 105489 
u 
X 76 0 . 661877 14 
u 
X 77 - 0 . 96974159 
xu98 - 2. 3866029 
u X 99 1. 8741348 
a 
xo98 - 3. 0730227 
xg99 2. 9528976 
59 
Table 5. 2. 7 Molecula:r O:rbital Coefficients - R ::. 5 . 05 a.u. 
x1 0. 40 165891 
'} 
't 
1\ X ;~., 0.10485385 X jr 0 .27175020 
X ~ 0.69900322 1 - 0.35873174 
,. 
'~ X ;~.a X 3 d. - 0.42817257 
~ 
X 13 - 0 .10034524 
1-
X "-3 0. 037 37008 
'r 
X 33 0.58780686 
' X l'f 0. 00351727 
% 
X"'" 0.00129849 
~ 
X l'f 0.55086863 
~ 
X IS' - 0.00209138 ~-X ;25 0 . 767 0569 2 'r X 3S" - 0.90222888 
'l X II. - 0 . 00783618 ~ X ;~.c, 0.06204538 a-X lG - 0.51197372 
x } 0.00661726 ~ 0.1 0184523 } 1. 4060362 
\1 X J.7 X 37 
X~ 
- 1. 5106499 
'} 
0.10598043 't 
'tl X s-1 X ~I - 8 . 7 511049 
'!-
X 4l 2. 3560927 
~ 
X s :~. - 0. 20968086 'a' X '.t 11. 297699 
~ X I,IJ - 0. 35971025 ~ X $"3 0.02245475 ~ X ,, - 2. 18037 94 
't X LJ'I 3. 2480811 ~ X ~'/ 0.10524393 ~ X ,y - 2.0841949 
't 
X "'~ 2. 4422650 ~ X '>> - 0. 28153788 t X 's l. 217 2282 
~ 0 . 43585344 't - 2. 8125766 ~ o. 01407079 X '~' - X 'it. X"" 
'} 
X '1-7 0 . 82385062 ~ X ""' 2.6956246 
<a-
X '1 0.07131068 
1 lA- .. 
X 11 2.9683434 X 1, 0.39533950 X ;u - 0.19151043 
~ .... 
.... 
X 1~ - 9 .5127780 X ~~ 0. 70867067 X J.'J.. 0. 14045060 
x 'f n 
.... ... 
6.446352.9 X 0. 10194995 X .23 - 0.03135059 13 
~- ... .. 
- 0 . 56379221 
X 1tt l. 2.636829 X l't 0.00497553 X •'~ 
.. ... 1. 5073606 1 
- 0 . 7 2259419 X •S 0.01288215 X ~s-X ..,~ 
"' 
... 0. 26563970 
xr ;~ 0 . 00322561 X ICO - 0. 01368458 X ~' 
X~.~, .... - 0.68413308 
x 't ·n 0 . 05144083 0.01448475 X ~~ ,.., 
,, 
Ta..b\e l). ~. l R = .:;. o:; ct. u. . (C-o"'-+) 
u v.. u. 
X 31 - 0.37273160 X 1ft - I. 9508 256 X S1 I. 4647920 
\.l v. .... 
X 3 ~ 0.46956122 X r;a 3. 0366454 X 5l - 2. 3341997 
u 
X ~3 - 0 . 02048200 l.l X 'f'> - 0 . 41905650 X 
.... 
S"3 0 . 27452991 
u. 
XH - 1. 0385407 
u. 
X 'I<+ - 4.3189523 
v. 
X S'l 3.8692083 
l.l 5. 9600321 u " - 6.9204626 X 3S" X '/) 6.3929234 X s-s 
v.. u. 
"" X :~c. - 2.6152202 X '~' - 2. 4184909 X '>£ 4 . 2514564 
x"' 
v. 
..... 5 . 5897188 X •f7 I. 9319698 X ")1 - 5 . 3926503 ~1 
" X 
"' 
- 9.9606276 
v.. 
X'' - 3.9832430 
'{ 
X c.;). 12.994590 
l.l 
X n - 10.996300 
X"" b3 - 2.4060892 
\.(. 
X •3 6 . 7615350 
lA. .... 
X c.'!- - 3. 8943838 X 1't 2. 3435248 
v.. .... 
X {,'> 4 . 2329250 X ,, - 2. 4387945 
v.. 
"'" X {,c, - 1. 17 277 38 X ,(, 0. 61082863 
IL 1. 6764332 \.l - 0. 8942157 0 X ~1 X ,1 
u. u. 
X '1.~ - 0.49363786 X G ~ - 2. 393457 3 
x"" 
1.(. 
I. 8739265 1 . 2490335 X q<j ~<j 
~ ~ 
- 3. 0435762 X cr,'d 1. 0200799 X '1'6 
X ~ 
<6"9 
2 . 3385602 ~ X 99 2. 910637 0 
Table 5. 2. 8 Molecular Orbital Coefficients - R-:: 5. 25 a . u. 
'! 0 . 40182669 ~ 0.09648 294 <t 0. 26274468 Xn X~~ X 31 
~ 
X lil- 0.6988998 1 
~ 
X ~J. - 0. 34158233 '! X 3J - 0. 40859793 
~ X IZ. - 0.10031991 * X a3 0. 03542813 
~ 
X 33 0 . 05660505 
~ 
X l't 0 . 00328096 t X-.'+ - 0. 01149840 
a-
X 3t 0 . 54632023 
~ X IS - 0.00196286 :1-X ~s 0. 7 83 27908 % X 35 - 0~89526820 
~ 
X '" 0.00820301 
~ 
X ;l" 0. 05401747 % X 3b 0. 50402445 
~ X 11 0. 00683727 fr X d-1 0. 10677715 a X 31 I. 3863183 
~ 
X '~-' - 1. 5331145 1 X ')I 0.03405021 ~ X bl - 8 . 7377000 
t 
xH 2. 3923071 ~ X '5J -0. 1.0107914 l )( '~ 11.279842 
t 
X lf3 - 0.36516356 ~ X 53 0 . 00491232 ~ X "3 - ?. 178246 3 
x <rw 
- 3. 2637176 % l 
- 2.088862 X S't - 0.00759389 xH 
~ 
X 'f5 2. 4623628 d X 55' - 0. 19786145 X~65 I. 2215788 
't 
X 11-b - 0.34064312 ~ XS& - 2. 8269619 ~ XH 0.01618833 
} 
X '17 0 . 69387630 
~ 
X 57 2. 68806 22 ~ X ~7 0.06657917 
'} 1.\. IL 
X 1 1 2.9459752 X II 0. 39591585 X Zl 0.18529958 
'} u. loL 
Xu - 9.4792049 X t c( 0. 184462 X 2-L 0. 12986094 
<! X <3 6.4371717 IL X I ) - 0. 10182866 
~ 
X z.3 - 0. 02973831 
a, 
1. 2624523 .... - 0.00448296 1(. X ,lf X l'f X 2'1 - 0.55208231 
~ IL ... X 1'> - 0 . 72280479 X ,s 0 . 01177518 X z.s I. 505197 8 
~ X," 0 . 00216266 
It_ 
X '' 
... 
- 0.01344482 X 2' 0.25893880 
t 
- 0.04864366 
\(. 
0.01408650 ... X 11 X 11 X - 0.66354389 J..7 
(,3 
( C.o "'--t) 
II. II.. \( 
x 3, - 0.33583933 X '+I - 1. 9100131 Xs, - 1.3972107 
I.L 0.40246451 t.\. 2. 9722600 ~ 2. 2216762 x 3a X ~+2 X .e;~ 
1;. 
"" 
lot 
X ~3 - 0 . 01896707 X 'f-3 - 0.41426577 X 5~ - 0. 26427241 
"'-
"'- ~ 
x.:.-+ - 0 . 99337 399 X '~'I - 4 . 2495745 X <>Y... - 3 . 7 044862 
lot \.l \.l 
X ss- 5.3610931 X -+S 5.9664108 X ss· 6 . 477833 2 
ll 
X 3 ' - 2. 459 2113 
14 
X ~~~ - 0. 15057272 14 X ~' - 4 . 1569398 
lA. II.. 
1. 6913966 \.l X :s• 5. 2408702 X 4-7 X <:.'7 5.24283 12 
Wl II.. 
X "' 
- 9.8798490 X 11 3 . 9303493 
'-(. 
"" X 6J- 12 . 877747 xu - 10 . 918547 
v.. X ,;3 - 2 . 3911595 X 
\.\. 
H 6. 7475447 
I.L 
X r.'f - 3 . 7563701 
lA. 
X 7'f 2. 2707207 
v.. 
"'-X GS"" 3.9424219 X , ., - 2. 287 2598 
\.l ~ 
X <.c.. - 1. 07 267 42 X 7' 0. 56382552 
...... lA 
X C.1 1.5349689 X -n - 0. 82568184 
~ (.( 
x 9£> - 0.50340991 XH - 2.3987398 
1{. 
1. 2640465. \.l X ~'? x r? l. 8733943 
% X gs- - 0.98771816 3-X 1<6 - 3. 0147833 
~ 
X ~q 2.2727847 ~ XH 2.8722315 
R 4. 85. 5.05 5.25 
K IG": -5 . 0610732 -5.0366678 -5.0141257 1-
K il~ -1. 51 48500 -1. 4906170 -1. 4666142 
'i 
K IUu. -5.0614274 -5.0369713 -5.0143829 
~'O"t -2.4523865 -2.4537283 -2.4555409 
<)t ~IS': -0. 1841494 -0. 1820059 -0. 17<18731 ~ 
-2.4,533967 
')+ Ia" 14 -2·. 4518807 -2.4553220 
Total Electronic Energy -16.7257672 -16.6533870 -16.5858588 
Nuclear Repulsion Energy + 1. 8556701 +1. 7821782 +1. 7142857 
Total MolecUlar Energy . -14. 8700971 
-14.8712088 -14.8715731 
-(Li + Li atomic energy) +14.8653020 +14.8653020 +14.8653020 
Dissociation Energy a -0.0047951 . -0. 0059068 -0.0062711 
(q/2e)el -0.02835323 -0.02644399 -0.02496376 
(q/ 2e)nuclear +0.02629638 +0.02329416 +0.02073210 
( q/ 2e)total -0.00205685 -0.00314983 - -0.00423166 
Q -6. 20 X 10- 26 
-4. 05 X 10- 26 -3. 01 X 10-26 
a Experimental value of dissociation energy is -0. 038 a. u. including 
zero point vibrational energy correction. 
Table 5. 2. 9 One-Electron Integrals, Dissociation Energy, and 
Quadrupole Moment vs Internuclear Distance, without 
Configuration Interaction. · All Quantities in Hartree 'a 
Atomic Units (a. u. ). 
Table 5. 3. 1 Parameters for the Atomic Orbitals 
; 
ct. /Ka.. ~Cl. 1ct. 
1 0 2.947 
.. 
0 --:"<'.; 
2 0 2.398 0 
3 1 3. 86 0 
4 1 0.94 0 
5 1 0.66 ' ~. .o 
6 1. 3.86 1 
7 .1 0. 94 . 1 
.. t 
8 ·1 0.66 ~.::·' '· " (·~'·: 1 
-···----...;,..--
restrictions8 was applied. Several possible methods of performing the 
Li calculation have been discussed previously9 • The particular method 
used here is the following: The lsa and lsf3 orbitals are constrained to 
have the same spatial dependence. Furthermore, the Lagrangian 
multipliers introduced by Nesbet and Watson are set equal to zero. 
Finally, the matrix equation for the 2s atomic orbital is solved and 
both the ls and 2s orbitals are taken to be solutions of this equation10. 
In an atomic calculation <l>i [Eq. (3. 7)] represents an atomic 
orbital which is made up of a linear combination of Slater-type func-
tions. Table 5. 3. 2 gives the coefficients for this case. The energy 
of Li is given by Nesbet and Watson to be 
E " ~ r ~ ( ~15 I af{6 I 1, ~) + ( ~as l ")~d 1 q)d. s ) + d. ( ~I c:, \ l< t 4, ~J 
+ C<=Pa-,\1<\ ~a3 )} + o.S R0 [ciJ~., ~ / <P- f -] IS d.S IS (S.I) 
where the notations are that of Chapter 3, except for the last term 
which represents an exchange integral between the <l>ls and q,2 s func-
tions. Table 5. 3. 3 shows the numerical values of the integrals needed 
to evaluate (5.1) and the energy in atomic units. This energy is only 
slightly less than that calculated by Nesbet and Watson for the same 
case (-7. 432702). Both of these calculated energies are different from 
the experimental energy by about 0. 05 au. 
&7 
Table 5. 3. 2 Atomic Orbital Coefficients 
xll 0 .41014062 X21 0. 08639413 x 31 -1. 5839598 
x12 0.68988775 x 22 -o. 31362194. x32 2.4928301 
ls x 13 - o. 09907008 2s x 23, o . 03497395 3s x 33 -o. 37088390 __ 
·-
xl4 0.00205524 x24 0.000422 0 3 x 34 -3. 3771271 
x 15 -o.ooo93911 x25 1. 0280687 x35 2.8899349 
x 41 - 8 . 8780960 X 51 3. 0442 376 x61 o. 01895411 
x 42 11.4 79335 x 52 -9. 6208113 lp x 62· -o. 65295607 
4s x 43 -2. 2080594 5s x53 6.4662787 X 1. 5713516 
, ' 63 
x 44 -2. 2669587 x54 1. 359 3687 
x45 l. 4 181247 x 55 -o. 83234704 
x71 0.04624428 x81 1.1114258 
2p x 72 -2.6040 723 3p x 82 -1 ~ 058777 
x 73 2 . 1604203 x83 0.77774646 
I •. 
, •• 0 
•' 
Table 5. 3. 3 One and Two Electron Integrals. Total Energy 
(<P,s I <)Jo I ~~) 
( <P;1 5 \ <)lo I ~at) 
(<P,s \ Kl q,$) 
( ~;z ~ \ k I cp~ s) 
Ro l cj,;>.~ ~•s I cp~s ~\] 
Total Energy 
-2.4843977 
-0. 19624455 
-4.4447223 
-0.82482553 
0.01400829 
-7.4326510 
' • I •' ,, 
-
VI Configuration Interaction 
1. Theory 
The theory of configuration interaction involves an attempt to find 
a better solution to the Schroedinger equation for the molecular or 
atomic system than that given, in the present instance, by the Hartree-
Fock solution. The theory is set up in such a way that the Hartree-
Fock solution (with wave function ~ ), which is the best single determi-
o 
nantal wave function, is used as a starting point. In many cases - when 
there is no degeneracy or near degeneracy - configuration interaction 
results in only small corrections to the Hartree -Fock solution. 
Let the single, double, triple, etc., substitution wave functions be 
..:h <1. Q, h a. ~>t I 
denoted by 'i'· , ~ .. , ~ .. L , etc. , respectively Let these wave 
.. ..~ ·~"-
functions, including ~ .. , be denoted by ~f-. Then it is necessary to 
solve the Schroedinger equation 
H-~=Ei£ ( 6. 1) 
where H is the Hamiltonian of (3. 1). The wave function ':f! is a linear 
combination of the ~"' with coefficients C~ : 
~ ~ 2- el-l ~~ (6. 2) 
f-A 
Substitution of (6. 2) into (6. 1) and integration of the latter after multi-
plication by ~v leads to the set of linear equations for Cf<- , 
L_ c~[ ( Cli)H I 'f~)- E S:lJ~ j ~ o . (6. 3) 
tA 
It should be noted that the <f ,_,_ are orthonormal because they are 
constructed by substituting orthonormal one -electron orbitals. Equation 
(6. 3) leads to the standard secular equation 
Hoo- E H,o H.lo 
H - E II 0. (6. 4) 
The solution to th is equation may be found b y standard methods. One 
method, 
to solve 
relative 
which is commonly used if the determinant is not too large, is 
(6. 4) on an electronic computer. A 20x20 can be handled with 
2 
ease . The solution, of course, becomes better as the number 
of configurations is increased. A second method, which can be used 
only if there is no degeneracy or near degeneracy, involv es the use of 
second order perturbation theory. This is particularly convenien t if 
more than 20 configurations are of inter e st since the contribution caused 
by one configuration does not affect that of another , in this approxima-
tion. More than 20 configurations will be employed in the calculations 
carried out in this chapter so that the method of second order perturba-
tion theory will be adopted. 
The solution of (6. 4) is deduced, with the adoption of a perturbation 
theory approach, in the following way. Equation (6. 3) may be written 
(6. 5) 
and 
).1 i= 0 (6. 6) 
Now the li,.._v are all assumed to be small, e x cept for their diagonal 
elements H/'4{"', in (6 . 6). Thus 
C,.._ -:: f-lof"l. 
Co E- H ,..~ • 
(6. 7) 
For the case in which there is no degeneracy or near d egeneracy, the 
energy may be approximated by Hoo, so that 
c "' - - 1-\ o~ 
co -
This leads to 
Cl. 
E= Hoo- 2. \~o (" l 
f-4 0 1-l rr--- Hoo 
from (6 . 5) and 
~ -= c ~ _ c 2__ H o ~ ~ ~ 
0 0 0 ~A-fc 14,....,...-Koo 
from (6 . 2) . ~ in (6. 10) is not normalized. 
to calculate the energy. 
(6. 8) 
(6. 9) 
(6. 10) 
Equation (6 . 9) will be used 
There are two remarks which should b e made conce rning the form 
of the ~ /""- used in configuration interaction. First, from Brillouin's 
7 0 
theorem, (4. 38), all { ~ Q \ H \ ~~ } • 0 for single substitution determi-
nantal wave functions. Also since the Hamiltonian {3. l) consists of one 
and two-electron operators, { ~0 I H. I <f~ ) = 0 for all triple and 
higher substitution wave functions. Thus only double substitution wave 
functions need be considered. This situation is true in the case of the 
two molecules LiH and Liz, both of which have closed shells . The state-
ments made above must be modified in the case of Li. In this case 
there are non-zero matrix elements ( <f I H I <F. a. ). These represent 0 ,.... _,._ 
polarization effects3 and must be included in the configuration interaction 
calculations. 
The second remark concerns the symmetry properties of the ground 
+ 
state wave function. Since LiH has a ground state of 1 L. , Liz has one 
I + Z 
of 'i ~ , and Li one of S, the wave function (6. Z) determined by the con -
figuration interaction calculation must have this same symmetry. For 
the three cases considered, the Hartree -Fock wave function clEo already 
has the proper symmetry. Thus it is possible to seek linear combina-
tions of the <f l-'- which also have the proper symmetry and use these in 
setting up the secular equation (6 . 4) or in calculating the enery accord-
ing to (6. 9) . This will be done in the following sections of the present 
chapter. 
There is one other quantity which will be calculated using configura-
tion interaction. This is the electric field gradient whose val"e enters 
into the determination of the qu::tr'lrupole moment. From (4. Z6) and 
(6. Z) 
~=(~ I ~o~ lf) = d.. co ( ~0 I DOl> I iJ + a co ~jo c~ ( f_~/ bo~} CfJ 
+ 'f*o ~Jo c~ c)J ( <I? f41 6or / <f v) . (6.11) 
Since <i~ { I-ll o ) represents only double substitution wave functions 
for the molecular wave function li! , and since 6or is a one electron 
operator, ~t follows that ( ~~-~- ~ ~ur j Cf 0 ) = 0. Substituting the normaliza-
tion condition 
~ "C" ~ 
co + L c ,..,._ 
r-i o 
• l 
into (6. 11) and rearranging terms results in the formula 
(6. lZ) 
7 1 
~ ltfo~/ (Y. -9 ) 
IH - H I• Of'l,._ 0 oo ,...,.. oo (6. 13) 
h 9 ( ~ 19 I 'I ) d c ;l ( + L I H .. ,..../ ;z_ ) -1. 
w ere 1; ~v = t' -pol" )) an o : I ,.,._-l=o (H,.._ ,._- Koola. 
The first term on the right hand side will be referred to as the "diagonal" 
term and the second as the "off -diagonal" term. 
a . Lili 
This section, and the following two, are concerned with the determina-
tion of linear combinations of determinantal wave functions wb.ich have the 
symmetry of the ground state . These will be called symmetrized determi-
nantal wave functions. The diagonal matrix-elements and the off -diagonal 
matrix-elements with I will be found for the symmetrized determinantal 
0 
wave functions. The methods used to find these wave functions and their 
matrix-elements have been given by Nesbet4 . These methods will be 
assumed without further comment here. 
Since the derivations are straightforward but lengthy, an attempt 
will be made at brevity. 
The list of all double substitution wave functions which can be made 
s + -
up from the molecular orbitals represented by 3 cr , 40"' , l lT , 1 1T , 
-1" 
2 Tl , 2 1T , is shown in Table 6. l. These have been constituted so that 
they already have ~ symmetry and M : 0. The step-up spin operator 
s 
will thus annihilate the wave function ~ of (6. 2) . This leads to the 
equations 
c2 c3 = 0 
c6 c7 0 
c9 c lO = 0 
(6. 14) 
e ll c12 + CIS 0 
ell + cl3 - c 14 0 
c l2 - cl3 - cl6 0 
cl4 - ciS - c 16 0 
cl7 c 18 
0 
--
....__... ~ --·--· -
-
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. ---I Ira(. 01crF I r --· . .- . .-.......... __ · -. l - f ground state I '~r ~0"'1(, t- I 
~I = 1, \O"'o(, 
'1 3<r'ol 3drl ~~ = I 31T'o( la'f OtG-ot 3wf I 
~! = I \CT'o( 3<1'~ 3o-oe. iilo-f I 
<!'t -::. I :xro~. 3C1'f ~0(. a.rf I 
is = I I O"o<. Ia'{> /frrol. Jftrf I 
~b "' I 1/cr'd. la't ~ere< Iter f 
q;7 = I 1~0(. lfrrf II<:(« <lrr ~ . 
-1i 
-
1~11( lfwf din>( ~p. J 
.. -
I· I , = ltcro< la't '3o-O( Ltwf. 
qlo . :: I ;01>( 
·'1 lfr:roe. 3a'f-' I <P ::: I to-o( 3a'f ~o( lfCif I -II 
\ 3CT'c( i ,a. = ,.,.~ ao-11(. }ja'f I 
I 'fcro( P,~ : 
'? ;;l.o'O( arrf I ' ~, ... ::. I rcro< 30"~ Jja-o< d.a'f I 
i,s := I ta-o( lfcJ'/ 30"o( aop I 
~I(, ::- I ~a'o( to'f l.jd'o( acr f I 
~ 11 - . I 3a-o<. 4<1f ~o'o( ~ctf J 
c.f,~ :. I ~cro( ?,df ~(]"o(. ;).C!'f I 
~,, ,, <l" o<. 4- I TI-f, : I lcfF I 'TT o(, I \O"o(. - t"Tt f I ~~ = 
.'O"t I 'Ti o( ~~\ = I vr~ l'ff r ~O'"c( ,i"f I 
~~ :. I ,1\+o< 111'~ ~CTo< I'TT.-~ I 
~~~ = I rn--0(. wf. d-<fc< m-4'f I 
I I <1' 0(. - ~iff I ~a'4 + I 1C o{ ,.. : 1fi.f 
~~s I \CTo( ITt} ~ d.~f I :. ITto<.. 
~~ : I ,1t~o( \<1'~ l Tt-o( ~cr'f I 
1~1 = I tTto( m-f" lG"Ol <>.crf I 
~a ~ I ·,rtO(. \it+~ ~O"o( 6-o'f I 

with solutions 
~ CaJC3~ :~ i 1)11 , etc. 
and 
ic"' c,~,c,1 ) c,'IJ C,s, c,, 1-= ~ ( I, /J o) !1 oJ t) 
Using the Nesbet method, the two projected determinants identified with 
~ 1 1 and ~ 12 are found . T he one identified with 'li 11 is taken as 
a symmetrized determinantal wave function and a linear combination of 
the two projected determinants, which is made orthogonal to the first, 
is taken as the second. 
Before appl ying the step -up spin operator to ~ 19 through ~ 38, 
it is preferable to symmetrize these with respect to the + symmetry. 
This is done by taking the combinations ~ 1'1 + ~ao ci u t ~ H 
~ ~-/ 
~;J.'f + <fas- <I J..7 + q;-d..'O ~~q+ ~30 ~3;). \- ~-3 ~ 
{2' {2 -{2' {2.' 
<E~<t -t 4'.3s- <f 37 + <;E :H1 the other determinants in this group 
~ {2' 
have minus symmetry. The C I"'- coefficients, on applying the step-up 
spin operator, satisfy 
c J.J.- caq -:::o 
C'lfl - clf3 -+ Cs-5" 
elf, -f Cs-~ - ellS" 
cl/3 -cs3 
:: 0 
:= o 
::.o 
=0 
(6. 15) 
The coupled equations in (6. 15) have the same form as those in (6. 14) 
and so may be s olved similarly. The symmetrized determinantal wave 
functions are shown in Table 6. 2 and the corresponding matrix elements 
7~ 
Table 6. Z 
I()'= ~e. 
~: =- ~. 
~~· =(~~+~~)/~ 
~;:: ~IJ. 
Cli'4-:: § 5 
<!?~ = (~(,+~,)/~ 
~~~'is . 
~1:: (~,+<i,())/.fi' 
Symmetrized Deter.mina.ntal Wave Functions for LiH . 
~~ = (~" -+-~ ~~;}- i ~~~ +-!- ~•4"""~ <£,s+ ~,J/{3' 
I ~ A Er = (~,~+<£,~+<p,'4+l,"')/a 
~,: = ( ~,, ~ 1,~ )Ira' 
~:, ::. (.~I'\+ ~ao)/{:1.' 
(},~ ":' c~ ~~ + <E'~ 3 +- ~ ~'+ + f.ls)/ 'l 
~:3= (~0\14-~~'i)/~ 
<i,~ ': ( ~d.q + ~30 )/..ra 
~t1s-= (~3~+~n+i3'++Cl;s)/~ 
~',"' = (<En+ ~3~)/~ 
,. ~~~ = ( ~~'l+-~-+o +- is,+is--' )/a. 
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§;s = {~q.,+~~;t ·~ i~~~+~ ~~~ +~ ~~~-s +i i"~'=' ... ~'*7 +~¥8 -k fs~ -5 in-k iss-± 'i~)/ Vi:' 
. ~;'l-:: c~ .. ~· ~ .. If- ... i,.s+~~+ Sin+is~+~s;+~s&)/ «~ 
1~-= ( ~~~<~+S?,o+ in+ ~n) I a 
in Table 6. 3. The notation used in Table 6. 3 is the following: 
K . { ~ I l< I <P_.: ) , 
1 
dftl < ~..: I ~o I ~.L L 
where, if m . is the quantum number of the component of angular momen-
1 
tum projected onto the internuclear axis, CJ:; I fV".;._ - fM.~ I = \f'M-h - l'f>';z. l • 
Unless otherwise noted, the () value of the two electron integral 
[i j \ k .R. J is unique. 
a. Li2 
Derivation of the symmetrized determinantal wave functions and 
their matrix elements proceeds in the same way as for LiH. The list 
of all double substitution wave functions which can be made up from the 
;-
molecular orbitals represented by 3 o-% , 3 cr u. , 4_ o-% , 4 cr ~ , 1 T\ v.. 
+ - - + -t -
1 Tt ~ , 1 1i I.L , 1 1\ '3- • 2 1T v.. , 2 Tr ~ • 2 Tr"" , 2 1T ~ , is shown 
in Table 6. 4 . These have been constituted so that they already have 2.. 
symmetry, 3- symmetry, and Ms : 0. All determinants with double 
substitution of cr orbitals have been written out in full. For the determi-
nants with a double substitution of T\ orbitals, there is a one to one 
correspondence with the double substitution C5' determinants provided 
that linear combinations with the + symmetry are used. These are 
designated by the same index as used for the doubl e substitution 
determinants . Only the leading term of each group is :vritten for the 
substitution d eterminants. T h e same correspondence occurs in the 
derivation of the symmetrized deter minantal wave functions , so that 
only derivation of these for <J substitutions need be presented. 
Applying the step-up spin operator to the wave function ~ of (6 . 2) 
which is annihilated, there results such equations as 
77 
Table 6. 3 Matrix Elements for LiH With Respect to 
Symmetrized Wave Functions 
" : 
.... ~o7 = J.i [lfcr 2tr/3a-~cr] 
• 1108 = -f3 ( [ lf<r,cr- I ~IJ" 1aJ- [~o-llr l ~a- ZO""J) 
H = -11 ['+cr 1 cr- I ~cr 1 cr J 610 
J.l '::: {i' [11< ~o-jtrr •cr J 
., 
• f./ . ~ a [,'ii: ;tcr I Iii:" 1o-] 01~ .. 
. !l ':. 
4 /j -
{;: [,T(' •<> I IOL IG"] 
J 
........ 
J../~ '"' ..:. c [2.rc ~o-1 ,.;r 2a-] 
' 
. ·'' 
J-1 ':: ;). [a:rr ~a- l~'tt" 1 u-] 
" 
OIS 
' I-I -::. ra [;.lt" ra-/ ~rr 1o-j 
0 lb 
If ~ Q). r~1l ~~ , rtr ~If" J on 
:: ...f& ( [.zn ~crl r;; •~ J -~ n 'u-1 .. ,, z.cr]) 
Vi. {[iTT l4"/ m ta-} r / 
.;. v~ tr 1 ~ /Jtr ~-7 
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Table 6. 3· (cont.) 
( K + t<' +II,~ + ~L .... ) 
'cr tcr v v 
.. 
- ---- -
' • l 
I 
i 
t~ 
~-
t· 
~ 
11 
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...... oo 3G"" 1cr ~cr . . . [( 
+[>.,.,a- I J.-,.-] + \}a- •o-1 ,.,. >cr] + [~a-• a- I ""'' u] & 
·· i-l1 ., - H0 0 . :: ~ i-{ - ;t t.t + ~ cr 3 cr ·1 ; tr 3 (T J t Co- 1 a- I 1 a-1 a-J - '+ [ ! o-3 cr I ,., cr-] -+ ~ [ 1 11 I cr /3 a- I cr] ;~; J;> • ~o- t<r l! . " 
~. 
• ~I 
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.. 
.... 
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.1/0 - 1-/ t1 00 
) 
.... 
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,i:l .:l. • 
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II -11 :: 
~ lo1o Oo 
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I 
1 
. 
-
u - 1-( 
I~ tl · Go 
II -J./ :. 
- rtly llf 00 
i4 -}-/ : 
1!" 1 ~ oo · 
•, 
-
Table 6. 3 {cont.) 
0 ~OJ.( - .,_ ~ ·~ G'rr riT I 1Tr: fil] 
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Table 6. 4 Double Substitution Wave Functions for Liz 
<i, -= 
<p;. = 
i~ = 
'£... = 
~li • 
<l> • 
~" §, : 
~ = 
p~ = 
~10 = 
~~~ = 
~~~ -= 
~13 :::: 
~,.,. ': 
~IS" :. 
~flo = 
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~/'& -: 
~R : 
~;}.o : 
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~.n = 
~~... :::: 
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~~" = 
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2~, = 
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~3.. = 
~31 ' : 
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I I <fa o( '~f I q' k 0{ I(J'w.f sea "' 
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~~ 0( 
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~~« 
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II~ o( I~ f I <1'-. <X 
1 1~ 0( 3o'gf la'wo< 
13~0( l~f la'wO( 
,,~()( 3~t ltrw_o( 
I 3cl3 0( I~~ I ((I( 0( 
I I 0"~ 01. 'Oj ~ 3i o( 
I 3~o( ll~f /<l'l(o( 
I I~ 11( '~f J~o( 
I Jf~ oc. ·~ f ,a-14 0{ 
11cr4 o<. ~~aa p , (jiA. I{ ,,0"~0( \o'~f Ji-0"~~ 
I ~oe. 3a'1 ~ . I ({14 a( 
/rJ~~ ~o( 
lcJ,._f a~ 0( 
~~ .. f 01.~ C( 
I a'l(f ~'1 o( 
JCil( J If~ o( 
4f a1 o< 
Ja'v.f ~<1'~ o< 
'Gkf ~ p( 
trrkp ~ c( 
I <1'14 f 3~o< 
$ctd p ao"~ o< 
Ia'"' f ~0';} a( 
-----
3uaf I 
3ct~p I 
-"~f I 
~a~ I 
~f I 
3Cf~ J 
3d.Jl 
-.lf'~f I 
d.~~ I 
•aaf .1 
Table 6. 4 (cont.), 
~ = 
-4s 
1!1ft;, : 
~.,., = 
~lf'it = 
Cf¥<t ~ 
q?S" () ':' 
f~a = ~ 
5esJ. = 
<}5"3 = 
g;?S't : 
~SS" -
fs, = 
~5"1 
<fsi 
$?S'\ 
~(,o 
~61 
I(., 
9?,~ 
i(,'f 
~(,$ 
~" ~b1 
= 
= 
:: 
= 
= 
= 
= 
: 
----
I I<T~o( 
I Ia'~ 0( 
I 3a-~ o( 
I I 0"~ 0(. 
I 3d'~o( 
I \<!'"~ 0(. 
I 3d..._()( 
I 'aa 0{ 
I ~tO"'""oc. 
I td"~IX 
I 'O"a o< 
I lf'CT'~ oc. 
I '()"'~ 11{ 
l /~o( 
I '~o( 
I I a'd o( 
I ~~o( 
I ~c<. 
I / <f~ o( 
I *"~o( 
I I d~o( 
I }doC( 
•1 If 4'" 14 o(. 
,a--,. 0(. 
I a-.._ c< 
I <J"' o<. 
I o-.._ oc. 
\ <r~ 0( 
3cr"l4 0( 
)a"'IA 01. 
I ct' "'- ()( 
1<1""' 0( 
\0"'"' o{ 
If~ o( 
IV'~ 0(. 
ao;, c< 
Ia'~ o( 
sos~ 
llt\A o( 
I v'"'o< 
~IA.o( 
"~oa o( 
/cJ"" C( 
l{aa o{ 
/0'~ 0( 
_ IO"I.(.o( 
~~-~ fY. 
'fcJu. o(, 
'f<1 .... c( 
I <fu. 0<. 
Jo'w. o(. . 
3c1'1o\ 0( 
.;tO"'J 0( 
~oa ()(. 
lfcr ... 0( 
'fer .... o( 
~o( 
:Z.G"'2 0( 
'+<1.,.. ()( 
-a~ 0( 
~ d'~~~,. ()( 
a~o< 
"O"'a « 
aei"'a 0( 
aaa (( 
3d&.( <X 
~(}'"" 0( 
020"'a « 
a.cr ~ o< 
J..d'd o( 
~1 o( 
.;7q'd0( 
3oJ o< 
J.~ta 0( 
J.~ o( 
~cf3 o( 
4o( 
~ O"lo\ 0( 
"'tcf~o~,O( 
a<1"' 
7."8 o( 
~og o<i 
..10"8 0( 
aaa o( 
¥OS 0( 
~ 0"'~ C)( 
-
~ 
Table 6. 4 (cont. ) 83 
..... 
---- ---·-
.A . 
------ --
---
----. -
.. . . . 
" 
. n 
' 
. 
.. 
. . . . 
I ~b'f - I liT", at lfd/4 f3 I . -= L~~ ~ \11\A,. fA. 3Ci'3 fo il "'3 0( . . . . . 
~1G : I ~~0( 
''1 ~ 3~(1( \d~ f "~ 0( ~~f I .,. . 
411 -= I 'aa 0( ~~~ I 0'"' ()( 3<1f ~.,.()( ~C1'~f I ~7~ = I ~~oc lrt~p ~~ '"IA.f 11 a'..._ 0< i.q'~f I -~71 - llcr~ C< 3~~ . /d'l.( C( ~a-.... f ~Ojo( ;;.a-~ f I -
-
<f7'f ':: I a~"' '~f 111"' 0( 1fcrl.f.j3 ~c{ao( d-~f I . 
127S' = I t~G( 3"jf Jf <1'1.4 0( 1<1" .... f acta a( otoaf I . 
il" '::' I ~jo< \cl~f "fd .... Ol lctiA.f -.o-0 oc. ~~'I -1?.-,1 :: I I ~ o(. lcld f Jfct lot.. 0(. l<rl.(f ~a< ~if ~7~ = I· 111"~ o( 
'aaP I cf~oe.o<. Ji~f 3<13()(. a.~fl ~1~ = IJ.to-~.~. o( 'oaf I ct£( 0( ~d,f ~eta o( 'J.dif -
J ~'6() - lt~o< lftJ"I 3cft< ~~; ~ct: o< ().~t - -· . 
-
...... 
- . .. 
. 
~' = ,, o'80( tri'Jf l~o( Jf~f ~~(){ 3o'u.f I . 
. .. . . . ~&~ = I lcfd 0(. '~f ~~~~ I'J'v..f ;l.~~ 3o'IA.f ~~ : I /<fa o( ~~r: I 0"'"' 0(. Jf~f 30"14.. o(. d.() if . , I tc1'6 o( '~f li-'1 o( lef'-f 3 0""' 0(. ?.Djf I 
5€"i$r:; = . ''<1 o( lf~f \(flo\ o<. 3rt"'f ~o< d.~f I · . -~&'b - I ~~"' lo'dr: Ia'!.(. o<. 3rt''fJ "oa 0( ~~f I -~'61 - I ~~o<. ~eta o( ~~~I - ~<1af 3d!« 0( Iff'" \ f~ = IJi~o< '~f 3a;,. C( '~f ~~ 0( '(]'~f I ~&<i = I I cr'~ o( '~f .3a;,. 0( Ja'~ ;;l..ag 0( '~(1'3/> I ~~0 : .I'"JD< ~~~ lcflo\ o< 3<1~ '11o< «-ct11 I ~9. - 13~0( IO'~f let!( o( ~cijjJ ..(ct. ~ . ;lOJ; I 
~~~ I I~"' 'J ;z~fl I . . . - :: 3rl~l 4~o< '~f ~oaK 
. il = ..!. ~ ''"'3"' ~~~ 1<1'~ o(. Ill'~~ ITt-to(. 111- ~ 'l d \1\i f l -'fa' I I 0'3 0( 'r!af 111'14 01.. la'l4f 1'1\i« 
. 
' 
' 
~. ~..!. ~ \ \ o'do( \o'~f I 0"" d.. i!$'Lf.f · + J_l(fl] l'lf"' oc fi'+ \ '<l"t( ~~~· '~f - \\1.! f' ~~"' 01.. 11\14 0{ . 
2 - _._ G , ... ~. \ 111 f \ ct"" o( \o'\A,f ... ar~r'J ~lll o( ' /1 - -6 + \ <1 
• \ do( lff~t \d'"'ol.. I d"u. ~ d.l~o<. ?:rilf' 
. 
. 
J 
. ,, 
.. 
... ,. 
t; 
I 
..... 
.. 
. . 
.. 
t. 
Table 6. 4 (cont.) 
111'~()1. 11t~.~,f 
lf'\Ao( \cr'kf 
/ 
I 
( -
).. c 3 ~ C> 
(' 
;!~ - ('~~ 
c~a -c 
:J.'l- + c d."' = 0 
c 
-C' 
- (" d-'1 ~:3 as ::; G 
calf. -c a5 - C)o -:: o 
(" - c ~ 0 
~I .il~ 
(6. 16) 
C' 'f'i - c'{_r, -t C' SLI ::c 
c~s -C + (' :,-~ :::0 
"17 
c'f, 
- c-¥s - c~~ -::c 
c 
- CY8 - c '>'f -=-o lf7 
cl./1 - c S"o -t ('., (, ::.Q 
(" '19 - c SJ -+ (' ')!) = 0 
c,o 
- (SOL - C.ss :::0 
c.,, 
- Csoz. - (' =o n. 
('"1 - c 70 + ~715 -= 0 
cq - (' 11 +- c-r., = a 
c7o - c 1iJ. -c..,.., -= 0 
c-r, - c 7.;1. - c rs :: 0 
c13 - c. 7'f -+ cso :.Q 
c73 - c..,s- -+ c 19 
::o 
c.,'~ - c "16 - c.,'f =0 
c 75 -c 7{, c&o ':: 0 
The coupled sets of equations are all the same, and thus have to be solved 
only once. The solution to the coupled equations is 
[c~:J. >c.l~ Jc.l.'f>cls >c-.,/'3o ] = ;i (t , o,o/1;-1;-t) and ~ (!J ~J;).JJJI;I) _ 
Using the Nesbet method, the two projected determinants identified with 
cp 22 and ~ 23 are found. The one identified with q? 22 is taken as a 
symmetrized determinantal wave function and a linear combination of the 
two projected determinants, which is made orthogonal to the first, is 
taken as the second. 
For the form in which the double substitution 'T\ determinants are 
given in Table 6. 4, exactly the same coefficients as found for the 
substitution case may be used. This leads to Table 6. 5 for the symme-
trized determinantal wave functions. With the definitions given for the 
double substitution -rr determinants in Table 6. 4, the symmetrized 
determinantal wave functions ( Tl' substitutions) are given by Table 6. 5 
6 . 
also . The corresponding matrix elements are given in Table 6. 6. 
The definitions given after (6. 15) are used in Table 6. 6. 
c. Li 
Derivation of the symmetrized determinantal wave functions and 
their matrix elements proceeds in the same way as before. However, 
the derivation is slightly more complicated because Li is an open shell 
case. Applying the symmetry and equivalence restrictions to Lithium, 
Nesbet 7 has shown that, besides the usual double substitution wave func-
tions, there are a few single substitution wave functions which do not 
obey Brillouin 1 s theorem and must be included in a configuration interac-
tion calculation. Also, if the ground state Hartree -FocK function is 
represented by 'fo =\I 5,0( 1 S ~ ~Sa< l , there is a peculiar type of double 
substitution involving 2 S~ ¢ ot. where 'fo<. is some other unoccupied 
orbital. Table 6. 7 shows the wave functions, double and sing le substitu-
tion, which can be made up from the atomic orbitals 2Sp , 35, 45, 1 fer , 
2 ro , 1 ~+ ' 20'-1 ' 1 ~- , and 2 -a'- 'except that some obv ious repetitions 
have been left out, and only those double substitution 2 Sf' <Po< wave 
functions which had been found to constitute symmetrized determinantal 
wave functions have been included. These wave functions have been writte n 
so that ML : 0 and Ms : 1/2. 
Applying the step-up spin operator to the wave function ~ of (6. 2) 
which is annihilated, there results 
86 
; 
.. 
. ~­
' 
'1.· 
, -
.. 
. f. 
. ,, 
.. ~ 
Table 6. 5 S_ymmetrized Determinantal Wave Functions for Liz 
~ 7--
. . 
Table 6. 5 (cont.) 
Table 6. 6 ·Matrix Elements for Liz With Respect to 
Symmetrized Wave Functions 
(I( K I o) (3~ :t~ (311') '-oJ] 
(.t I Hlo) a l31 :tcr'1.\ ~'\ 1CI'\1 
ll nHo) ::. [1o-.._ 3<!j l\cr',..~o'~1 
l'lt H lo) = [3cr'3 10'\ I 31~ IG'l) 
(S"IJ-t to) = [3.,...._ ~'ll3a' .. ;~.cr31 
(411{10) :: ,fi [3ct'.._·a'~)3c1',.t'l1 . 
(~lit I o) ::- [30'11. \a'._l3cr'.._lcr',,] . 
(8 I HI o) - (~ left\ ~cr ... ,a-"A1 
t 'II~ \9) = ['fa''! -;~.o-2 1 .. .,.~ u 31 
6oll-l\o) :: .fir 'ft) 4-o'al '1<\ tcr'",J 
(IIJH.,I•) : ~CI'.._Ifcf~l ICI'.._If-4')] 
(I.~ llq o) :::. [ '+cto Ia'~ I 'to"~ ,.,..l1 . 
rntKloJ :::. [lla-14 ;a.o'~ \Iff"~&. ;~.C1'a1 
(r'(llllo) :: -ri['t<f'~Ul\'W.._tcr'J 
(r~/141o/ -: L '\0"'"- t<riA.\ 'to'.._'"'""] 
("!HI~ = ['to'"- to'll ~a-... ~~l 
(n I K I o ::.. .fi [ '+, "10""1 \ 30'3 •"'~] 
(tmHo/ :: .f3 ~L4c1''1 u~\ 3C1'l-'C1'~1 -ttcr'~,.,..ll3~~ •ct,11 
(t~ 1" 1~ = [ 1Wl;tc1'1 \ 3~ '"'11 +~1r " ... 1 \ ~"'1~31 
(:~.•ll•t~ .,.. 6(,~"- .. cr"~\ la".._3C1'~J 
(l.I!Hlo) = fi r14<1•cti13il<r'~l 
(l..ltH.Io : {.i [4ct.._l.o'~ l3cf ... ~C1'J 
(l~ l~lo) = {3 { [411_'14 4.~\3a'.._tcr'a-1- [ li<r'.._ \d~ l3o'.,_;tcf~11 
(~'11 .. \o)"' s~ ;a.~l3o'.._l~1 +tw.._lcr'l\ y.._a ... }l 
(lsJ H.l<») = .U [ 11-CI' .... 'O""~nO'.._tcf.._l 
(~11\lo):: .J"l:[I/C1'1A.I~\3CI'.,_Icr'~l . 1 
l.tl "ll\lo) ::. ..f3 {GCI'.._>.cr~\ICr'.._ 3.-',1- [~17".._1,..._1 ~a',acr'11 i 
(l.\IH_Io) ~ \:_"3~ lo-'a-1•.-... 3a'~J+~D"".._lo-~~.I~G"'~ ~\1 
(1-'IHio) ""{3 \bo-14.1<~'4 \,o".._ 3cr'a1-[11o'.._to-... \3'1'cr't1~ 
(lo\lollo) =- ba'.._ la',\ 1Cr·.._~a'~1 +[~.._llf"\"W,IO'i1 . 
(311~\o) : .f3t[~c:114.4aa\ICI'u.~i~l-~cr.._\0"14 \ 'ta'~:lli'"3-] 1 
~liHI•) -=( .. cr .. 4.0"',_\ llr'.._l4o; l{~t~~'"\4. ,cr.._ I ~:~.osl 
(33IHI•) : -f3 \\:_4cr' ... 'cr't\ ~~ '1-a'~l- ~"-lo'.._l 'I~ l~~'",]l 
(~~ IIHO)-:. c'fcr' ... I C1'~\rcr"-'tf',1 +(t+cf ... l<r.._\411'~10"'\1 
(3sj ~\o) = 6{ [4ctu.4..'\ 1 t0'14)cr'\ 1 -[14d ... la"14 l3<l'~ :;~.~1/ 
(34li\lo) ~ Get ... :~.~ \ •cr ..... 3d'~l + (4a'" \ct14 \3o's '-~1 
(alJI~I~ = {3 t ['w"',a-1tut ..... 3<1'~1-[t+4'141<1'~\3o'~ 117'11 I (3~ 1Hlo): L'ta'""'-1~\1<1'14~~1 +[\f<f ..... lcfv.\3~1a'11 
'· -··" \ r _ . _ _ 7 
-
C'lottH<V "\!o-... ~4'~\ \<1'..._~~1 +['3a'"'-'o'"'\ 411'3 a.o-~1 
('tlnHo) -= {3 ~ [3cf14 1~ 1 1ct14 'iC1'31- ~d.._rC1'14 j6fcr1 t<tj]} 
~lftiHio) = ~<7'14 , , ,, ...... -t~] •[3d ... •a".,_l¥oa•~J 
(:o(» loJ ~ ,r. [•lff~.G'"~ I"'~ a..o-711 
{ 1N I H IcY :: ,_[,r.3 tl'3l llt"S 1~] 
fH~IHI~ 2 ~ [rrr~ 10"".._ \ ~~ 1rJ 
· ('fWH~ "' .J"i [,"~ ,,., I,,.~ w\\1 
llflll-"cJ = ~ [·-n.....~.,...,, '""".a.cr',J 
(~tt lt\\~-= ~ [rtt".acl.C1't\ "'i4 ·~1 
(¥11H\o) = .fi[rti""'o".._\ 111.._ 1crJ 
(so 1" \ ~ "- ..[). lt tc.,. lcf~ \ "'" 1cr'!1 
~tiH I~=- ~ l~~4a'~l alf\ acr'31 
(s~ I HI~ " :1. L.~r-4 :a.c:f~ \ ~r.: ll tcrJ 
(s~tH.IC)I : 6 U"'\0"".._\ ~r.~tcr.....l 
~'f IH\~ : 6(:tr)-'o'\-j ..1.~ 1<1'~1 
(s-s\~1~ : ~ r ~rr ... ~d3\~r-.... ~~l 
~'I I·Hg) = ;l{;!l\.._ii.~\..lTtv..ta;] 
(S1H\\o) : 'fi(;frr.._ tcr .... j ~rr ..... ta-.,.1 
(Sli\\lo) -= ~ ~n-... •a; I :l""" ·~1 
(S•HI'Iq) : ;l [4~a.cr~·( rrr,_.ia'~] 
(~HHJ) :: ~_lt4"a-~~~ 1rr,1o-~1- [a.1C~t'1\'r'l~tr11 
(GlhH~ = -Ii~[a~ a.,.1\rnl 1cr'3J+ [lr.~,-31 ''1)."'a]J 
~11-4\o/:: ~ [;~.r"l'"' ... l '''l'o-14.] 
('-3 I Hl.o/ : ~ [ ..lT'"a ld"l\ If) ,a-~1 
(~~I HI~ : '- (1.rr.,. ;tcr'a \ rrr~~.:a.J,1 
~~IHio} :: ~frl.rr._:~.,~l·rr ... ,o-~1-[arr .. ,.,.,lt~t.,.:to-3]l 
(Ct. II-\ 1a> -: -Il ~[~!\.._,;)I tl\\.L ,.,-31• [:a.Tt.._IO'a \11\14 ~o'iJ 
Ln\HI~ = ~ [11t"'cr"-1 rn.._ 1<1'..] 
(UI\11o/ : -. [•;rl4. ·~ \ 1rr.._l~ 1 
(c~IHio): ~Jl")'cr'""\llt"-~cf?l1 - (tl~~~\•1\v.I<~"J 1 
(7•1\-\1~ :-5 {r\J\~ lct'IL\ 1Tt.._ao'~l +[1~ ~~ \ \Ti.._la"IA.11 
Qd 1\ \o) = « \ L•"~\ \5'14 \ m ... ,.,..11]- [1 ff, Ill'"~ I 1 '"-' 1<1''""] J 
{H ..IH\o)-= iii[ura•cr14 jl'1t""14 •~1 +[m~,cral•rr.._ta-"'1] 
(nl H lo) -= ~ [[.~~ 1r.._ \ l.n" ~11- ll."A~ ~cl, \ l.Ti:v..lcf'"-1} 
(l'IIM lu) ::: fi ~l~lt~ I""'\ ).l't"-l<l'~l ~ [lT~ ~6'"~ I ~l\ .._ tlf'.._l} 
fis-t HI o) = ~ { [tr1- Ia''"- \ l.Ti.v.. lo'~1- [J.~ tcf~\ 1-tt:.._ ~~""l] 
~'I~ \o) -= ..n: f [4'1 1cr.._l•i\1A. 1 d'~] "'-[a~ lo'~ I~~ 1c(l l 
lrt h~ lo) ~ ~ { [If() tO'"" htr.._ acr') 1-[.1\l2') \ <tl\" ta-,.J} 
f.tc.t u 1.\ '"! s; 5 rlft"a • ..-:. \ ~1t . . ~!Y..l+ \,-rr ... ad._\ a.n.._,o-.,.11 
---~~---------------------------------------
Table 6. 6 (cont.} 
(1 'i \ \-\ \o) -= « t [Itt'\ IO' ... l4 t..., \a"\ 1- [ il\~ \a'~\~~ ... 1a',.]] 
~i)\1·\\ 0) :- ..ri \ [, "~'0" ... \'2.1t.,..lo'~l~o-[rn,_,o-,_141\ .. ,a' ... l] 
l<ts\ \\\ to) -:;. -U" t [ "l."'l ,.,. .... \ 1"1\" u~ 1 - c 111 ;~.a'1 \ ,te ... ' "' ... 1} 
('lr:.l ~ lo) ~ ..fi t l;nr~ ,O\.. \ ,,." :4'31 ~ ~r-1 ~8 \nr ... ,O".J] 
(<aJl H!o) ~ ~ t [:t-n~ IG'v.\ 1 tr ... 1ct3j - [ti\} \11'~ \11• ... 1U' .. l} 
{_).L!fl\(o) :: ..fi. t (1-rr\ lcf,.,\ I frll.la"~l +- [ ~1\3 1~\ 1u ... 1.1..,1} 
-·~-=~~~------~------~~~--------------
Table 6. 6 (cont. ) 
. '-
,o lH (o) ~ ~~cr. +-1<10' +1<4 u: ~u,a: +~,~ + "J.J:lif.. . 
a " a a .. ~ r J r: J (l l I{ 1') -(<>I~ I o) "' ~ ').:13G"1 - ;!.~~~ ~ r~~ ~oa l ~CI'.J ad~] ~ ~"'a-a-; I ~i u;l· if l. l""a ~""6-(~CI'} 1.~ .. lilL'cr'l-AO"} I~~ :t .... ~ 
(::w~·~ - <.otttJo)" a. -Hl .. a- ?o~-,a-3 - ?t4G"3 ·~ca3"'1 t3a"1 a~1+ [:lcta~d'tl'~·,l -~fl .... ~l4'~\·a'a•~l- 2.[3'1 30"'~ l:l.d)aa-,1 {ao',t_.,, 3ciJ •aaJ +~a') -t'113~ <~11 +[~~ 1G')j :l. .,t~ Ia')] ,. 
l3\ H \3) -lol Hill)= 2'Jo/3,f 2 ')11 ...... -{~ap~ )3d'J30JJ1•~a-\A. 1 .,.1l \ 1ct14 ~~1 - 't[I~IG'"~\1~3~] -r ~ [1cr,. ;~ \ \cf"'~.~)J 
('~ iHitt) -lol\o\lo)..,. :z?:l3~r~)J,.,.a-+(3.,.a3i\~3~l·t"'a 'o'a\IOS'~~"i] -lf[l ag lo>al•aa 1a'J + :~.[1.o>~ '"'~\ads·~] 
(5\IHS)-lo l~\ .. )"" ~ ~ - ~'l<J •L~O' ... lo",..\oa'.,.3ll'J +(l.~~~~:~.~o.aJ -'t[u .. ld .. \=<1"'"'"] t-.1 [341'14u!l.30',.:aa'J 3a"\l ~.. 0 
((. 1 H \'-) - (o 1~-t Ia) .. ~ ~o-.. - ?ol,o'
3 
~"""'~ -+-~ct,.lO" .. J3<1' .. *'~ ... {_i'l ~ I•~ 1')] - 4[l<>',. 1r,.h1•ra1-J [u .. 3d' .. J ~~ ~.,.J + ~~~' .. 10"~ I -sd" 10"'1] 
""~a' ... u~ \ 3J ... l.cr'~1 ~ [ l.a"~'cr'A I a .. ! '"'~l 
(l1 Hl1)-(o\ \qo) = ~·;.JJai..- ~")/»:... +[aa'14 aa> .. )'3~aD',.] -+-[ft,. 1o',.j 1cf,.,CI".J -lf['3v .. 3<7'..,\lcr'..,,a".._l +'-[3d'14 1~'" ... 1'lo'"IO"'"] 
('i \1-\\~)- (o\1-\ [o) ~ .l. ~3a".._- ~~ ••• t [act\l~ .. l3cf\l3c1J .. ~o; '"'i I ,a', lo'i] -If r~ ... 3' .. 1l<i I~ l + ,_[ ao> .. lo'i l3c7 .. Ia',] 
l'\ I HI'\)- to\" I o) • ~ ~'1tt2'- ;~.. "JJ~a'a + ['I"'} 4~J'faa 'fG3l+[.toj:V) \1.1~ t1] -4 r~~q'l Ia'S t.t1] +- :L [~").r.a', Jlfa-;.~17 
{Jo 1 ~\•o)- (o lk\ o} ~ ~').I '+<I'~- '?l1,-a- ".taa-+ [11a'1 ~~ \ 'f4'~1Ja'a] +[;~.', ol 'JII~ lo;j 1- ;t['f"j Yaj 11 ct') '1]-4C 'f1 'ft:) I ~121] .. Et11~ I~ '11 
4 ['Ia>, li?'}l"ll"\~l \- \_).J~ I 0"\ \ l.d1 111'~] 
("\"H -C~H11o) = ~yl!D'a- ~""',"' ... .,. [~4~\'f-.r~~a'~l+[ta',.,ll" .. lttt"\l," ... ] -tt[.o-.,.,r._l'l-a;4a'~]+4 [•~~" .. ,."'2 1,.,....,4~] 
:. 
(u.\ H\1~ ..,(oiHI~>) c 
Vl iH!Iy-(oJI{\e>) .. 
(1 'f I 14{•cy - (o I"- lo) ::: 
l '??lf.,.1 - .(~1 +- [qo'J '/d'~ J'lcf,'faO + [•111111'S] -l.f [ W, *'illcl) l '}] t .il [¥~ Ia'~ I 'f1 '1 J 
~ ""'4o' .. , :4:/:IA'J-+ [4a'14 1Jd' .. JYo.,. 'fc7' .. ] + ~"'} ~11 ~111]-lf ['f,.~~o lf<l .. /1~ a. I,] -r 4 [ 4<1"w.:l1/lfe1'14 2.{] 
'J. ')f -1J - 'J{ +[.,a" ... 'fO"'IA 1 '+4'14 "fa'.,.] -4[zr, u, I• ~ 1<c]- :~ ['t6" ... 'fd'..,)tcf3 •'al -:t [«id .. 't6' ... l2"3zo"i} + &,. .. , c() llfll",....l {1 · ~ lo'~ ~ • 4~0" ... 4~l'~ct' .. •o',l ~r_;.~,.~'l \~""ca ·~1 
(•51 Hl•s)- (oiHI<>) -: :~. ~'Ia' ... _ •?I,.,..., + f,.o;_ vD" ... j lief" 'fr,..J ~ [..,..., 1tt.._ 1, ..... , ....... ] - 4-[ Llo' .. 'ta",.) ls-,. 16'..,] ... .:t~cr ... ,o' .. l-.r ... \6' ... ] 
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. ... (t')."''ll ~~•r.}r {lK~•"lt :z.r~·")1o1"'~(1-;;; ;~.11:~.1\~ ;~.cl'~] +i'[z.~ •"'aPr-, •"21•-i.Gr., u11~~ 4)}f.r.tl'll 'ii"'~ u•1] +:i f,~·~/iii"~l"j] +[~i '"i Jad'}' ~] 
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+ [l'x:~,~ ,..,.~,r~ 1 o + [.1"111t~l•'r, 'r.a1,) 
Hi '3)- (oltll o) = :ll,~ .. ?i~,.; .J. "'') ~ C.t",,."'al ,.,.1m3T •?"'s4~l•t.:a ,,..,1-: [,,., ,.,..~\ ,.,..,,.,..,].-.1 [o n~, ''l''"'a ·~)· l'"-l'~' '"s •tt,]- ;r. r;.~lA.r., /•o-~ •o;1 
+ (tr-,,.,.,1._~,.,..31 {~,JC~l~rr,~'lfs] +[:"''~'lJt:r'"-aJ 
-fl'~ -Co l.41o) : '1111'... +1/~tr:.l."OIDj. + (:t-c,_.r.._h~,.,,.J0 -+ [~r.,.aC,.(Ilt,.cT-.. 1•., (tll1f")\ac'Su'l1• (~» .. I'IL,.I 01.'1l,.1l\,..1 ° + llfi,.11\ .. J~1t,.11t,::t- ~n .. ln ... t>:~'a.l."~l 
- ~~. [ln,.lr. .. p.d~,_.r1j ... ( .-r. .. -.d;\•1t,.,.a-,l ~ur. .. a.o',\l." ... '-.,.,1 
...... 
. ' 
1~- (otH••) ~ 'k,.. .. ·ii~JC,.- ,...,.,- 1-~.:z,., +(,;;.v~.J,r. .. ~cr .. r..[I"'..J..".,.I•l\,.1~ .. ]·- [ar. .. c1t,.hi .. r.-,.l "- ()r...,.r • .Jl.'""'".::t t (7.c1'~ ad'! \lo'~ tr11- (1.o') , .r1 \;~'1 ,.-21 ~ [•'1t .. ,,. ... \,.,..t' ,..,1 
.. F•'It ... d,,"" ... l""l1-r~ .. .2X'J 't; ,e-J·~rv:...·~l:.r..,.,,crJ -r ....... , ...... ,~ld'l1 · 1r.~~l.'\ '" .. ~1- c~" ... ,.,....~:l,~·~ r:~" ... :~.~I4.,..,. :Z d,1 
[11~~) - G>I"' I ~) r 'jl -.~ ~ ~ - '){ +(a.~-....l l'fi,.,~ ... J: (ir.~~~ ,,..~,r...J •- [lr.,.,J"'"I~c1''l ;~S1 -(Ju,..4ro.., l1"\ rr.1- [ln.,r.,./ ~lf.,H's] - [,r.,.,.r.,.ltaB , ~] ~ (u~. ad. [1"4 1.£] •'~<... u-...._ ur~ acr:: ll 1 l o l ·C~.1i .. •'li .J,.~"·.::l· .. r~ ... r. .. ln .. •uJ• +~[%~::"':l.CI',l:a.r. .. ~. ~1.tr.,.,d3 i~r ........ &J•7Gr.,.:~d,lt" .. '11 ~r ~,"i, ,.r.,.,<!J]•~•.,..,,.,~ ~cf,J 
1\\l.l) .. (o\l{lo)" ?l,,. +?i _ -l'#.-+ [l.o:.,:~.l\.lu• .. •r...J• •[l~ m,,1,,.J'" i-[ocr11o~J.,..,.,,.,J ~ :i.[rl\'14•1t,.lod,.lll'J- ;~.[).r. .. a;:,.!lr .. ,r ... ] + (.X,.Ja'.._{ll-..ccrJ + [.u~ .. 1cr,..l-m .. 10'"~ 
'u. .l"-IL ' "'tt.. l.j 
. 0 Jl. . 
• r~lf,.,t1l,.,/l:f" ..... (7i;J + r~~. .. ,rr .. j:rn ... r... . 
Table 6. 6 (cont. ) 
il~l' 'i) _(:1\\\o) "?t,r.:.., ·'il~A..- ~ 9-1.,"-J + Gr. .. u-.. tn• .. •~i:;.r•fznk zr-.. 1 m .. m .. ]: ["''~\""'1',-il - J.fJ-rr.._,-n ... t, .,.~ ''al• f,r...,.ta'sl ,-r. .. •<,;l- ~~[-.u ... z.l\.._l,.,.x •aa] '" r zn,.,.,.a lz.i\ .. •",] 
_-. .r<"'. i" 1,.:-..... lti\"llt _:l o -+[z.r..._rr.: ... \-z.1l:,..ti\,J"" . 
. l.k.. •j .. 1~\1.'~ -(u\~lo) "'" ·~ - 'i1 - ru + [m ma.\11r.. In J"+f,r..,,r..,,.rr ... m.._J~- [11i. •'-.... lrr.., ,,...=r G•"A•" .. I•i\slli:.J +G.,. .. ,( .. I ).a'~ u31- [ • .~ .. •11•"' ... ~'\] -f...-(·"'~· ..... 1~ 
i'lt. iii:" lrt: .1" .10: i T 14 d ~ 1 " 4 ' 
• d .. ~ ·~ w•~la" .. \ '')1 ..... 1-u"~~ .. ," .. ha' ... IG'.J ... ~r,r'\.\.lo'..,\ll\..,lo'J -[·r.,•r,\~~~.,...~}4[•~-tilll'l:lcf~]-Gr. ... rrc.._l.laa~~J +tf.1T .. .10'3flifw.:la'~J -
lll1o)-(o\\\\<>) =~m{'JI,<'fiJ.-;:~i [1r1,,-1\,r.,.1T...:;):• [•'"a ,.,...~\ttt..,ll'J•-~r."',r. .. l:ta'3;oo;1- [tii .. I1'1:.._I• "' ... IO'.J-[•~ ·r~\..,.~;~a'J -[•T) 'r'1\IO' .. td.J +[•f'.._ocr.._j;~'l .1~ 1 
· • (,r,,,r.,,.l'"~ ,~.J +ur1 '""-''1tl 11\J •i[,.,.,.Ol."'sl (lt...._a.Q'J+i[•,..'IA•~~' ... Im ... ,a-J +i_[•'1.1'l\ ,-;;~uJ •1G''l'"' ... l·-r.~,.,...J +Gd.._~\•ct" ... ;~a')J 
~(11) -(o\~l·) =~rr:.~(Jt:lli<l:~o;· [tT''a'"~t·r-...•rt ... ]\ r.r"ii''r.~\rl..,.lii.t \-[ta,.,c(._\lll'! tc]]-Ul} tl"Cl\la'..,ld,.] -~~'r1\l, ~~1- [.r.,..~ ... \1~ '"i]- f•I-,.ITi,..llll"',. I t~J 
"'~[,-r6 ... 31,,1,~l- (~d..'') \IO'"'IO')l"lt•"''lfv.\t1l\ 1a'..l +tfir-...,,.,,,i\,.,lcfJ- ~"'1' r..,.\•r-,c~ - [i rrl'""'' "a"'J + f [•1i .. IO'..,\ fli,. ~~J . 
. ~ .1 
I\H1,) - (oJI~I'l) -:: ~ _ ~ ">{ -j./ -}I + [ 1-r. \1l...\rr. .. 1tt.._l 0-+ (i-n..1r...,\ •~<",.l'trJ - f•r. .. ,-r...,ll~ ,.-,]- I)-rr,.,uT..,\I<l",. ,cr .. )-t'"l'"• I It\ ,.,.~ -[m,.tr.\ \ 1~ IO'.J + [,.,.,.,11 .. \ 1a', llfc1] 
I ''1 fo\v.. 1cf" I~ ~ . it 'l. :J d 6 IJ D 0 IJ a 
.,.f'""b'" ... l''"l'r.._J0 +t:."l'""''"'''" .. 1 ·~ [m-,,.,.,.l\ '"o...•os1-+~ r.r.;.,,cf.,.J rr..,.,.. .. 1.._·:J11~.•"51fta •~J +~ (,~ ""'"'l'"t ,cf..,.) +Go:.,,~ \\a",.1<1] 
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+U., '"'-l<~a~".t +(~trc;J2.r"'';t-+i(nt,.,,d1t,-;; .. ID!1 +~(ir.,..,O' .. I•l\.,lctJ •7l~".J ''ll :Hr3~aj] +~~r'J !",./~"s'"',.] + f. .,. .. _,.,.:.lt.,..,.• o:i] 
Table 6 . 7 Double and Single Substi tution Wave F u n c t ions for Li 
fs 
~0 = I I So{ '? ~SO( I 
~\ I /So<,. 'j$' 3.$0( I -.- I I = S! -::. l<, o.: .,,~Q>a-:.c< 1 I 3 Sc<, ! O I ~J. = ssf ;;lSO( I 
~ 3\ : I Is C( as r a soe. l ~?. = l 1so< 3Sf 'fso<. I 
<I't = j 3so< I Sf 1/So< I §3a. =I %« a.sp as « I 
is = j 3s o<. *sf asO(. I 
<i" = j tso<. If Sf 3~0( I 
<!) 
= I J.f So( 3:1' .(So( I -7 
g?2 = I I S"~ '~f 'foo< I 
~1 = ' 'loo( 1&of ~$0(. I 
~lo = 
' '5o<. ~~ r ~~0\ ' I?,, = l •foc< 15f t{~oC(I 
§",a = j , ~~0( ~1}'0 ~ Ol SO( I 
!,3 :: ltscx. a'fop '6"oO< I 
~l'f = ~~~oo( 'd'of aso(l 
1?,s :: I '>"' ~~-\-r ~ ~-0( I 
~/4 = l 1so<. 'd'-P 'cac;(l 
~11 = 1,~0( 'f ~ -~-0( I 
~\'iS = l't+ o<. •t-f Ol.So( I 
~1'1 = I 1 ~-o< ' ~+ f a ~ o< I 
<f -::' l 1s0( ''O'+f ap.« I ~0 
~l l = I ISo{ 't-r a1t o( I 
~:la :: 1~ r+O( •• , ~t-~I 
~J3 -::. ''r.o< 'sf ~~0( 
. \ ~~'/- :; I 'r+ c< ~~-~ a so<. 
~~s :::: I 't « d.~ ... r aso< I 
~ar, ': , , s 0( d.~ l I f- 0( I 
~a1 :: / !So{ d.p_f I ~+ 01. I 
. !.~& ::: l a~O( I r-~ a so<. I 
~~~ .:: , d.,_« 't4-r ~s"' ' 
c 
- c - c :: Q 3 L(- b 
c (" 
- 0 
-s 7 
c 
- c 
= o 15 
'" 
( 6 . 1 7) 
C - c -c -; o 
l o If I '!J 
c - c c -; () 
;lo 01 ;l ~ 7 
= 0 
= 0 
Applying the step-up angular momentum operator to the wave function 
4J leads to c ,'S = c,(..-=- c~ 
c =- c =-c 
/o ~o ~I 
C II ::. - c a.;t ::. - C 
.;tJ 
C - - c - - c I ?, - ;;q,- ~, 
c - -c --c: 
ttf - .a - «-1 
(6. 18) 
'I / 
I t" 
The latter equations (6. 18} are consistent with the former (6. 17} . For 
the case of the first and sixth equations of (6. 17), there are two solutions 
{'3> '""' c~o] ~ (1, 1, 0} and ~ (1, -1, 2). Using the Nesbet 
method the two projected determinants identified with ~ 3 and ~ 6 
are found. The one identified with 4 6 is taken as a symmetrized 
determinantal wave function and a linear combination of the two projected 
determinants, which is orthogonal to the first, is taken as the second. 
Table 6. 8 shows the symmetrized determinantal wave functions . The 
corresponding matrix elements are given in Table 6. 9. In this table the 
following symbols have been used: 
Ki ( <P:. I \< I cp.L ), 
and 00 o0 .t: i ~ 
R-te ro-c I bel] =££ R'" /"·l R('(\ ~'J.) '{''- R c.,.,) ~ ('fJ.) "",ay:'\:lr d< 
qXo.. bXb '(~-+t ('f\c..Pc_ f'r\c! Jl.d cl I a 
where R"" n ( '~",) is the radial wave function of the atomic orbital cp"' n 8 
r··c..x~ k ' "o...ll.t:..IY"Q • 
Note that the indices of R have been written to conform with Mulliken .,_ 
notation. 
2. Results 
a. LiH 
Configuration interaction calculations are reported here for LiH 
using the parameters shown in Table 5. 1. 8. Thirteen atomic orbitals 
are used as basis functions for the molecular orbitals. Thus there are 
eight C) orbitals and three IC orbitals available for configuration inter-
action, the other two (J orbitals being used to describe the Hartree-
Fock wave function ( ~0 ). The expansion coefficients of the molecular 
orbitals are given in Tables 5. 1. 9, 5. 1. 10, and 5. 1. 11 for the three 
internuclear distances 2. 82, 3. 02, and 3. 22 a. u . respectively. 
The energy and the electric field gradient are calculated according 
to (6 . 9) and (6. 13) respectively. Table 6. 10 shows the contribution to 
the energy of the largest twenty-six configurations. These configurations 
are denoted by the two electron integral which enters the off-diagonal 
element. This designation is unambiguous for LiH; for Li2 , where ambi -
guity occurs, the exact configuration will be given. No more than three 
significant digits are given after the decimal for two reasons; (1) the 
experimental value of the energy is known to two digits after the decimal, 
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Table 6. 8 Symmetrized Determinantal Wave Functions for Li 
# 
:) 
f 
t; 
.: 
~ 
1 
• 
" , 
:l 
~ 
~ 
1 
~ 
i 
! 
I 
I 
Table 6. 9 Matrix Elements fo r Li With Respect to 
Symmetrized Wave Functions 
Q (l\H lo) :: R L3~aS\3St~] 
• <> 
(~11-\IO) = R ['3SISI3Sis] 
(~\\-\ \o) = ~ ~ 1 R0(4-~15l3S~~J 
' (:tiHio)= f ;;2RQ[LtSl.~l3SIS] - R0('rSIS(3sasJ}/{a' 
(~11-·\Jo) =- R 1 [l'fll ~dlp as]/ 8 
( <=t 1 H \ o) -= \ ~ R' c "2. -r, s 1 ~ r, s 1 ~ R • [t~ , ~ l ' ~ 'l..$ J] 1 « 
(loiHlo) =-~j1 K1 L'aG> IS\ ' ~1S] 
. ·. 
--- -
Table 6. 9 (cont. ) 
--
{?IH.\3)-= k'1 '!.+t"ls+k'&~s +- Ro[?.S>S\1~ 1~] ~R\4-s 'l- !.ll'>t!.] +R0 [I./S4Sf:OS$~J- Ro[~SIS\3~1~] 
+-~ l(0 (4S1S!'t5'3S)+~R" ['+~I~ / "'SIS.] . 
(:if).{I Lf): lt\!1 + ~l~~l{l.f-S .'t R0("1C..~~\1'!11S] + R0 (4S'+Sf1SIS] ;-R0[4Si.f5(~S~5] 4- ~0lSSI~\3C:.IS.] 
- L R0 r4Sl~\*S?.s] -!.. R."(!.i'!.IS\4SIS] ~ ~ 4 
(51 14\ s) ~ \(4 'l.-\- '(~':.+ I<""~ ~ R ot~S3~\ as as] + R 0(lf~'+ s l Cl.s as] +-RoQfSlf~\ ?1~3s] 
+ Rc.L4-<:.:\~\"+•:>~~1 -~ R0(4-~~~\'l-s~s] 
I 
--; 
(c.\H\<,) :: l<,s+a.l<, ~ ~ aR.0['~''fl's'l.] -~ R 1 L' l>'~l'r's1 +R~[,~I\4'1'~'~]+ ~05' R~t'f'ri'~' ~J 
01\1\,)-= Ka~+ik\< , ~ +aR0 ('~ ''f\'s~s.l-iR'c,~a~pras]+'R0['~'~1'r''fJ ~ ~~ R\:-~~''fl\q'•r] 
~6\I·H~) = ~~~ + K,ti' + K2 -t R0 (' ~'rl's's] + R0[4rz.~l's's] +R0[2.e~~I'O' 'rl+~R0 [a~ ~~ ld.t1'f] 
-} R'[, ~n S\If~s]+~ RT~(ftS.Icl.'ft':l] +~ Rl. ['2.'?'fl2.)>' ~1+ ~~ Ra.[at il--~ \'~'f] . , 
(,IH \'1)-= \(1 ~+ 1<1 ~ + l(~r + R0[1q'lfl's's] tR0 L''f2\<'l'~'s1 + R0[~er•~\'f'ij>] -i: Ro[.:>. f 'f l~f' ~.J 
• + ~ R'c,~~~ ~~~~sl - ~ R'C01~,s1~'f'sJ - t R~car~~~~~'a'J + ~os R. .. [l.\' lr~''f'rJ 
{loll-l\to): l<z.s+\< .. 'f +k'~'&>+ Ro[,~I\'\).S~sJ ~~[a~~~ \a~as] -~r Rc..['t\'~ (?11~ 1 ~]+R0 [Cl.~ 1 'f \l~ 1 ~ ] 
-l.. R'['p~-.~~~~.sJ -~ R' [Cl..i' ~s \ ~h~sJ ~ (.£ R'2.(2f''r''~'r1 + ~ R~C~~;~i'l 'o~•cPJ 0 <:, v z.s- as 
/ 01 
~ 
Table 6. 10 Energy Contributions, \H6·r·1.1/ ( h\/4f'"-. Hoo) 
R = 2. 82 a.u. R = 3. 02 a. u . R = 3. 22 a.u. 
[3 e> aa- 1 '3 cr a.o:J 0. 139 X 10 -3 0.1 56x10 -3 0.178x 10 -3 
[ 'fO' ~cr I ~cr3-CY] 1. 734 X 10 -3 1.812x10 -3 . -3 1.919xl0 
[ s <r-.a( Slf" <~.o-J o·. 111 x 1 o- 3 0.213xl0 -3 . -3 0.272 X 10 
[ 'a-;ur l l.lT a.o] ; -3 -3 -3 3.277 X 10 3. 24 9 X 10 3, 101 X 10 
[7o-aa-11a-•~J 2. 988 X 10 -3 2. 874 X 10 -3 2. 762 X 10 -3 
[9o-.:.a\~ a.II"J 1.675x10 -3 1. 832 X 10 -3 2. 006 X 10 - 3 
[lfo- 01.17 130' 01. ~ J . -3 0. 766.x 10 0. 834 x · 10 -3 0.925 X 10 -3 
[tier ~cr\30"'acr] 0.194x10 -3 0, 220 X 10 -3 0. 250 X 10 -3 
Gcr a.<r j3a .let J 0.548x10 -3 0. 542 X 10 -3 0. 535 X 10 -3 
[ll<rd<T}3a'~a-1 0.132x10 -3 0.153x10 -3 0. 180 X 10 -3 
[scr ~171 'io- ~~] 0.413x10 -3 . -3 0. 446 X 10 0, 494 X 10 -3 
[7n<r\ 11."' a<r] 2, 375 X 10 -3 2 . 309 X 10 -3 2, 243 X 10 -3 
ljcr~a- li!<T 2a-] - 3 0. 556 X 10 . 6 -3 0 . 78 X 10 0.837 X 10 -3 
[~a-.:u- 1 ':>u-aa-] 0 . 564 x 10 -3 6 -3 0, 73 X 10 0.920x10 -3 
[,cr Jcr I so- aa-] 0.511 X 10 -3 0, 464 X 10 -3 0.401 X 10 -3 
[-sa-d.a- I 517 U.<r] -3 -3 ' •. -3 0.281x10 0. 340x10 ',.: 0. 411 X 1 0 
-3 -3 . -3 ( ~<r ~(]\"II" il<r J 0, 796 X 10 0 . 816 X. 10 0. 809 X 10 
~tfd<r \ 10"' .1-cr] 0. 852 X 10 -3 0 . 819x10 -3 0.773x10 -3 
(i rr cw\11t cr] 0 . 587 X 10 -3 0.591x.10 -3 0, 596 X 10 -3 
[:.l rr .l.<r l ;m ~cr] 0.368x10 -3 0. 266 X 10 -3 0.187 X 10 -3 
[37i 01.0'1 3tr ;l<r J . -3 8.254x10 6 -3 8.4 2x10 8. 624 X 10 -3 
[arr ~ul 1Ti ~] 0.514x10 -3 0, 422 X 10 -3 6 -3 0, 33 X 10 
j}rr.-.,.f'" 4-IT'] . ..:3 1.738x10 6 -3 1.71 x10 1.685 X 10 -3 
[3rr <:la- I ;~.lf ao-J 1. 644 X 10 -3 1. 255x10 -3 0. 901 X 10 -3 
(ir< .l.a-1 ';l r.: 1<r] 0.13lx10 -3 0, 115 X 10 -3 0.101 X 10 -3 
[itt 117 I .1( I 0' J 0, 366 X 10 -3 0, 372 X 10 -3 0, 377 X 10 -3 
E-Hs J (a. u.) -3L 474 X 10 -3 -31.693x10 -·3 -31 , 822 X 10 -3 
- s (Z) contributions from configurations with values of the order of 1 o 
or less have been ignored. Table 6. 11 shows the contribution to the 
electric field gradient of the largest eighteen configurations. It is seen 
that configurations which give a large contribution to the electric field 
gradient also give a large contribution to the energy, but the reverse 
statement is not necessarily true. 
An accurate wave function may be found from (6. 10) . The coefficients 
c~ =- ~o t4 /( \-\~~ - H-o") for the first five configurations which contribute the 
most to the energy is given in Appendix C for the equilibrium internuclear 
distance. 
The. total molecular energy is - 8. Ol501ZZ a. u. at R - Z. 8Z a . u., 
- 8. 0170594 a. u. at R : 3. OZ a. u., and - 8 . 0161417 a. u. at R : 3. ZZ a. u. 
By fitting a parabola to these three energy values, the minimum total 
molecular energy is found to be - 8. 0 l711Z 76 a. u. at 3. 05809Z5l a. u. 
internuclear distance; this value now includes configuration iteraction. 
q I . -3 a -3 ( 0 ae )tot~~ 1s - 0. 0Zl55Z4 a11 , - 0. OZ07963 H , and 
0. OZ04366 aH at internuclear distances of R: Z. 8Z, 3. OZ, and 3 . 2Z 
a. u. , respectively. By fitting a parabola to these values and evaluating 
this equation at the internuclear distance found for the energy minimum, 
- -3 -there results ( 1Jiae ) total - - 0. OZ0697Z a.u at R - 3. 05809Z51 a. u. 
The first and second derivative of ( ~/«.e) with respect to R is of some 
interest 9 and may be found from the equation 
~ -7 -3 ( ~/~e)rot& = - [tt95So(R-3.30I 't<333't7) + Jo't03l] .,_ IO QH (6. 19) 
The dissociation energy of LiH may be found with the aid of the 
energy of Li. The latter energy, which is calculated in part c of the 
present section with configuration interaction, is - 7. 4345381 a. u. This 
leads, in conjunction with the total molecular energy, to a dissociation 
energy of 0 . 08Z5747 a. u. 
The accuracy of these results is discussed in Appendix D . 
b. Liz 
Configuration interaction calculations are reported here for Liz using 
the parameters shown in Table 5. Z. 5. Eighteen atomic orbitals are used 
as basis functions for the molecular orbitals. Thus there are five 
Jo3 
Table 6. 1 1· Electric Field Gradient Contributions 
a.. 
"Diagonal" Term, C (9 ? ) ~ -u'"'t<-- oocr 
ca 
0 
R = 2 . 82 a . u. R = 3 . 02 a . u . R = 3 . 22 a. u . 
[Ia- J.~ IY a a ~J - 4 - 4 . - 4 2 . 106 X 10 2 . 029 X 10 l. 830 X 10 
- 4 - 4 - 4 (<>a~ 16cr ao-] - 10 . 335xl0 - 11. 717 X 10 - 12.604 X 10 
[1 ;r Olo- I1<T a ~r J 6 -4 - 4 - 6.842 X 10 - 4 - . 8llxl0 - 6.918 X 10 
[ '-Ia- ~rr I dct a a-] 6 - 4 - 4 - 4 1.0 3 x10 1.024 X 10 0. 979 X 10 
[ur~~ I q a- acr1 - 3. 280 X 10 - 4 - 3 . 423 X 10 - 4 -3. 15 1 X 10 - 4 
("\i ~<rl ).r a.a-J - 0. 857 X 10 - 4 - 1.301x10 - 4 - 1.759x10 - 4 
[ ~cr-a.'1"1b 11" ;£o-J. - 4 - 4 6 - 4 - 0. 909 X 10 - 0. 982 X 10 - 1. 06 X 10 
['i)'cr Od \1 cr 6o-] - 4 - 4 _ L - 0. 982 X 10 - 0 . 943 X 10 - 0 . 829x10 .....-
[:. rr ~cr/311 <~..cr] - 4 - 4 - 4 4 . 889 X 10 . 4 , 033 X 10 3. 351 X 10 
G n •<r I I"TL d.<r] 2. 158 X 10 - 4 l. 866 X 10- 4 6 - 4 1. 39 X l 0 
" Off- Diagonal" T e r m, Cu C f 
r y ,._v CT 
0 
}4. R = 2 . 82 a . u . R = 3. 02 a . u . R = · 3. 22 a . u . lJ 
[s<T Jet I SV" 4~] G CT.( IT I scr e1 a-] - 4 - 4 - 4 0. 382 X 10 0.464 X 10 0 . 556 X 10 
- 4 - 4 - 4 [ S"cr ~cri -1.- a.,. J [70"60" I 'fudo-] 1. 237 X 10 l.128x l 0 1.203 X 10 
[7cr ~.,.1 5" <!"" a.o-] Gcraa- l1cra<rJ 0. 973 X 10 - 4 0. 822 X 10 - 4 0 . 781x10 - 4 
[§. cr J. cr I .,-~- ~.,. J 54""a.cr / 'i"o- .l.~ - 4 - 4 -4 - 0. 912 X 10 - 1. 045 X 10 - l.l23x10 · 
(tct J.o' I tcr J<r J l.~cr J11'{ l.a'o1oj - 4 - 4 - 4 1.190x 10 1. 152 X 10 1. 081 X 10 
I)Ti a..rhrr J.:l"] [~rr ao-l liT du-] - 4 - 4 - 4 - 0. 420x 10 - 0. 401 X 10 - 0 . 375 X 10 
[3n ~I m ao-] [;;lTrd.o-l ar a"] - 4 - 4 - 4 - 0. 707x10 - 0. 554 X 10 - 0 . 415 X 10 
[31\d-~311" ;j . [37t ;)~ I ;;m a a-] 6 - 4 - 1. 88 X 10 _.d. - 1.465 X 10 ~ - l.068x 10 - 4 
co 
2 0. 978 77 0.97818 0. 97752 
6 - 4 - 4 - 4 f - /co (Q.u) - . 481 X 10 - 7. 791 X 10 - 8. 393xl0 
d.e 
orbitals, six Cl~,~.. orbitals, two "T\ u. orbitals and two IT'd orbitals available 
for configuration interaction, the other two <J'a' and one cr'u. orbitals being 
used for the Hartree-Fock wave function ( P
0 
). The expansion coef-
ficients of the molecular orbitals ar e given in Tables 5. 2. 6, 5. 2. 7, and 
5. 2 . 8 for the three internuclear distances 4. 85, 5. 05 , and 5 . 25 a. u. re-
spective ly. 
The energy and the electric field gradient are calculated according 
to (6. 9) and(6. 13) respectively. Table 6. 12 shows the contribution to the 
energy of the largest twenty-seven configurations. These configurations 
are denoted by the two electron integral which enters the off-diagonal 
element; where ambiguity occurs, the exact configuration will be given. 
No more than two significant digits are given after the decimal for two 
reasons: ( 1) the experimental value of the energy is known to one signi-
ficant digit after the d ecimal, (2) contributions from configurations with 
I -5 values of the order of 0 or less have been ignored. Table 6. 13 shows 
I o Y. 
the contribution to the electric field gradient of the largest twenty-three 
configurations. It is seen that configurations which give a large contribu-
tion to the electric field gradient also giv e a large contribution to the energy, 
but the reverse statement is not necessarily true. The large effect of 
the configuration denoted by [nr~ a~ I 1 1l 14. ~a-~l should be noted in both 
tables. 
The total molecular energy is - 14. 9027471 , - 14. 9036588, and 
- 14. 9035731 a. u . at internuclear distances of 4. 85, 5. 05 , and 5. 25 a. u., 
respectively. By fitting a parabola to these three values, the minimum 
total molecular energy is found to be - 14. 903752 a. u. at 5. 13349 a. u. 
internuclear distance ; this value now inCludes configuration interaction. 
Q -3 Q -3 - 3 ( D I ;J.e. )total is - 0. 001165 H , - 0. 0023 77 H , and -0. 003548 QH 
at internuclear distances of R : 4. 85, 5. 05, and 5. 25 a. u., respectively. 
By fitting a parabola to these values and evaluating this equation at the 
internuclear fou_~d for t~e energy minimum there results ( b I ae. )totai : 
- 0 . 002871 C{~ at R - 5. 13349 a. u. ( f;he. ) total is, in fact, a rather 
sensitive function of internuclear distance, being given by the equ ation 
Tabl e 6. 12 Energy Contributions, \H 12 t/H -H '\ 
o t" \J I'lL oo} 
R- 4. 85 a. u. 
[3cr'A.;~<113a'~d.oa1 4. 01 x 10- 3 
-3 [ acr;, ~<r"a ~ ~0".._ Ol osJ 3 . 54 X 10 
[ -3 m~ d.a-3 lm~ d<r~l 15. 29 x 10 
[ -3 trr1 ~'11 rrr6 .it~] 1. 32 x 10 
[ 3c11L clo'~ I d. O'IL il.G'i.l 1. 11 X 1 0- 3 
[lf<r~ ~d'~ I lfctl ;l(i"~l o. 88 X 10- 3 
[ -3 s-<fa ad~ I 5o'} aa-}J 0. 24 X 10 
L3o-"'- ao-~ 130'14 ad~J 0. 77 x 1 o- 3 
l.;cta ¥a\J;c'3 Olo'~l o. 2s x 1o-3 
[5d14 Jd~ j5cf~ M'~l 0. 29 X 10- 3 
[ifo't ~a'a l3o'g -a.cral o. 66 x 1 o- 3 
[ S"cfa clef~ I 31Ta ad3 J 0. 6 2 X 1 0- 3 
['ta-14 aa-ll;zcr~'- ~a's] o. 24 x 10- 3 
[_sc1\.l J.a'~ ~~~ ;;zcr~] o. 21 x 10- 3 
[-s-o"'"' ~~I Sow. M~] o. 36 x 1 o- 3 
~TI .. J~j .;tyr-14- !u'~ 0 . 09.x 10- 3 
[?.ll u. d.~ 1m"- a<~,J o. 9 7 x 1 o- 3 
~nu. ao-~1-lnu a<t3l o. 39 x 10- 3 
81t"u. t<rv.. l.i!.7i14 tu ..J 0. 09 x 10- 3 
[?rc~ 0171 "'3 -11 o. 23 x 10- 3 lJ.na- £<1'~l .;tJt~ 11~] 0. 17 x 10 - 3 
L?-7fu J<r'~ l nru. ~]a. 0. 1 o x 10- 3 
[-a11" t a'~l rrru. 3v}] l... o. 09 x 10 - 3 
[_.11r~ ta-"'1 ~7f'a /0"(41 o. 14 x 10- 3 
[:tii~ 1"j ld.7fu t<r~-~.l c 0 . 37 x 10 - 3 
J [d.7t<1 l a'u I ,-rr"' J~] 0 . 13 x 10- 3 
~7rc1' ta" .. !ITiu ~~J e 0. 09 x 10- 3 
- 3 E-H (a.u.) -32.65xl0 
. 00 . 
a. C on f iguration 65 in Table 6 . 6. 
b . Configur ation 6 6 in Tabl e 6. 6 . 
c. Con figuration 76 in Ta.bl e 6. 6. 
d. Con figuration 8 1 in Table 6 . 6. 
e . Confi guration 82 in Table 6. 6. 
R = 5. 05 a. u. 
-3 4 .06x10 
-3 3.78x10 
-3 14. 81 X 10 
-3 1.38x.10 
-3 1.18x10 
-3 0. 82 X 10 
-3 0.24xl0 
-3 0. 84 X 10 
-3 0.23xl0 
-3 0 . 29x10 
-3 0 . 57x10 
-3 0.62x10 
-3 0.27x.10 
-3 0 . 22x10 
-3 0. 39 X 10 
-3 0. 09 x .10 
-3 0. 89x10 
-3 0. 39 X 10 
-3 0. 09x10 
-3 0.24 xl0 
-3 0. 17 X 10 
-3 O.lOxlO 
-3 0. 08 X 10 
-3 0.13xl0 
-3 0.37xl0 
-3 0.12xl0 
-3 0.08x10 
-32. 45 X 10 -3 
R = 5. 25 a .u. 
-3 4. 11 X 10 
-3 4. 06 X 10 
-3 14. 38 X 10 
-3 1. 44 X 10 
-3 1.25xl0 
-3 0.75x10 
-3 0. 23 x . 10 
-3 0. 89 X 10 
-3' 0.22x 10 
-3 0. 26 X 10 
-3 0 . 46 X 10 
-3 0.59xl0 
-3 0.29x10 
-3 0 . 21 X 10 
-3 0.39x10 
-3 0 . 09 X 10 
- 3 0 .73xl0 
-3 0 .31 X 10 
-3 0.09 X 10 
-3 0 . 23 X 10 
-3 0. 16 X 10 
-3 0. 10 X 10 
-3 0 . 08 X . 10 
-3 0. 13 X 10 
-3 0.37x .10 
-3 0. 07 X 10 
-3 0. 09 X 10 
-32. 00 X 10 -3 
Ia s-
Table 6. 13 E lectric Field Gradient Contributions 
"D iagonal" Term, 
R = 4. 85 a. u. 
[3<~'~ao-~l30'3 ~~1 -4. 79 x 1 o-4 [~<t,;tcf~l'fOj ~O'&] 0. 51 X 10-4 
(so-~ozo-~l so-~~O'iJ -1. 23 x 10- 4 
[ -4 ~<f ... a'll.acr ... il.a',J 1. 4 7 x 10 
[so'~a.d~ I r;.r ... .-c1,1 -1. 32 x 10-4 
[rrr146<~'al m ... •~J 25. 92 x 10-4 
[~'~~" ... aa'~\.17£~-o'$] 1. 10 ~ 10-4 
('r.3-asJ'rra;l~J 1.12 x 10-4 
b..r.~-.cf~ jJ.tri~a'~l 0. 45 X 10-4 
[S'ct,..la'3j3.,-~M)1-2. 48 X 10-4 
~a'~ a.a'ai.,.,.,~O'~J -o. 11 x 10-4 
[s-a' lA ac13 I act~~. .:u·~] - 0. 9 3 x 1 0- 4 [s ~~" ... l.a''\3d14•o;1-l. 19 x 10-4 
I~:r.~~,"M'~ \rtr~~.co;] 2. 96 x 10-4 
Gcf .. u3 1~L""~.t.-~1 o. 26 x 10- 4 
"Off-Diagonal" Term, C1-4.. Cv 9fi-"V 
ca. 0 
0 
R = 4. 85 a. u. 
}4. ')) 
[ 'S'cf1lo'~ \ 3o'~ c}.O'~ [1~ acr31 ~a'~ M'!J -4 -2.2lxl0 
-4 [~d"~ a.-~J'fjara's1 ['I o'~ adal 3a's- l"}] ·-0. 40 X 10 
. -4 [scra -era 1 sctl ;1~] ··[?a-~ a ~~'~ 1 3~ ~a-sl -0.30xl0 
-4 
[ 'f cr.._ a..cf3 J ~a-.. o1cr~] [acr14 :1.~ \ ;tcf ... a<f,l - 0 . 30x10 · 6 -4 [sa ... ;~0'3\.;<G"""'-60'3) [u ... clcf31-cr,.a.os1 0.4 X 10 
.:;o. 38 x 10-4 [sa"' .. .1a'~ I ).a"'" ~v$1 [~o-~ ~d~ )J..tr ... ~~ 1 
-4 [so'l<. acr~ l~<TI4aaa1 ['l"'~.~. a(is \u14 a~1 0.28xl0 
1. 71 x "l o- 4 c~Jf ... aa'al 17\j.alf',J U~r ... atYa 1 .. .,.. ... a.a~ 1 
~ 
co 0.8751 
J- Zoo (u.)+ 8. 92 X 10 -4 
&Q. 
R =5. 05 a .u. 
-4. 82 X 10-4 . 
0. 49 X 10 -4 
-1.30x10 -4 
6 -4 1. OxlO 
-1.45x10 -4 
24. 06 X 10-4 
-4 1.17xl0 
-4 1.20x10 
6 -4 0.4 X 10 
-2. 57 X 10 -4 
6 -4 -0. 7 X 10 
-0.98xl0 -4 
-1.28x10 -4 
2.32xl0 -4 
-4 0.31 X 10 
R = 5. 05 a. u. 
-2. 19 X 10 -4 
-0.37 X 10 -4 
-0. 30 X 10 -4 
-0.32xl0 -4 
. -4 
0.47 X 10 
0. 33x10 -4 
o. 30 X· lO -4 
6 -4 1. 4 X 10 
0.8753 
+7.73x10 -4 
lo6 
R = 5. 25 a. u. 
-4 
-5.45xl0 
0. 42 X 10 -4 
. -4 
-1.15x10 
2 . 10 X 10 -4 
-1.10x10 -4 
22. 23 X 10 -4 
0.81 ·x10-4 
-4 1. 24 X 10 
-4 0. 43 X 10 
. -4 
-2.45 x .lO 
6 -4 -0. 3x10 
-0.80xl0 -4 
-l.lOxlO -4 
1. 76 X 10 -4 
0. 35 X 10-.4 
R = 5. 22 a. u. 
. -4 
-2. 09 X 10 
-0.30xl0 -4 
-0.27 X 10 -4 
. -4 
-0.-35 X 10 
0. 50 X 10 -4 
0.25 X 10 -4 
0. 32 X 10 -4 
1. 42 X 10 -4 
0.8754 
6 -4 + . 84 X 10 
The numbers in the equation are given to a number of digits which is not 
significant, but which may be useful for purposes of computation. Consid-
erations on accuracy of the calculated numbers are given in Appendix D. 
The dissociation energy of Liz is equal to 0. 034676 a. u. This value 
includes configuration effects both in the Liz molecule and the Li atom 
whose energy is calculated to be - 7. 4345381 a. u. in the next section. 
The accuracy of these results is discussed in Appendix D. In general 
in the present section numbers have been quoted to more places than are 
significant. 
c. Li 
/ ol 
A configuration interaction calculation is reported here for Li using 
the parameters shown in Table 5. 3. l. Eight Slater -type orbitals are used 
as basis functions for the atomic orbitals. Thus there are three S orbitals , 
three p orbitals, and one S orbital with ~ spin available for configuration 
interaction. One S orbital (with both spins) and one S orbital with ol. spin 
are used to describe the Hartree-Fock wave function ( Clo ). The expan -
sion coefficients of the atomic orbitals are given in Table 5. 3. Z. 
The energy is calculated according to (6. 9). Table 6. 14 shows the 
contribution to the energy for those configurations which give a contribution 
greater than IO - 4• This criterion is in agreement with the correspond -
ing configuration interaction calculations for LiH and Liz. It is, of course, 
desirable to have the energy of Li calculated to the same order of accuracy 
as LiH and Liz, for the purpose of calculating the molecular dissociation 
energy of these two molecules. 
It may be noted that none of the single substitution elements make a 
large enough contribution to be included in Table 6. 14. There is one 
contribution from a double substitution of the type Z S {-> ~ o( 
The t otal energy of Lithium, including configuration interaction, is 
equal to- 7.4345381 a.u. 
I 
Table 6. 14 Energy Contributions , I H j 2. /(H -H ) · 
o,...._ _ \A /'4-t"- oo 
. ['-/Sas/'-ISIS] 
r~f .:t~/ df IS] 
q_ 
r~lf 1 SI1¥J a:i] ' 
q_ [3~1s 11 ~ as] 
[ ~ 'f' 1 ~ I ;rt' 01 s. J a.. 
b L~d" dS\ 2)' I~ J 
c ['-IS1s ·l as 1~] 
E-H (a. u.) 
. 00 . 
a. Configuration 8 in Ta~le 6. 9 . 
b. Configuration 9 in Table 6. 9. 
c. Configuration 13 in Table 6. 9. 
-4 3.196xl0 
. -4 . l. 892 X 10 
6 -4 2. 5 5 X 10 
2. 6b3 X 10-4 
. -4 1. 089 X 10· 
. -4 1. 184 X 10 
. . -4 
2.146 ·x 10 .· 
. . 4 
4.136xl0- . 
-18.87lxl0 -4 
'• 
~ ·-· 
. ..
/o'8 
/09 
VII Conclusion 
The total molecular energy of LiH has been calculated in Chapter VI 
1 
to be - 8. 0171 a. u. The experimental value of the energy is - 8. 0703 a. u. 
Thus the calculated value is 99. 34o/o of the experimental value . A more 
sensitive test than the total molecular energy is given by the calculated 
value of the dissociation energy, 0. 08Z6 a. u . The experimental value 
is 0. 09Z4 7 a. u . z The calculated value is 89. 33o/o of the experimental 
-3 
value ( ~/ile- )total has been calculated to
3
be - 0. OZ0697 aH • The quadrup-
ole coupling constant has been measured to be + 346 :t Z kc/ sec . This 
7 - il6 ~ 
leads to a quadrupole moment of the Li nucleus equal to - 3. 56 x 10 ~. 
These calculations for the total molecular energy, the dissociation energy, 
and the electric field gradient have included the effects of the configura-
tion interaction. 
The dipole moment of LiH at the equilibrium internuclear distance 
(3. OZ a. u.) has been calculated to be - 5. 831 Debyes (without configuration 
4 interaction). The experimental value is - 5 . 88Z Debyes . Also calcu-
lated (without configuration interaction) is the quadrupole coupling constant 
of Deuterium in LiD. This has been found to be + 39. Z4 kc/ sec , when 
- Z7 z Q(D) is assumed to be + Z. 738xl0 ~. 
The total molecular energy of Liz has been calculated in Chapter VI 
to be - 14. 9038 a . u . The experimental value of the energy is - 14. 9944 a. u.: 
so that the calculated value is 99. 40o/o of the experimental. Similarly the 
dissociation energy is 0. 0347 a. u. The experimental value is 0. 0386 a. u. 
so that the calculated value is 89. 9o/o of the experimental. ( ?J /aQ )total 
has been calculated to be - 0. OOZ87la~3 . Together with the experimental 
value of +- 0. 060 Me/ sec 6 , this leads to a value of - 4. 45 xl oZ6 cmz. 
As discussed in Appendix D, ( 'fr/ae.)total for Liz is expected to be accu-
rate to two significant digits, so that the value for the quadrupole moment 
should also be rounded off to two digits. As shown by (6. ZO), the electric 
field gradient is a strong function of internuclear distance. These calcu-
lations for Liz have included the effects of configuration interaction. 
The calculated value of the Lithium atom energy, with configuration 
interaction included, is - 7. 4345 a. u. The experimental value is 
n 
- 7. 4 779 a. u. 7 which leads to a percentage of 99. 42o/o. The Li calcula-
tion was carried out to the same accuracy, in configuration interaction, 
as the molecular calculations, because the Li atom energy is used in 
calculating the dissociation energies. 
There are several conclusions to be drawn from the present work. 
Most important is the conclusion that SCF - LCAO - MO calculations 
which use an analytic basis set can yield results of sufficient accuracy 
that confidence may be placed in their description of molecular structure. 
In order to accomplish this it is necessary to use a large set of suitably 
chosen basis functions and, also, to carry out configuration interaction 
corrections. For example, in Li2 , it may be seen that a major part of 
the binding energy is a result of the configuration interaction correction. 
A conclusion concerning the magnitude and, more important, the 
sign of Q(Li 7) is possible. In agreement with the nuclear theory, the 
quadrupole moment of Li 7 is negative and of approximate magnitude 
4xl526 VYY\. 2. A best value would be ( - 4. 0 -t. 0. 5) x 10-26 cm2. This 
value is based upon the fact that the Li2 quadrupole coupling constant, 
as discussed in Chapter II is not accurately known and, also, that the 
dcr orbitals in LiH might increase Q (by no more than about 10%). 
One other conclusion which should be mentioned is that the ·Ja IT 
I/o 
orbitals in LiH and Li2 and the p orbitals in Li give important contributions 
in configuration interaction. Thus, in performing configuration interaction 
calculations for LiH and Li2 , it is not sufficient for high accuracy to employ 
cr orbital substitutions only. 
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Appendix A: Derivation of Equation (4. 32) 
This appendix is concerned with the evaluation of the integral 
the coordinate transformation >< = /-(~-?-) , so that 
1-7 
and c/7 = ["1 - ( ~-~ )l J )( . 
(X ·H) ~ 
(A. 2) 
Since I< ~ < I+~ as k approaches zero, J; is always close to 
one. Thus if N (>t) is a continuous function, it is perm issible to 
replace N(X+~- ~ ) by N (x - ~) , as k approaches zero. Stated 
X+ l X+l 
differently, thi s function m ay be expanded in a power series ink; 
it will be sufficient to keep the first term. The factor [.f~ ()(~+~f1J = 
• Since (><+1)02. 
~.; has a magnitude of approxim ately two, k / 2 ~ approaches zero 
in the limit. Similarly, k/ ~;;~. + ~ approaches zero as k approaches 
/17 
zero. Thus, in this limit, 
fi a_ fx + ~ -~)~1 = (~~~) x;} -t J-k ( t-1-r) x +~$.a r \_ Xt' J (X+t) ;;! 
[1- { ~ - ~)] , in the same way, m ay be replaced by 1 
approaches zero. Finally, the factor 
[~x3-(};-t t)~ +X l~ ~~-0(~~~)-J.~](~+I) 
+[} (~fi- (~~I)) ~- ~·Jj ( x+-1) 3 
- 5 [X(~ 1-1 )+~] 
The factor 
+ ~ , as k 
without approximati~n. It is necessary to keep each term in this 
factor in order to derive the final result. The integral becomes 
0() 
! N (x;-+~) u~~I)X;I.+J ~ (~+I) X ta ~~] (1+~) d. X 
0 I+X [)( (~ tl)t~]S 
. { :tx•c~ Hl a + x [b ~~ - {,(!;. ~ 1) -J.fe.] (-t+~) +[! (>;>.-( ~"-1) <>_r.•ij (A. 3) 
The m ost ~mportant contribution to the integral will occur when the 
factor rx (~H)+~]- s-is smalL. This occurs when X is of the order 
~ /(~ +I) , which goes to zero, ask approaches zero. With the 
aid of this conclusion it is possible to assess the order of magnitude 
of various factors in the integrand: {~«-1) x.a:: 0(~ 3) J ~ ~ (~+I)X = 
0 {~ ) ) ;;) ~ ~ -::= 0 ( ~) . Thus (~;;2-1) X Ol m ay be neglected 
compared to its accompanying terms. A similar analysis of the 
factor in curly brackets shows that each constituent term is 0 {k 2), 
so that none of them may be dropped. Finally, x may be set equal 
to zero in those terms in which non-zero x results in higher powers 
of k. Thus the integral is 
~(I+~)!!; N(-~) Soc dx {~x;;l(~+ l) ~+x[6~~-6(~~1)-Jft]{<t+t) 
0 [x(~-+1)-t~]¥ ] 
+ [3(~~-(~02-I))Ol-f/] . 
(A. 4) 
J I !3 
Performing the integ ration there results 
Since I ( ~ < I-I fe ! 1 may be written 
H-f'e 
(A. 5) 
I 1: i'tm-t aC:(t)fV(-l)J {.§ 01(f+~J _ ~({+J.~J{~~~J + J; (.>/~-~J~ IJJ;.. ~o 1 ~ i_~ k 3 J 
This is equivalent to expanding the functions C(~) and N(-~) 
(A. 7) 
in a power series in ( ~- 1) and retaining only the lowest 
order terms in k. P e rforming the integration and pas sing to 
the limit as k approaches zero, there results 
(A. 8 ) 
II 'I 
Appendix B . Deriv ation of Equation (4. 34) 
The proof of Eq. ( 4. 34) will be presented in this appendix. 
A result equivalent to this one was derived by the author under the 
direction of Prof. R. K. Nesbet; however, the original derivation 
was quite cwnbersome. For this reason, and because of its greater 
generality, an alternate proof of ('f. 3'f) will be presented, which has 
bee.n communicated to the author by R. K. Nesbet. 1-l ~ tA <f 
The derivation depends upon the fact that r~(t+l) ~ (CD;1. eb)e 
.:2(-(t+l) fA i !'Cf) 
is a harmonic function, i.e., V y-b Pt(~e-b) e J -= 0 • Now 
the most general harmonic function that vanishes as ~ b ecom es 
infinite can be written {See, for example, P. M. Morse and 
H. F e shbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1953 , p. 1285) • 
.f(~J">]Icf) = ~ ·~ c(ntw\. EV::c~) P;('l) e.i.trnc.f (B.l) 
where .f ( ~) rz, tf ) is an harmonic function which vanishes as ~ 
becomes infinite, and the C are the coefficients in this expansion. 
nm 
multiplying 
and f l e ads to 
(B. 2) 
The problem is reduced to finding the C • Since the equation is 
n m 
true for any value of ~ , it is true in the limit as ~ becomes v ery 
large. In this case both the left and right hand sides of (B. 2) contain 
powers of ~ -l and the C may then be found by equating, term by 
nrn 
term, the coefficients of these powers. 
ld..O 
Now, the identity 
I + ~ '7 __ ?, + _I 1- ~ .1. { .:..._(__ = J -1- E ~-1-7 - ~ I+~ (B. 3) 
~( t+ ~ 1) 
may be used to expand ft \ · ~47 / , since E tends to zero as ~ 
tends to infinity and thus is a small quantity. {B. 3) leads to the 
Taylor series 
{3) 
t- EP P',.()J}+ .. . J! -t { 
(~) (B. 4) 
where P/Y1.) is the q th derivative of 
I,. - 1 
k ~t . Also to be expanded 
in powers of s are 
(B. 5) 
(B. 6) 
Equations (B. 4), (B. 5 ), {B. 6) are to be substituted into 
which is thus expanded in a power series in ~ -l. 
I o( are defined by the equation 
(B. 7) 
The Quantities 
!Ol. I 
) (Y1-== t +o<. {B. 8) 
The results of this substitution are: 
I !'{ Io-=f ~~(?z)Pm("1)J '[ M~-t 
-I 
I (I J 
r, = f. [7,-~ 2) r;c~ ) -(-tH)?~~1 )] r:c~)d~ 
I -=-
a 
1 a (.z) (•) f<. f [c'-1~J p~(~) - (t+~) {I- >/J 7 P; {7) + r~+tJ(t+;)) 1~ F;t<rJJ] fm((Jdr) ""=--t+d 
-I ~I. t ;;J 1 
I "' 3 
I 3 ' 3) ( <) . (I) r [c' -?2) ~f<c1) - (-t+3){J-,2/"[ P((7) -~ (f+2J (-t+vr,-~z)72~/4{?) 
-1 31 ~! ~ 1 
- { tft){io.){tt3) .1_3 ~1(7)] P:{>r) d( m. = tt-3 
3.1 3{ 
(B. 9) 
The problem is thus reduced to evaluating IA . It is not necessary 
to find the te r m in brackets exactly, but only t he coefficient of }.( 
Pt+">i ('l) which is the only term left afte r the ~ integration 
with P:(~) . With the aid of the recursion relation s (See, for 
example, Morse and Feshbach, op. cit.) 
?~f<('?}=ft-~+1) ~:(7)+ (f+t<) ~-:(?)} 
(;;.-t-11) («-t·u) 
(1-7 a) d l?cf(1) ~ (tfl) ~ ;~'(?) - (t-;u-) l?c_,~(7) J d7 
and derivatives thereof, there results 
> m-=- -t+( 
til • • . 
/Yl = t+fc . 
(B.lO) 
(B. 11) 
The substitution of (B. 11) and the asymptotic expansion (Ibid. ) 
~:(~)-== (- 1) f<. dll\rnl (""+/-{)_1 1 
~~0{) • (~m+l) ! ~ fh+ t 
into (B. 2) yields 
(B. 12) 
(B. 13} 
) ;).3 
which leads to the general formula, 
pK f< (~ t+~(>;) ~H~ ) · 
(B. 14) 
For t = 2, f = 0 1 this leads to ( 4. 34). 
Appendix C. Ground State Wave Function for LiH and Liz 
The wave function for LiH and Liz including configuration 
interaction is given for the equilibriwn internuclear distance. 
Equation ( 6.10) is used and all quantities are known except 
C / C = HoJ..L/(HJ..LJ..L- Hoo) and C which is determined by the normali-
J..L 0 . 0 
zation condition. The C are the coefficients of the symmetrized 
J..L 
deterrilinantal wave functions given in Table 6. 2 for LiH and 
Table 6. 5 for · Liz. The coefficients for the configurations which 
make the seven largest contributions to the energy is given for 
LiH and the five largest for Liz. 
LiH R= 3.02a.u. Liz R = 5. 05 a. u. 
C /C C /C J..L 0 J..L 0 
(3 1T 21T \ 31T 21Tj o. 0751 [11r 21T 11T 21T J o. 2957 u g u g 
(61T21T 6 1T 21T] 0.0586 [31T 21T 31T 21T J o. 1329 
71T21T] 
g g g g 
[7 IT21T 0.0395 [21T 21T ZIT 21T J 0.1433 u g u g 
L7 IT 2 IT 41T21T J 0.0435 Li1T 21T l1T 21T J o. 0 637 g g g g 
L8 IT 2 IT 81T21T] o. 0 259 [31T ZIT 21T ZIT ~ o. 05 68 
L4 IT 21T 
u g u g 
4 1T21T] o. 0501 
[ 31T 2 IT \ 11T2 1T] o. 0426 
/J.S 
Appendix D. Accuracy of the Calculatio ns 
In the calculations performed in the present work, the following 
sources of inaccuracy occur: 
( 1) round-off error due to digital character of the 
computer, 
(2) error due to neglect of non-zero single sub-
stitution matrix elements 
(3) error due to numerical integration, 
(4) error due to truncation of infinite series 
expansion, 
(5) error due to lack of inclusion of all con-
figurations in configuration interaction 
calculations, 
(6) error due to lack of complete set of basis 
functions, and 
(7) error, given a set of basis functions, due to 
non-optimized screening parameters. 
(1) The results of the calculations are given on the print-out sheet 
to eight digits. In Chapter V, these digits have been written down as if 
they were literally correct. However, the last two digits will never be 
used in presenting results in Chapter VI. Thus the r ound-off error is 
negligible. (2) The er r or due to neglect of non-zero single substitution 
matrix elements may be assessed by considering the magnitude of off-
diagonal matrises which should be zero. Scanning of a typical printout 
showed that \ctla· \ o;ti., j ~ .i.) < {,Y.Jo"'J (<tl <r~ ) < ~ x 1 ; 4) (Af s6-j . 
The diagonal elements of ( ~~·) ~ 0 I q.,,.. ) "> l 0 - l • If it is 
supposed that the off-diagonal terms give a measure of the error, then 
four digits after the decimal are significant. However, the numbers 
presented above are for the worst possible single case; any other case 
shows less error. Thus it may be concluded that er r or due to neglect 
of non-zero single substitution matrix elements will cause some error 
in the fourth decimal place. Since the e xample cited above is an extreme 
case, it is felt that this error (in the fourth digit) will not be large. 
(3) In order to investigate the effect ci. error introduced by 
performing integrations numerically, three runs were carried out 
for LiH with the set of parameters shown in T~ble 5. 1.13 with no 
dcr orbital. The number of terms in the integration formula was 
increased systematically. A Gaussian quadrature formula was 
employed. The number of quadrature points was changed from 16 
to 20 to 24. This resulted in a change in energy of less than one 
in the seventh digit. For the electric field gradient a change of 
five in the fourth digit was noted, going from 1 6 to 20 points. 
Going from 20 to 24 points a change of one was noted in the fifth 
digit. The 20 point Gaussian quadrature formula was deemed 
adequate for the present work. 
(4) In calculating the two electron integrals, an infinite series 
expansion for r -/2 where r 12 is the distance between two electrons, 
is made in prolate spheroidal coordinates (Neumann expansion}. 
The number of terms was changed (with the set of parameters shown 
in Table 5.1. 13 with no dcr orbital) from 24 to 28. This produced no 
change at all in the total energy and produced a change of two in the 
eighth digit of the electric field gradient. Truncation of the Neumann 
series at 24 terms was deemed adequate. 
(5) The error due to lack of inclusion of all configurations in 
configuration interaction calculations is evident from the magnitude 
of the terms included. For example, for the energy of LiH, Table 
6. 10 shows that contributions of the order of 10-4 and larger were 
included in the configuration interaction calculation. Contributions 
-5 
of less than 10 were neglected; to include them would have 
increased the amount of work very greatly. These will cause an 
error in the third digit so that there is some error in the dissocia-
tion energy in the third digit, but only in the fifth digit in the total 
molecular energy. A particular case of interest is the error in the 
electric field g radient for Li 2 caused by neglect of higher order 
configurations. From Table 6. 14, configurations which contribute 
1~7 
of the order of 10- 5 have been neglected. This neglect may cause 
an error as large as 10-4 which is an error in the second digit in 
(q/ 2e) total" It is the authorrs feeling that, because these neglected 
contributions may have either sign and because they will be of the 
same magnitude (i.e., there will not be one which is outstandingly 
large), they will tend to cancel so that the second digit is also very 
likely correct. 
( 6) In these calculations a finite set of basis functions are 
used, thirteen for LiH and eighteen for Li 2• The error involved in 
not having an infinite number of orthonormal basis functions is not 
easily assessed. Perhaps the best criterion for the set of basis 
functions is agreement between calculated and experimental energy. 
This has been discussed in Chapter VII. 
( 7) Given the form of the basis functions, there is an error 
caused by non-optimum screening parameters. The ones adopted 
for this work were optimized for atomic Lithium and give a reason-
ably good prediction for the energy of Li (see Chapter V). The value 
of the 2p1T screening parameter was found by carrying out preliminary 
Li.H calculations to minimize the total energy, as reported in 
Chapter V. Again, ultimately, the only real test is the agreement 
between theoretically calculated values and experimental ones. One 
should note that Ransil (Rev . Mod. Phys. ~~ 245 (1960) ) finds a 
change in the sixth and fourth digits in the energy for Li 2 and LiH, 
respectively, when going from a set of screening parameters which 
optimize the atomic energy to a set which optimizes the total 
molecular energy. However, in the present calculations, because 
of the larger number of basis orbitals used here, the effect of non-
optimum screening parameter should be much less than that found 
by Ransil. 
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ABSTRACT 
Hartree-Fock self-consistent field calculations of the 
Roothaan {linear combination of atomic orbitals - molecular 
orbital) type have been carried out on an electronic computer for 
Li.H and Li 2 using an extended basis set of Slater type atomic 
orbitals. Configuration interaction calculations result in a total 
molecular energy of 99. 34o/o of the experimental value, and a 
dissociation energy of 89. 33% of the experimental va\_ue in LiH. 
Similar calculations in Li 2 result in 99.40% and 89. 9%, respec,.tively, 
for these two numbers. The energy of atomic Li, which enters the 
dissociation energy calculation, is calculated to comparable 
accuracy (99. 42%). 
Using a general method developed in the present work, the 
electric field gradient is calculated (with configuration interaction) 
in LiH and Li 2• With Klemperer, Gold, and Wharton's measure-
ment of the LiH quadrupole coupling constant, the quadrupole 
moment of Li 7 is found to be - 3. 56 x I0- 26 cm2• With the Logan, 
Cote, and Kusch measurement of the Li 2 quadrupole coupling 
constant, the quadrupole moment of Li 7 is found to be 
- 4. 5 x lo- 26 em 2• The best estimate for the magnitude is 
( 4. 0 ! o. 5) x 10- 26 em 2; the sign is unambiguously determined to be 
negative, in agreement with theoretical predictions from nuclear 
models. The electric field gradient in Li 2 is found to be a sensitive 
function of internuclear distance. 
The dipole moment of LiH is calculated to be - 5. 83 Debyes 
and the quadrupole coupling constant of Deuterium in LiD to be 
+ 39.24 kc/sec. 
Large contributions in configuration interaction occur from 
ptr orbitals for LiH and Li 2 and p orbitals for Li. 
Another conclusion wbich should be mentioned is that no 
Sternheimer correction need be included in the calculation of the 
electric field gradient, when a Hartree-Fock wave function is used 
IP-
for a closed shell atom or molecule. 
In summary, it is foWld that calculations for the light dia-
tomic molecules, LiH and Li 2, by the SCF-LCAO-MO-STO method, 
used in conjWlction with a large set of basis orbitals and configura-
tion interaction, can yield results of sufficient accuracy that 
confidence may be placed in the theoretical description of molecular 
properties by this method. 
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